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ENTERTAINMENTS,

CITY HAIL,

FEB, 16th.

WEDNESDAY,

THE

BOSTON

IDEAL OPERA

CO.,

Von Suppe’s Graud Opera

In

New

UNCLE TONI S

4th.

CABIN,

Double Company, introducing celebrated

Trick

Donkey Jerry,
MAMMOTH

TRAINED BLOODHOUNDS,

Black ville

charge for

No extra

Reserved Seats.

JOSEPH CHENET,

Tickets

Business M anager.
will commence
After-

Wednesday

jan3ldlw

noon.

T. M. C. A. LECTURE COURSE.

Russell

Col.
the

We do not read

be d in

cations.
all

rabble Goat Button, uuw style, now
low ramp, box toe, only $2.25—former
*U.75—widths S, M, F and FF.

BANK,

i9S middle Street.

9th

day of February next, at 3 o’clock p. m.
SAMUEL ROLFE, President.
ROGERS, Secretary and Treasurer.

dtd

a

t

distinguished

H.

Cap,

Feb. 4.

o’clock.
Admission tiokete 20 cts. For sale at the Bookstores and at the door.
feb2 dtd

By

SPIRITUALISM,

ABTHl'R H. WAITE,
Artist Evangelist, assisted by

Ker.

HARRY IIERKiHALN,
The wonderful 7 years old Doy

“medium.”

AdmiB'.ion 15 and 25 cent*.

New
Frami

Portland
Curtis.Lessee

ONE NIGHT ONLY.

jan31dl w

Theatre.
and

Manager.

“MONDAY.

FFR. 7th.

i

Genuine Colored Minstrels!
40 PERFORMERS 40
16 END MEN 16
4 Companies of Shouter*,
& Corps Jaw Bone Choristers.
Natural Singers, Natural Dancers, Natural Humorists, Natural Performers of all kinds,—introducing
flat boat frolplantation acts, cotton field sketches,
ics, barnyard performances, song and dance acts,
burlesque jig acts, camp-meeting refrains, levee ab
febl dtd
surdities, superb choruses.

Bicycle School.

OPEN

day and evening.

135 Middle St.,
A Co.’s.
LAMSON
for all the beet Bieycles.

Woodman, True

over

BROS.. Agents

jan22

dtf

Gilbert’s Assemblies,
Every Thursday Evening.

Button—S. M, F and
FF—only $1.76 to close.
Goat

French Kid Button (Boyd’s N. Y.) with low
vamp, box toe, quarter over vamp.

RUBBERS.
Hand Sewed, Double Sole
Morocco Leg
Calf Boots only $G.60—former price $7 50
C
and
D.
—AA, A, B,

Teacher of Piano and

Unlauudried Shirt.

r

ReferenceIi. KOTZSCH.MAR.

febl_dtf

MISS SEWALI/S

For

Girls,

567 1-2 CONGRESS ST.
The new term begins FEBRUARY 10th. For
admission or circulars, apply to the Principal, 78
Winter Street.
janl7eod4w

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

CHAMBERLIN & rHOMSTED
will open to their trade MONDAY. JAN.
31st, a complete line of Unlaundried
Shiris. These are manufactured to ihetr
order, made from the “Wainsutta” cotton, and will he known as the “C. A H.”
Shirt.
These shirts they are confident will
prove a perfect success, for the reason
they are the BEST shirt in the market.
PHI CE

$1.00

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
MISS

eodtf

7

CLAPP’S

BLOCK.

For the next ten days [ will sell all Trimmed Hats
at one-half price. A large lot of elegant Fancy
Ribbons in remnants, I will close at the same rate.
A few dozen of

Mousse & Alexandre Best Kid Gloves
janSl

ONK

FOR

BROWN,

dlw

DOLLAR.

FIXTURES^

GAS
J.

KINSMAN,
Street,

opposite

Carnet

Store.

ee8

dtf

643

Galvanized Iron Gutter S Cornice Manuf'r.
All kinds of sheet iron and tin work made to
order.
Persons troubled with ice and snow gathering on
the eaves of buildings can have them liued up water
tight at short notice and at reasonable prices by
applying to me.
Tin roofing a specialty. Agent for Austin’s Patent Expanding Water Conductors.
A full assortment constantly on hand.

Nos. 29, 31 and 33 Union Street,

PORTLAND,
*

janl8

COPARTNERSHIP.

cheap

as can

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing between
Loren D. Austin and Edgar E. AIcKenney under the style of AUSTIN & McKENNEY, is this
day dissolved by mutual consent.
EDGAR E. McKENNEY will continue the business autl adjust all accounts at the old stand, 181
Middle Stree

THE

Portland, Feb. 1,1881.

febl eod2w*

have this day formed a
copartnership under the style of AMOS. L.
ou
MILIKTT&CO., for the purpose of
the jobbing and retail grocery business. Will occuour new store, 581 and
583
Congress
street,
py
about February 15th. Until then will be found at
the old stand, 588 Congress street.
AMOS L. MILLETT,
FRED W. THOMPSON.
febl dlw
Portland, Me., Feb. 1st, 1881.

WE

undersigned

carrying

Notice.
PERCEY B. ROLFE is admitted

MR.of

Portland,

Oak

a member
tirra from January 1, 1881.
TWITCH ELL, CHAPMAN & CO.
Jan. 24, 1881.
jan24d2w

our

Car Timber and Flew Remus, Treenail*,
Treenail Wedge* nnd Flanking d edge.,
Fine nnd Hemlock Building I.umber, Bn Board., Shingle, dec.

B. C.
MS

JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.
tf

first

quality,

as

low

as

the lowest.

^REMEMBER

TIKE

ADAM LEMONT,
Corner Congress and Atlantic Sts.
jan27

_dlw

That must be closed out.

Ladies’ Pebble Goat Button Boots,
“
Kid Button Boots,
“
French Straight Goat “
“
Button Newports, Extra,

THE SHOE DEALER,

421

M. C. PALMER

Sign of Gold Boot.

jan29

a

A small and well selected stock of
BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS, for
sale at a great sacrifice, on account of
other business.
Also store to let if desired. Apply to W. C. BARROWS, 84
KUCUlil*

eo«1&wtf

CHARLES RICH,
GENERAL
BROKER,

22 Exchange
Street.
Lumber aud
General Merchandise
bought and sold on commission.
Cash advances made on approved prop-

erty.
Stocks and JBonds dealt in.

Owen, Moore & Co.
SPECIAL SALE
FOR

A

FEW

DAYS

eodtf

WATCHES.

JEWELRY,
SILVERWARE,

CLOCKS,
SPECTACLES,

ONLY.

Genuine Harris Seamless Kid Gloves
in Black,
Browns, Slate and Light

ATWOOD

FORj$9.00.

We would state, that in connection with the
stock of Gents’ Furnishings, we also purchased of Hill & Co. all Measures
taken by them.
We guarantee that our 6 for $9.00
shirt excels any other custom shirt for the
same price in the city.

MERRILL & CO.
Succesors to Hill Sc

Co,

Under Preble House,
jan2G

dtf

CALL and SEE
’

Decker Bros Pianos,

any

both great bargains equal to
gloves in any market.

arc

$1.75

WENTWORTH.
509

Owen,

Moore & Co.

Congress St„

PORTLAND,

MAINE.
eodtf

dec25

dtf

mmm cards.
A Large and Elegant Assortment of L. Prang & Co.’s

VALENTINE CARDS for 1881.
FRANK B.

CLARK,

Bookseller and Stationer,
515
Jan25

Congress

St.
eodly

choice stock of first-class

Samuel Thurston,

Genuiue '“Trefonsse,” in Men’s one
button Kids, Elegant Shade for Street
and Evening, $1.00.

These

a

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

SAM’LBUDD
1,101 Broadway, cor. 24th st.,
New York City', invites attention to his superb assortment
of goods for gentlemen’s wear
selected abroad specially for
first-class trade, and unequalled for richness,style or beauty
Dress Shirts are Mr. Bucld’s
specialty. Customers pronounce them the best made.
Special orders for goods
made here or in Europe
promptly attended to.
An established reputation of

twenty years guarantees
honorable dealing..
over

nov30

3 Free St. Block,

PORTLAND.

sep29

THE UNEQUALLED WASHING PREPARATION
A'D

While

UNIVERSAL CLEANSER.
all
the
possessing
good qualities

of other
Washing
Preparations, which in
time invariably eat the clothes,
it is
perfectly
harmless to the most delicate fabric.
For Hot secleanii g purposes it far surpasses
every other preparation
it removes Grease-spots, Pitch, Tar or
Dirt oi any kind, from Cloths, Carpets, Furniture
etc., with wonderful ease. Try it.
Beware of buying a spurious article.
Edward
Batson, the only traveling Agent for Portlaud.

MAINE COALINE COMPANY,
Proprietors, Portlaud.
H. H. RICKER & Co., Selling Agt’s. for the State.
178 Fore Street, Portland, iHc.
jan‘22
eod3m

WE will pay the above reward for any ease of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Constipation or Costivei ess we cannot cure
with West’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the irections are strictly complied with.
They are
purely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction.
Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 30
pills, 25 cents. For sale by all druggists. Beware
of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST & CO., “The Pill
Makers,” 181 & 183 W. Madison St., Chioago.
Free trial package sent by mail prepaid on receipt
of a 3 cent stamp,
sepOdeow&weowly

1st. PREMIUM
—

AT

Portland, 1880.
State Fair, 1870.
3ST. HE*. Fair,1877.

jan20dlaw3wTh*

LOVELY] CARGO!!

/Wv Sell. ALLIE B.
^§52^ direct

Lamson

nock

River,

is

Opposite Falmouth Hotel,

PORTLAND,

-

jy Up One Flight Only.
«ep21

MAINE.
\
dtf

DYER,

from the Rappahau-

now

discharging

a

line

cargo of

OYSTERS
TIMMONS Jk HAWES, Wholesale and
Retail, 119 Commercial St. and 15 market
Square.
jan27 dlw
& Life

By Ilambuig-Bremen cash assets,
By Providence Washington Ins. Co
By Meriden Fire Ins. Co.
By New York City Ins. Co.
By Equitable Fire & M. Ins Co.
By Security Ins. Co.
By Now England Mutual Life Co.

interesting reminisinteresting even, if possible,

than his other contributions to the Press
and to the society—by Mr. William
Goold,

of old Portland, and the felicitous tribute of
Mr. Talbot to the first members of the corOther papers and" addresses are
attention, but we cannot dwell
The record must

itself.

speak

The

objects sought by the society and the
used to gain those objects are so fully
and clearly set forth in the President’s address that they need not be
recapitulated
here. We need only say that the
people of
Portland are as glad to have the society es"
tablished in this city as its spokesmen seem
means

Boston Herald: We are still unable to
see why the Democrats should threaten to
prevent the exercise by the Vice President
of functions in relation to the electoral
count which so long a line of his predecessors exercised without
dispute or injustice.
Speaker Randall says they have “no ulterior purpose.”
Will he kindly say what their
little game is, then? The Democrats in
Cougress have had t w6 years and more in
which they could have perfected and
passed
a fair and
acceptable measure providing for

They

have

rejected reasonable and adequate rules suggestea in tne senate, and dallied along apparently with tlie purpose of seeing just
what rule they needed to get the most advantage in handling the votes of the election just held. To raise a
rumpus now over
an election whose result is
undisputed,
would put a capstone on the monument of
folly which they have succeeded in raising
during the past four years. If they” will not
agree to a new rule

acceptable

to the men

both sides, their wisest course is to let
the old method prevail without
making wry
faces over it. A row over nothing and for
nothing, will be a boomerang that will make
the Morey letter seem like actual taffy.
on

The simplest post-office in the world is
Magellan Straits, and has been established there for some years past. It consists
of a small cask, which is chained to a rock
of the extreme cape in the Straits
opposite
Terra del Fuego. Each passing ship sends
a boat to open the cask and to take letters
out and place others in it. The
post-office
is self-acting, therefore; it is under the
protection of the navies of all nations, and up
in the

to the present there is not one case to report of which any abuse of the privileges it
affords has taken place.

“Senator Edmunds is said to have saved
out of his law practice.” This is
an item which is going the rounds of the
papers. It affords an opportunity to journals of Democratic and other base proclivities to impeach the integrity of Senator Edmunds and to declare that no Congressman
who is so rich could have honestly obtained
so much money.
But the editor who makes
this declaration is earnestly advised
by us
not to visit Vermont. He will find it too
warm for a summer resort.

$250,000

Lowell Courier: When persistent admakes fortunes for so many men
who have only nostrums and worthless articles to announce, dealers in valuable goods
ought to take courage and invest liberally in

printer’s

ink.

Nothing

is

pay future dividends than

more

certain to

j idicious

adver-

tising.
A
Massachusetts
exchange says :
“About sixty Massachusetts men attended
the dinner given by the Massachusetts association at Washington Saturday. The association, which has taken on new life recently, proposes to have monthly dinners now.”
This is probably true. The Massachusetts
idea of practical politics is a swell dinner

mighty envious place.
denying our claim to be
it disputes the accuracy

BUTLER,
dtf

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

Insurance.

§1,255,530.
665,747
423,833
400,000
352,038
331,727
14,010,406

Portland Office 166 Fore Street.
nov6eod3m
JOHN W. MONGER & CO., Agenta.

—FOR SALE BY—

R. STANLEY &

SON, Importers,

192 FOREST., PORTLAND ME.
dec31
dtf

W. Gr.

Osborne,
Dealer in

Wholesale

FLOUR, MOLASSES,
TEA?, SPICES AND TOBACCO,

No. 90 I-Z Commercial St., Thomn. Block,
(OFFICE UP STAIRS,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.
d&wlmo
janlO

agency,

a

the natural seaport
of our thermome-

ter. What are we to do with
—except to visit it?

Secretary Schcrz really
the

advantage,

content with

Not

in the Ponca

a

city

seems

like that

to have

business,

over

the Massachusetts statesmen, real and alleged, journalistic and legislative. But it is
a poor victory.
Those fellows are so accustomed to defeat that they bend their necks
even at the hovering shadow of a yoke.

strongest reason for the confirmation
of Mr. Stanley Matthews as Associate Justice of the Supreme Court is the opposition
to the confirmation made by the New .York
Sun. Condemnation by the Sun is a certificate of good moral character.
The

The attempt made by

some

newspapers

Republican ranks
has not met with success. Perhaps the inducement held out is inadequate.
The
Virginia Senator is apparently on his make.
to coax Mahone into the

The Philadelphia Press spiritedly, if inaccurately, cal !s the Commissionership of
Agriculture a “Deputy Kitchen Cabinet
office,” and wants Dr. Boring of Massachusetts appointed to fill the place.

in relation

to the

party,

merchant furnishes to such an agenwilfully false statement of his cir-

a

a

cumstances,

or

with

to

intent

pecuniary
obtain

a
tie

responsibility,
standing and
is

not

matte

entitled,

and thus defraud whoever may resort to the agency, aud in reliance upon the
false information there lodged, extend a
credit to him, there is no reason why his li-

ability

to any party defrauded by these
should not be the same as if he had

made the false representations directlv to
the party

injured.

UBruneites

favor at the White
Hayes’ black eyes

in

are

House late years.

Mrs.

have been

praised by many a Washington
correspondent, and now Mrs. Garfiel 1 is described as a lady “whose bright bn. ,vn eyes
light up a lovely face.”
The

Queen of Sweden is travelling incogEngland. Lucky for her it is not in

Rhode Island—for theft she would

be

cer-

tainly accused—by Democratic papers—of
criminal conversation

with

Senator Conk-

___

The California Assembly has passed,
by
46 to 27, a bill prohibiting the employment
of Chinese

on

State, county

any

town

or

works.
Senator Hamlin’s
grosses the

minds

of

new

overcoat

Washington

en-

corres-

pondents.

The heart that beats under the
coat has been the admiration of Maine
peo-

ple for

for

Every lady when purchasing a Corset desires to
get one that is ragy and comfortable to the form,
perfc« tiou iu fit, and at same time durable in
quality. All these good features are combined
in Madam F«*y’« Comfort Hip Comet.
It is coiihtructed on scientific principles, enabling
the wearer to bend or recline in any position
without breakiug or wrinkling the waist or
hips of the Corset
Also combines the advantage of having a Patent
Removable Double Busk (which never breaks)

of all kinds, in the
ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

for

Fire, marine

of the estate of

bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all perons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
EDWARD A. NOYES, Administrator,

A

cences—more

ARE.

—

That

MICHAEL McMAHON, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given

WE

dent Bradbury, the

Boston is growling now because the temperature here is higher than there. That’s

A. B.

an

guidance in giving credit

ling-

extended comment or
remark in this column. But we do wish to
call attention to the happy address of Presi-

a

to communicate such information to persons
who may be interested in obtaining it for

with the

necessity of

by

mercantile agency-

circumstances, means and pecuniary responsibility can have no other motive in so doing than to enable the agency

nito in

Madam Foy’s Comfort Hip Corset

We recommend tki» Comet to onr Cumtomers, and are now prepared to till
orders for them in any quantities in white
or colored.
Respectfully,

a

to his own

gent, influential and cultured citizens are
proof enough of the pleasure taken by our
people in the meetings of the society and
the delight with which they welcome the removal of its offices to this city.
The full report of the meeting, given on
the “local” page of the Press, does
away

vertising

COALINE.

jan28

HERE

of intelli-

dtf

247 Middle Street.

$500 Reward!

Portland, Jan. 4th 1881.

6

Also

Shades, #1.00 pair.

janlleodtf

hereby

FINE
CUSTOM
SHIRTS.

firm were made

means

the count of the electoral votes.

dtf

v21dtf

1*nl3

MERRILL&CO

Street

Congress

$2.00

2.00
3.00
1.25
“
1.00
Newport Ties,
“
1.25
Fancy Slippers,
“
Warm Slippers,
50c to 1.25
Misses’ S -hool Button Boots,
1.15
“
French Kid Dancing Boots, 2.50
“
1.25
Newports, hand made,
Child’s Kid Boots, bl’k & colored,
.50
“
Grain Bals,
1.00
Men’s English Grain Bals,
3.50
“
“
“
3.50
Congress,
“
Newark Hand Sewed Bu. Boots 5.00
“
Wescotf Calf Button Boots,
3.75
“
Rubber B ois,
2.50
“
Pure Gam Boots,
3.00
Ladies’ Rubbers, first quality,
.35
2.50
Imported Cauadiau Overshoes,

jan29

specialty. Prices very low.
AppIetonVi Block, opp. 513 CongrcHs St.
M8«S. A. 1.0It 1 AG.

JIUlllilUU

Under
Falmouth Hotel.
dlf
jau24

PEACE.

DRESS MAKING !

in

DECK PLANK.

A, B,

be found In Portland.

given,
the
subscriber has been duly, appointed
Piles, Ship Timber & Plank, Notice
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator

DRV PINS,

Rubbers,

eod3m*

OF

Copartnership Notice.
the

and Balmorals—AA,
C and D.

a

to

information to such

many years.

“Pure milk and

no

water” is the popular

cry in New York now. New York is probably better equipped to get along without
water than any city in the Uion—except

Portland.

at ten cents

selling in New York
Only the poor can af-

are

apiece.

ford to buy them.
Senator Collamer is to represent Verstatuary at the national

mont in the line of

gallery

London of December 12, 1088, which
thus describes:

at

Washington.

nuu uiwaui uiuwuu

Of the Present and Future of Ireland.

jun

arnveu

iroui

me

country had first spread the report in the suburbs a little before midnight; but whence these
men came or
by whom they were employed re-

mained a mystery.
And soon news arrived
from many quarters which bewildered the public mind still more. The panic had not been confined to London. The cry that disbanded Irish
soldiers were coming to murder the Protestants had. with malignant ingenuity, been
raised at many places widely distant from each
other. Great numbers of letters, skilfully
framed for the purpose of frightening ignorant
people, had been sent by stage-coaches and
wagons, and by the post, to various parts of
England. All these letters came to hand almost at the same time.
In a hundred towns
at once the populace was possessed with the
belief that armed barbarians were at hand,
bent on perpetrating crimes as foul as those
which had disgraced the rebellion of Ulster.
No Protestant would find mercy. Children
would be compelled by torture to murder
their parents. Babes would be stuck on pikes,
or flung into the blazing
ruins of what had
lately been happy dwellings. Great multitudes assembled with weapons; the people in
some places began to pull down bridges and
to throw up barricades; but soon the excitement went down.
Iu many districts those
who had been so foully imposed upon learned
with delight, alloyed by shame, that there was
not a single Popish soldier within a week’s
march.

The Present Duke of Wellington.
[London Truth.)
When young Lord Douro, the present Duke
of Wellington, went to Eton, his father, the
Iron Duke, was considered the greatest man

living; and though the Marquis.had to devote
his infant energies to toasting sausages for a
commoner in the Fifth, as well as to the composition of nonsense vorses; and though the
birch as early as Pope’s time, was stained with
noble as well as plebeian blood, yet, as Major
Pendennis said, ’’Hang it, a Marquis is a Marand even Eton boys, as well as masters,
learn to appreciate this fact. I believe Douro

quis,”

knelt on the fatal block

which his illus-

trious father’s form once graced, and he was
Certainly never bullied. He was a quiet, rather shy lad, with an
apparently painful consciousness that he was the observed of all observers, which, at first, perhaps, he was. He
was moderately
diligent, generally knew his
lessons fairly well, and was never in a serious
scrape.

The Land Leaeue View

Macaulay

Another day of agitation and alarm closed,
and was followed by a night the strangest and
most terrible that England had ever seen. Early in the evening an attack was made by the
rabble on a stately house which had been built
a few months before for Lord
Powis, which in
the reign of George the Second was the residence of the Duke of Newcastle, and which is
still conspicuous at the northwestern
angle of
Lincoln’s Inn Fields. Some troops were sent
thither; the mob was dispersed, tranquillity
seemed to be restored and the citizens were retiring quietly to their beds. Just at this time
arose a whisper which swelled fast into a fearful clamor, passed in an hour from Piccadilly
to Whitechapel, and spread into every street
and alley of the capital. It was said that the
Irish whom Feversbam had let loose were
marching on London, and massacring every
man, woman and child on the road.
At one
in the morning the drums of the militia beat
to arms.
terrified
women
were
Everywhere
weeping and wringing their hands, while their
husbands were equipping themselves for the
tight. Before two the capital wore a face of
stern preparodness which
inight well have
daunted a real enemy if such an enemy had
been approaching. Candles were blazing at
all the windows. The public places were as
bright as at noonday. All the great avenues
were barricaded. More than twenty thousand
pikes and muskets lined the streets. The late
daybreak of the Winter solstice found tlie
whole city stijl in arms. During many years
the Londoners retained a vivid recollection of
what they called the Irish Night. When it
was known that there had been no
danger, attempts were made to discover the origin of the
rumor which had produced so much agitation.
It appeared that some persons who had the

never

Strawberries

to be to come her.

COB. UNION STREET,

St. Louis & Patent Flour,

-ac---

m

Jersey Congress

ME.

German,

Congress Street.
dtf

oetll

and I am prepared to furnish my customers with
first-class g «ods at bottom prices.
Our Teas. Coffees and Hpices are the finest in the
market. Also choice brands of

as

Ladies’ and Gents’ Boots made
to order at reasonable prices.

MEN’S

GROCERIES,

JUST RECEIVED!

Will receive Pupils at

low as can be found in the city.
All goods guaranteed to be as

of

firm

Our Historical Society.
The meeting of the Maine Historical Society last evening was of much interest to
Portland people, as well as to the members
oi the society and to those outside the
city
limits who wisely concern themselves in the
matters with which it deals. The
presence

rvarmly expressed sympathy

A

not seem to

Subsequently another firm acting on the
strength of a report made by the agency as
to the standing of the first named firm
gave
it a credit which proved not to be
justified
by the actual circumstances and consequently brought suit for deceit in obtaining goods
by false representations. The jury gave a
verdict for the plaintiff, and this finding has
now been affirmed by the court of
appeals.
The text of the decision states the general
principles as follows: A person furnishing

and if

of

a

Credit to which lie knows

upon them here.

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

w. h. scon,

Teacher of

French and

HAVING
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Children’s work

dtf

jan24

& Elm Sts.

Rion Remnants Hall Price.
Trined Hats same.
MRS. I. P. JOHNSON,

—

J. W.

out the old firm of LEMONT &
TOB1E, I have thoroughly refitted the old
store and added a new lot of

Odds and Ends
Congress

widths and sizes.

bought

EACH.

S. T. TAYLOR’S SYSTEM

Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

Cloth lop Button and Congress Boots, all

PINE S FANCY

Kilborn’.s

Organ

as

condition

member of

Reform Clubs will be holden at North Gorham on
Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 12 and 13, 1881.
It is earnestly hoped each Club will be represented with a full deiegaiion.
Free entertainment to all.
L. W. WELCH, Sec’y.

well worth

in all the leading styles, at prices

niary

cy

Quarterly Cumberland County Convention

Portlanders:

does

have attracted
the
attention it should,
was given a few days ago by the New Tork
court of appeals. The case was one in
which false representations as to the pecu-

their

STEVENS, Pres.

Reform Club Meeting.

poration.

represented.

Free

School

BOOTS,
SHOES,

lath and lOlh,

Mas. L. M. N.

and

LADIES’

“O. <fc H.”

CPt'laM in Waltzing, the “German”
Raqnet meet*every Tuesday Evening.
dtf
jan(3

MRS. KELLOGG
248 Cumberland Street,

eodtf

Cloth Top Button, low vamp, quarter over
vamp, box toe—all widths, sizes and half

THE

and

_EDUCATIONAL

THE GOLD
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Feb.

of the W.

Mas. C. C. HUNT, Cor. See’y.

The

to*.

eodtf

rooms

SHATTER.

jan29

eodtf

jan29

J. H. HAVERLY. Proprietor.

every

SICN OE

steamboat and hotel managers
favor upon us by demanding credentials
person claiming to represent our journal.

C. T. U., on Water Street,
where a reception will be given to
delegates and
visitors Monday Eve’g, Feb.
14, Members of auxil
C.
T.
Unions
will
iary W,
please address Mrs. C. LHooper, Augusta, for places of free entertaiumeut.
Half fare may be expected on railroads.
On Tuesday evening, Feb. 15, Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, the eminent Iowa lawyer, will deliver an address in Granite Hail.

THE

F. A. ROSS & CO. LADIES’

CHAMBERLIN k H0M8TED,

—AND—

MERRY,

-

railway,

a

Annual Meeting of the Maine Woman’s ChrisTemperance Union -will be held in

at the

337 Middle Street,

197 Middle Street.

Cor.

*»t

Furs, a Fur
Winter Goods.

Pairs St. Grain Calf Button, low vamp, box
toe, only $2.75 -widths S, M and F.

HAVERLY’S
COLOSSAL

our

UNDERSELL US.

THE FAMOUS LECTURE,

FACT AND FRAUD OF

any of

TUB

at

GRAND ARMY HALL,
Saturday & Sunday Evenings, Feb. 5 & 6.

or

TO

COE
THE HATTER,

HEROIO F OA PRIVATE LIFE.”
at the Hall of the Young Men’s Christian Associa-

Friday Evening,
7.30

KOBE.

KINDS OF DRY GOODS. WE

febl

indispensable,

Augusta,

BUFFALO

IUTTE11.

Pebble

in

Tlie

A

H

«,

Goat, Seamless Button, box toe,only
$2.75— former price $3.60— widths AA.
A, B, C and D.
Pebble

Pairs

are

as a

All

every

tian

Blanket, a
Trunk, a Ba«, a

will deliver

on

■■

HAT,

Days.

A Wolf Kobe, a Horse
pair of Mitts, a
pair of Gloves, a Set of

REDUCED FROM $1.25 TO 75
CTS
ALSO ONE LOT. FORMER
PRICE 45 CTS., NOW 25 CTS.
GREAT REDUCTION IN ALL

and address of the writer

some

peculiar decision which

anonymous letters and communi-

name

following from the Hartford Pogt,
opinions are wise and well-considered

may be of interest to

W Oman’s Christian Temperance Union.

sizes.

“

tion,

Reduction for 10

BEAUTIFUL

orvnt.

dec28

Conwell,

Author and Traveler,
his great lecture

of

with Winter Boots. Will sell fine, stylish
he last pair is sold.
Boots at cost until
Please call and examine and be convinced
that 1 am closing ouc my Winter Boots at
cost.

FrcEN ;•! .AID DRESS GOODS

The

confer

will

CAP.

DON’T ALLOW ANYBODY

whose

Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pi
lien,

A

Before taking stock we shall sell all of the abov

ann/1 h

price

OVERSTOCKED

on

___

A. G.
b-’M

but,

but

Editor,

Annual

Meeting of this corporation will he
THEheld at their
banking room,
WEDNESDAY,

tue

The

PRESS.

not necessarily for publicaguaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve com
munications that are not used.

dtd

Wo.

cases

tion

Jubilee Band and the Magnolia Minstrels

PRICES 25 and 35.
Sale of

will be

MAINE SAVINGS

ANB
CAPS
AT
COST.

MAMMOTH

Powerful

come

febJ

BAGS,
HATS,

Portland Theatre.

TOUR,
JAY RIAlL’S

before

may on
it,
Union Ha
1.
FRIDAY EVENING, Feb. lltli, at
half-past seven o’clock. A prompt and full attendance is requested.
F. H. CLOYES, Secretary.
0

TRUNKS,

feb2d2w

ANNUAL

legally

ness as

GLOVES STYLES.

Friday and Saturday, Feb. 4 & 5,
and Saturday Matinee at i! P. M.

4th.

T®®

ROBES,
FURS,

Adelaide Philipps, Myron Whitney, Tom Karl,
Stone, Maihilde Philipps, Barnabee, Fessenden, Frothingham and all the favorites.
Forty-five Artists, Full Orchestra.
Tickets at Popular Puces Monday, Feb. 7th, at
usual place, Stockbridge’s Music Store.
See future
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_

Marie

MISCELLANEOUS

Annual Meeting of the Ilaydn Association.
for the choice of officers and such other busi

BUY

FATINITZA.
Advertisement.

MISCELLANEOUS

Haydn Association*

NOW
YOU
CAN

PRESS

is

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

PRICE 3 CENTS.

As at

where, in due

Eton,

it was at Cambridge,
he matriculated as a noLittle he recked of mathso

course

bleman at Trinity.
matical honors, or

classical. Had he not
enough honors already? Then he went
abroad, only to find that he was, if possible, a

distinguished man on the Continent than
England. However, he managed occasionally to escape the atmosphere of courts and
more

[Dublin Cor. New York Herald.]
The “writing on the wall” is, indeed, so visible that we wonder why the Irish landlords
do not at once grasp the situation, and instead
of resisting the pressure meet it more than
half way, and so disarm the agitation

altogeth-

This they could do. The tenants’ demands can be easily satisfied at the present
time—abolition of entail, fixity of tenure and
a peasant
proprietary. These are not exorbitant demands and Irish landlords would not be
the sufferers if granted. Refuse the moderate
demands of to-day and impossibilities may be
demanded to-morrow, and with justice and the
er.

sympathy of

the world. Back of the agitation
for laud reform the Land League has doubtless
a Bcheme for achieving the national
independence of Ireland, though this will be a demand

agitation when the land reform is accomplished.
At present, however, it is to be
hoped that
.or

the Laud League will confine its demands to
reforms alone—reforms of land and of the
law. In gaining these Mr. Parnell will have

quite enough

do, and the achievement of
can bo put off till
1882, the
centenary anniversary of the declaration of independence by the volunteer delegates at Dungannon. But if England refuses to listen to
Ireland's demands at all and still persists in
to

national existence

attempting

to

“coerce” then it will be the du-

ty of the world

to interfere, as England has so
frequently interfered elsewhere. Journey
through this beautiful country from end to
end and ask yourself afterward, what has
England yet done for the people of Ireland to
improve their condition or to make them hap-

py? Has she once listened to the most moderate requests of Irishmen? Has she not
persistently refused to attend to Irish matters in
Parliament? Has she done anything in the
way of laws that has done the country any

particular good? Catholic Emancipation was
only Ireland’s due, and should have been giv-

to her many years before it was.
The disestablishment of the Irish Church
has had no influence in promoting the
political material weliare of the Irish people. The
laud bills that have been previously given to
her have remained for all practical
purposes
inutile. She has conferred only three
things
on Ireland that seem to be
permanent—police
barracks, workhouses and loan banks. In every village the great features are these three
institutions.
The constabulary,
marching
around peaceable valleys with rifle and bayonet, are met with everywhere. A couple of
them stand on the platform ot every- railroad
depot to remind you that you are in a country
more police-ridden than Russia, or
Naples in
the days of King Bomba. You feel at every
step tiiat you are in a coerced country and
among people whose spirit is kept under by
fie power of physical force—a people whose
every yearning is looked upon as a matter for
police restriction and compulsory suppression.
Up in the North, in Durgannon, 1 saw a couple of constables dog the footsteps of two t,aud
League members of Parliament, and heard
them lorhid a well-known sympathizer in that
place to harbor them iu his own private parlor.
At every s ep you ask yourself can it be possible that this police arrangement is an institution belonging to “free England”, that prates
aloud to the world that she is the champion of
the slave and the oppressed of every nationality? Yes, all hut the Irish, placed by Providence nearest to her and under her guidance
and protection. Not long ago, only two or
thr e mouths, a riot occurred in the town of
Dungannon. A corner loafer, and Orangeman,
insulted a Catholic who was
passing by,
whereupon the friends of the latter attacked
the former and his friends. The constabulary
wore quickly on the ground, and
loading their
carbines discharged them. Impartially? By
no means.
They shot among the Catholics,
wounding several. Some arrests were made
of boih parties. Last week the trial took
place and six or seven Catholics were sentenced to teiins of imprisonment varying from
twelve to eighteen mouths, while every Protestant was found not guilty. Iu narrating
these facts I am compelled to say that I am
not a Catholic, and that justice seems to be
one of the lost arts of magisterial wisdom. The
conduct of the magistrates who deliver these
sentences is, as you see, quite on a par with
tiiat of Police Magistrate Harvey and Chief
Justice May. And the other institutions conferred by the English government upon Ireland? Tlie linest stiuotures you meet in Ireland are the workhouses. They have been
erected in nearly every village in the laud in
defiance of the notorious fact that the Irish
poor refuse to enter them. Would it not be
just as easy and iuexjiensive for an enlightened government to afford outdoor relief to
the poor? Perhaps so; but in affording this
there could not be a possibility of making the
poor feel their wretchedness and degradation.
As it is these houses are nearly always empty.
Their only occupants are tramps and debauched women, who lind there a constant refuge. The loan banks complete the triuity of
England’s gifts—institutions that take the
place of the Hebrew money lenders in Houmailia and on the Danube. And now what does
England propose to give Ireland more? Simply the bayonet!
en

“The Irish Night."

England, if the

cable reports are correct, is
ferment of fear, and expects dreadful doings from the Fenians. It is doubtless a
“scare,” but it recalls the “Irish Night” iq
in

a

in

palaces, and

to amuse

way.
Of course Douro

himself in his own quiet

soldier, and is
the retired list.

was a

Lieutenant-General

now a

It is
his fault that he never saw any enemy, for
the years of his active service were those of
the Forty Years' Peace, and before it came to
an end he had
succeeded to the title and eson

not

and a Duke with lands is expected to
at home to look after them.
As an officer
he once had the misfortune to incur the serious displeasure of bis father.
His regiment
had been ordered to Dover. As soon as it arrived, all the officers left cards at Windsor Castle. Douro, as the son of the bouse, felt himself dispensed from the observance of this forula. Wellington thought otherwise, and invited all the officers to dinner except his own
son.
Douro did not venture to go without an
invitation, but called on his father and asked
what the omission meant. “Well, sir,” replied the Duke in a state of calm irritation,
“these gentlemen did me the honor to cation
me, and I have returned their oivilitv.
You
did not call, and so I was not bound to invite
Ho
wonder that father and son saw lityou.”
tle of each other. The Duke was punctilious
in exacting homage, which, in fact, had become meat and
drink to him. Lord Douro
was sojflattered
by everybody except his sire
that he had come to have a tolerably high
sense of his own dignity; and so far from being inclined to over submission, considered
that even the head of the house should treat
his successor with deference. Hence he was
insensibly led to play the usual historic part of
an heir apparent, and maintain an attitude of
reserve, not to say opposition to the reigning
Duke. It is a noteworthy fact that the Queen
received the news of Wellington’s death
from Lord Derby (then
through a dispatch
Premier.) In her Majesty’s “Diary” Lord
Douro’s name is not even mentioned in connection with that event. However, he had
Boon to pay the Queen a visit in order to deliver up the insignia of the Garter borne by
his father, when her Majesty addressed him in
a style which honest Bunsen declared to be
admirable. “It was queenly and motherly,
and made a deep impression on the new
Duke.”
For he was now “Wellington.” Long did
he hesitate to use his new signature. The etiquette in these cases prescribes that a son and
heir shall sign as formerly till his father’s funeral, after which he changes his style. But
more than
two months elapsed between the
death and funeral of the Great Duke, so that
it became necessary to renounce the name of
Douro before the usual t'me. It was transmitted to no one, for the p.. ent Duke has no
cnuaren.
nis neir presumptive is bis nephew
(Lord Charles’s son), Colonel Wellesley, M. P.
for Andover in the last Parliament. The
Wellesleys are all Conservatives. The present
Duke sat for awhile in the House of Commons
aud was Master of the Horse under Lord Derby, who also bestowed on him the blue riband
aud the Lord Lieutenancy of Middlesex.
The Duke of Wellington is not a great territorial magnate, as English estates go. The
Strathfieldsaye property, the nucleus of which
was purchased
by the nation, now extends
over nearly 16,000 acres, and produces a rental
3t about £1 the acre. Three or four thousai d
acres more in Herts, Some* set and Berks make
up the whole of the entailed property, which is
worth some £22,000 a year. The Duke has
also an estate in Spain, voted by the Cortes to
bis father, aud described by Spauish writers in
grandiloquent language. It would be considered a small Squire’s property in England. Of
the Duke's hereditary.pension of £5,000 a year,
Due can
only say that, seeing it has run on
since 1814, the Dukes have already received
£330,000, Now, as £5,000 a year only represents £166,666, 13s. 4d. in the funds, it would
have been clearly cheaper to buy that amount
sixty-six years ago, aud entail the interest ou
the Dukes of Wellington, without power of
tates;

stay

anticipation.
The

Lord-Lieutenant of

Middlesex

has

a

good deal of important county business to
transact, and a Middlesex magistrate who had
an audience of the Duke the other day was so
touched at his Grace's condescension that he
made a speech to his brother magistrates about
t, and then sent his speech to the papers.
He has the courage
befitting his father’s son.
[f it has never been his privilege to front the
ihot, he has passed through the more trying
irdeal of cruel surgical operations, and enlured them with a stoicism which brave men
lave not always shown.
Finally, he must be a good fellow and a
ileasant companion who was the intimate
riend of Charles Lever. Jucundis placuisse
liris non ultima laus est.

The Three F’s.
The "Three F’s” are thus explained. The
irst is “Fair Kent,” based on a new valuation
if the land exclusive of all improvements
nade by the tenants themselves. The second
s “Free Sales,” or the right of the tenant to
loll his improvements whenever he gives up
lis holding. This is the Ulster custom. The
bird is "Fixity of Tenure,” whereby tenants
will be secured against unwarrantable evic.ions and higher rents. All advocates of land
reform recognize the necessity of^facilitating
.he transfer of land by abolishing all reatric:ious of primogeniture and entail, and removng difficulties of title. This is the natural
neauing of Free Sales, although the phrase
used in a special sense. The
:ias come to be
necessity of building up a new class of peasant
of
and
reclaiming waste lands, and
proprietors
bus extending the area under cultivation, is
tlso admitted by all students who have examned this subject.
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SIXTIETH LEGISLATURE.

AUGUSTA.

Th9 Field of Gravelotte.

[Special Dispatch

On a warm August day I rode out over the
battlefield of Gravelotte.
The dusty road
leads out through the suburbs, crosses the
Moselle at Oevant les Ponts, aud gradually
ascends to the plateau along which the French
army lay, through what were then woods, but
are now, for military reasons, cut away.
Riding through the little village of Amanvillers,
we came to the village of
St. Privat, and, a
little further on to the hamlet of Carriers de
Jaumont. Around St. Privat aud this last
named hamlet was the right wing of the
French, and where they were liually driven
back by the Saxons. Naturally, the iignting

hot, and the houses and walls still bear
evidence of the rough storm of iron and lead

Hearing

Petition for

the

on

the Sale of Ale and Beer.

PENALTY TO BE

THE DEATH

REVIVED

IN

CERTAIN

CASES.

played

Council Refuses to

around them.

It must be recollected that a French village is not at all like
ours.
It ss a collection of stone houses with
tile roofs,

together,

side by side,
along one or two narrow Streets; and the walls
which surround the little gardens and enclosures

crowded

around it

laid in mortar

The

Division

Question Up

compact stone structures,
and covered with a coat of

are

These walls are usually about five feet in
height, so that the village is like a little fortification to the troops in possession of it. The
French troops had their lines for miles along
the plateau, the centre and left along aud in

already

woods

mentioned.

In

front the open country falls away in a slight
declination. One can look for miles across
fields, which just now were being harvested,
and were coated with the yellow stubble,
Here and there are the huddled together villages and hamlets, with their red tiled roofs.
I then turned and rode along the rear of
the German line to Gravelotte, where I stopped for lunch at the little inn with the magniloquent name of the Horse of Gold.
Scattered all over its stretch of miles over
which the
armies fought are mouuments
erected to the fallen, the more pretentious by
the different German regiments to their perished members.
Here aud there are mounds
with a simple cross, where perhaps a hundred
or two bodies were collected and hastily buried.
After lunch I took a walk about the village of
Gravelotte. and seeing a collection of persona
in a graveyard, walked in.
In this little enhad been buried.
There were a few headand monuments, but the mass were
left without mementoes. One little headstone
attracted my attention from the little wreath
of oak leaves, which had evidently been reThe inscription
csntly placed on the grave.
neatly traced upon it ran thus:
stones

“Here reposes in God, fallen for king and father
land in the battle of Gravelotie, my dearly beloved
and never-to-be-forgotten husband, Fritz Itenbard,
Captain, Fifty-ninth Infantry Regiment. We shall
see each other again.”

I found the people were watching a laborer
digging up bones, skulls, and bits of shoes
and clothiug, and throwing them pell-mell into a long wooden box.
The box was already
nearly full, and yet he had not gone more than
a foot below the surface.
I was told that hundreds had been thrown into a pit here, and
were
the
remains to another
they
transferring
The spectacle was not a very pleasant
point.
one, and I soon turned away.
A little way out of Gravelotte toward Metz,
about where was the centre of the French left
I rode over a piece of road hounded on one
side by a ravine and on the other by a bluff
bank, up which four hundred Germau cavalry
charged to take a battery of mitrailleuse on
the plateau on the top, and every man and
horse was killed or wounded. All about this
poiat the fighting was terrific, and all around
are the monuments and crosses over the burial
aces of the fallen.
My way back into Metz
ed through Rouzevilles, where the extreme
left of the French was posted. It is not difficult on the ground for even an unmilitary person to see that the French had the advantage
of position, and that the Germans, in order to
attack all along the line with vigor, had to
have many more men than their opponents,
and in order to turn the right wing had to
march a long distance over an open country,
where there was no cover from the sweeping
fire of batteries and infantry, with long range
arms.
One can, therefore, understand why
the Germans lost so many men, and can also
appreciate tho obstinate nature of their onslaught.—San Francisco Californian.
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Again.

[Special Despatch to the Press.l
Augusta, Feb. 2.—The hearing on the Lake

plaster.

front of the

Confirm Gov.

Plaisted’s Son.

FOB
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War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
Offices, Washington, D. C.,
\
Feb. 3, 2 A. M.)
For New England,
warmer, clear or’.partly cloudy weather, winds

mostly northwesterly,

barometer.

stationary

or

rising

Megantic

railroad charter was resumed this
morning. Frank Wilson of Bangor made a
statement in the interests of the petition, and
Moses Giddings spoke for the Bangor & Pis-

cataquis

road.
The hearing was adjourned
until to-morrow. The committee voted to report a bill amending charter of the Aroostook
Railroad and also allowing the Boston & Maine
railroad to purchase the Orchard Beach railroad.
Eastern Teleincorporate
graph Company gives the company the right
to construct lines upon and along any public
high way or bridges or a long any line of railThe bill

to

the

road, bat in such manner as not to incommode
and endanger the cnstomary public use thereof,
between eastern and western boundaries of
the State. Gives power to connect with other
The capital stock is left discretionary
with the officers.
It is expected that Dr. Blackwell and Mrs.
Annie Garland Spencer of Boston will appear
before the judiciary committee to-morrow, and
speak in favor of woman suffrage.
lines.

A brief debate took place in the House occasioned by an amendment offered by Dr.
Eaton of Camden, to
the bill granting a
charter for the Eclectic Medical School. The
amendment was opposed by Mr. Verrill of
Portland and favored by Mr. Folsom of Oldtown, Dr. Swett of Brownfield and Dr.
Eaton. The amendment pending its adoption
ordered printed.
The temperance committee gave a hearing
this afternoon on the Portland petition for the
was

sale and manufacture of light ale and beer.
It is one of the strongest petitions that was ever
presented to the legislature, comprising among
the 152 names appended to it such men in
Portland as W. L.
J. D. Fessenden,

Putnam, W. F. Milliken,
Jacob
McLellan, Bion
Bradbury, J. Marshall Brown, C. E. Jose, S.
J. Anderson, 'W. G. Davis, S. C. Strout and
others of the highest position, intelligence and
wealth in Portland.
The petitioners represent that the present
law prohibiting the manufacture of light
beer and ale ha3 not served to sensibly diminish
the consumption of such beverages and that
the only effect lias been to destroy the valu e of
and render useless the investments to a large
amount which had been made in business and
to send abroad money which would otherwise
be expended in this State for supplies and
labor.
Charles F. Libby of Portland appeared for
the petitioners and Neal Dow in opposition.
Mr. Libby made an able and powerful argument.
He
claimed
that
the present
liquor law was a failure and that it was
ineffectual in suppressing the sale of liquors
and drunkenness, as shown by the statistics of
prosecutions and arrests for the last ten years.
He contended that the law had operated
disastrously to the growth and prosperity of
Portland in.the opinion of many in lessening
summer

of

tiavel

and

taxation;

quested
ance

was

in

that
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increasing
the
interest
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true
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Intensely Cold Weather all

Over

North.

Camden, Feb. 2.—Tea degrees below zero;
the coldest of the

season.

The harbor is freez-

ing over.
Providence, Feb. 2.—Ice is making so fast
that the Newport and Providence steamers
will discontinue trips for the present.
New York, Feb. 2.—The ice in the harbor
is the heaviest for years.
The upper harbor is
covered from the Battery to Staten Island, and
not a vessel can be seen anchored.
A large
tow of canal boats, with several tugs, have
been carried up the Hudson by the ice.
Bellows Falls, Vt., Feb. 2.—The cold is
intense in Vermont to-day, and the dampness
in the atmosphere adds to its severity. At
Springfield this morning the thermometer registered 22° below zero. Here it was 14° below.
Concord, N. H., Feb. 2.—The weather here
to-day is the severest experienced during the
winter. The wind is blowing hard and the
mercury has not been above zero.
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 2.—The thermometer this morning registered from 8° to 11° below in the city, and from 10° to 14° below in
some of the surroandiug towns, making it the
coldest morning of the winter.
Littleton, N. H., Feb. 2.—The coldest
morning of the season; thermometer 30° below zero here: Bethlehem, 24J below; Lancaster, 30° below.
Nashua, N. H., Feb. 2.—Greenfield, 12 below; Milford, 20° below; Nashua, 10° below.
Plymouth, Feb. 2.—This morning was the
coldest for several years. The glasses went
4 and 5 degrees below zero. The bay is a
sheet of ice as far as the eye can see.
Freeport, L. L, Feb. 2.—Yesterday and
last night we had the coldest snow storm in
this section for several years.
The thermometer indicated 8° above zero in the
evening,
six inches of snow fell, and it has drifted badly, bnt this morning the trains on the south
side of the island are running nearly on schedule time.

Whitehall, N. Y., Feb. 2.—Thermometer
at 6 o’clock this morning, 35° below; 8 o’clock,
30°; 9 o’clock, 20°.
Saratoga, Feb. 2.—Thirty-five below this
morning.
New York, Feb. 2.—Thermometer at 8 a.m.
Albany, 3 below; Burlington, 13below; Detroit, 5 below; Erie, 1 below; Marquette, 14
below; Pittsburg, 2 below; Alpena, 25 below;
Cleveland, 2 below; East port, Me., 4 below;
Grand Haven, 6 below; Oswego, 2 below; Port
Huron, G below; Toledo, 1 below; Moorhead,
12 below; Vincent, 10 above; Cheyenne, 4G
above; Lacrosse, 12 above; Leav mworth, 25
above; Milwaukee, 17 above; St. Paul, 10
above; Omaha, 21 above; Duluth, 4 above;
Daveuport, 12 above; Chicago, 11 above, fall
of 7; St. Louis, 23 above, fall of 5; Indianapolis, 11 above, fall of 12; Cleveland, 2 above,
fall of 15; Cincinnati, 14 above, fall of 15;
Buffalo, 2 above, fall of 3: Rochester, 1 above,
fail of 7; Washington, 3 above, fall of 20; Baltimore, 5 above, fall of 17; Philadelphia, zero,
fall of 14.

Ottawa, Feb. 2.—A regular northwestern
uuasaru

prevails.
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low zero.
The California Floods.
San Francisco, Feb. S.—Washington, Yolo
county, opposite Sacramento, is inundated.
The damage is enormous.
The entire Sacramento Valley presents the
appearance of an
inland sea.
Numberless houses have been
swept away but the loss of life ^so far reported
is very small. Hills, high ground and levees
in the overflowed district are covered witli
live stock
There is great demand for boats to
save wbat cattle, sheep, &c.,
remain, as a
great number have been drowned.
it is raining in Serra Nevada from Plumias to Calaveras
counties, and there is an immense deposit of
snow.
Should raiu extend high up in the
mountains another flood is probable.
Should
it come ou top of the already immense
body of
water in Sacramenio and San
Joaquin valleys
there is no telling when the inundation would
end or destruction of property
stop, as the
water covers places that were never overflowed before.

Anti-Polygamy Society.
Salt Lark, Feb. 2.—The Woman’s National
Anti-Polygamy Society met yesterday, and
strongly indorsing Gov.
adopted^ resolutions
Murray’s action in issuiug a certiflcate of election to Campbell, ou the
grounds that his opponent is a polygamist.
Buried by

an

would put upon it.
He argued that the use of
malt liquors as demonstrated by the experience of European countries and by the observations of all travelers was favorable to the
promotion of temperance; that it was for the
with the evils of intemperlegislature
ance in a practical manner; recognizing the almost universal appetite evinced by the race
and seeking to satisfy the appetite by comparatively mild beverages, such as light ales and
beer containing from four to five per cent, of
to deal

the

Avalanche.

Salt Lake, Fob. 2.—Letters from Wood
River, Idaho, describe an avalanche which
buried four men in their cabins while
getting
supper. They were two brothers named Kelley, and two men who were working for them.

Stage Bobbed.
San Antonio, Feb. 2.—On the night of the
1st iust., ihe east bound stage ou the Sau Anloaio & El Paso line was stopped by two masked men fifteen miles northwest of Berne. The
m»il bags were robbed of all valuable packages. 1 ho driver's watch was also appropriated. There were no passengers.
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A NOTED FUSION REPRESEN-

alcohol, about one-half the quantity found in
•Id cider. This change was asked for by many
of the most prominent citizens of Portland,
whose character and standing vindicate them
from any unworthy motive or lack of any en-

lightened public spirit.

The bill herewith submitted simply asks that the citizens of Portland may try the experiment of allowing the
sale of light ale and beer under suitable re-

strictions, and thereby drive out the strong
liquors which surreptitiously have taken their
place. If the experiment does not prove successful it may be repealed in less than one
In place of prohibition which is inefyear.
fectual and has been productive of perjury
and the spirit of lawlessness, it presents a
remedy based upon suond experience and fundamental facts of human nature.
The following is the bill
handed to the committee:

which Mr.

Libby

Be it enacted, <f c.:
Sec. 1—Any city or town may on the first
day of June next and thereafter annually in
March, on the day of the municipal election,
vote that any person may manufacture, sell or
keep for sale therein cider, ale, porter, lager
beer and other malt liquors, and in any city or
towns so voting, any person may manufacture,
sell or keep for sale such liquors until the day
of the annual election of municipal officers
uext following, but nothing herein contained
shall authorize any person to sell cider, ale,
porter, lager beer or any other malt liquors
during any part of the Lord’s day.
Sect. 2—Meetings called for the purposes
aforesaid shall be notified, warned and held in
the same manner as meetings for the election
of municipal officers. The polls shall be kept
open from 10 o’clock in the forenoon to i o’clock
in the afternoon. The vote shall bo by ballot,
and ballots shall be “Yes” or “No” in answer
to the question, “Shall keep for sale cider, ale,
porter, lager beer or other malt liquors in this
city or town.”
Sect. 3—All acts or parts of acta inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.
This act
shall take effect upon its passage.
Gen. Dow replied to Mr. Libby, characterizing the petition as an affront to the Legislature
and charging that it sought to re-establish Fat
McGlincliy’s brewery with all its evils.
The committee tabled the matter.
They voted to give a heoring to the petition
from Biddeford asking for a license law on
Friday of this week, and a bearing one week
from to-pay to the petitioners for the repeal of
the cider law.
The Judiciary Committee voted to report a
bill for the restoration of the death penalty in
certain cases, that is, to have it apply to murderers under sentence of life if they should
commit murder again. Also a bill providing
that accident policies shall not be subject to attachment. They will report adversely on the

proposition for a general law for the incorporation of telegraph companies and for the prohibition of smoking in public places.
The Executive Council today confirmed the
nomination of Judge Tallman as judge of the
Bath municipal court by a unanimous vote.
They also took up the nomination of Gov.
mittee of the whole and reporting that the
nomination be indefinitely postponed.
They
took the ground that the nomination wa s
without authority of law and that the messenger was a State employe instead of a civil offi
cer.
The rejection was unanimous.
The Insurance Co mmittee will report a bill

repealing chap. 145, laws of 1879, whoreby
19, chap. 49, of the Revised Statutes,

sec.
was

amended. This bill, should it pass, will make
the law so that insurance companies cannot
refuse payment on risks by recourse to any
ambiguous language in the law.
The Committee on Towns gave a hearing
this evening in the Senate chamber to the petitioners from ward 7, Rockland, asking that
the ward be cut off and incorporated into a
separate town, to be known as West Rockland.
C. E. Littlefield spoke for an hour and a half
for division. He introduced as witnesses Jeremiah Talman and Freeman W. Smith, but no
new facts were elicited in the argument or
from the testimony, and no reason given why
the town should be divided.
This is the
fourth winter the matter has been before the
The
Legislature and the petitioners denied.
general opinion of observing men is that the
case of the petitioners is weaker this year than
last. T. P. Pierce and A. C. Rice appear for
the remonstrants. The case is to be continued
to-morrow

evening.

Augusta, Feb. 2.
Senator Jennings presented a bill to regulate
and provide for appeals from decisions of
county commissioners.
Petitions presented and referred—Of H. R.
Taylor et als. of Macbias, against a change in
the game laws; of James M. Andrews et als. of
Bidaeford, for a charter to supply the city
with water; of Rufus Taylor and GO others of
Jay, asking for change in the pauper law so as
to provide for the support of the poor by coun
ties instead of towns; of P. C. Witham and 20
others of Byron, Oxford county, for a bounty
on bears; of J. G. Reed et als. of Oxford county, for an appropriation to aid in building a
bridge from the town of Byron to Bemis; of
Henry O. Stanley in aid of the same.
Senator Lamsou presented the remonstrance
of the citizens of Woolwich against the passage of a law prohibiting the taking of smelts
from the Kennebec river.
Orders were referred instructing the committee on legal affairs to inquire into the expediency of repealing chap, lito, Laws of 1874,
and chap. 211, Laws of 1877, relating to clerks
of judicial courts; directing the judiciary committee to inquire into the expediency of fixing
the fees of appraisers and commissioners at a
certain sum by diem.
Bills were reported to amend sec. 2, chap.
11G, R. S., relating to travel of trial justices
and justices of the peace.
It provides that
justices of the peace shall not be paid for more
than ten miles travel one way or for construction travel.
Ought not to pass was reported on bill to repeal chap. 120, Laws of 187i>, and revive sec.
27, chap. 6, R. S.
Ought to pass was reported on bill to enable
the Boston & Maine railroad to purchase the
Orchard Beach railroad.
T*;n
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satiesic Pond for a term of two years; resolve
for the equitable distribution of the Geneva
Award were passed to be engrossed under a
suspension of the rules.
An act to incorporate the Portland & Rochester railroad, and an act to facilitate the consolidation of the Maine and International
Turning Companies, under the name of the
American Turning Company, were passed to
be enacted.
The time for the ieception of petitions was
extended one week, in concurrence.
The House order, requiring the committees
to report finally on the 15th inst., was amended, on motion of Senator Bisbee, by inserting
as soon as practicable, using all due diligence.
The bill to exempt the Lewiston & Auburn
railroad from taxation was, on its second reading, committed to the committee on railroads
for further consideration.
The House order looking to the repeal of the
tramp law was tabled.
HOUSE.

Petitions were presented and referred relating to the abolition of imprisonment for debt;
asking for female suffrage; for repeal of cider
law; for bounty on bears; for abolition of compulsory pilotage at Hell Gate: for change in
divorce law; for appropriation for an annual
encampment; for school suffrage conferred on
women; remonstrance against removal of battle flags from the State House; remonstrance
in regird to hiring school teachers; W. \V.
Browd and 424 others of Portland, for constitutional amendment prohibiting the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors; of citizens of Mattawamkeag for an appropriation on
a road
leading from Stacy ville to the Hunt
farm, so called; of citizens of Bradford for appropiat'on on the East branch road from Aroostook road to Hunt farm in Stacyville.
Ought not to pass was reported on bill to prevent cruelty to birds.
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
of citizens of Patten and Mount Cbace for an
appropriation on road; on petition of citizens of
Patten, praying that John P. Leslie be reim
bused for amount claimed by him to have been
overpaid ou State lots; on petition of L. B.
Waldron and others, relating to jurisdiction of
trial justices in Dexter, Penobscot county.

Legislation inexpedient
der
one

relating

to

was

reported

on or-

the choice of town officers

on

ballot.

bill authorizOught to pass was reported
ing the County Commissioners of Piscataqu's
to discharge the assessment of a tax made by
them and to include the amout thereof in
another assessment.
Ought not to pass was reported on bill to regulate the sale of trees and shrubs
Orders of inquiry were passed relating to
amending the present law so that no administrator shall be liable on his bond in any case
until cited in to settle his accounts; reporting
a resolve
appropriating a sufficient sum of
money to repair the Houlton & Baring road
across the Indian township, and the road leading from said Houlton & Baring road in said
township to Grand Lake Stream in the county
of Washington; so amending the present law,
that one or more inspectors of stationary steam
engines shall be appointed.
Bill to prevent railroad accidents was read
twice and tabled on motion of Mr. McKusick
of Calais.
Subsequently it was taken up and
amended on motion of Mr. Strout of Portland,
and then passed to be engrossed.
A bill wys presented to abolish the office of
town agent, whioh provides that the duties of
that office shall hereafter be performed by se
lectraen.
Remonstrance was presented of John S.
Case and others against division of Rock land.
Both branches met in joint convention and
elected Hon. S. A. Holbrook, State Treasurer
for 1881-2; he received 05 votes to 64 thrown
for Hon. Charles A. White.
on
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ferred relating to the expediency of more effectually protecting by law the rights of females holding an interest in parish property;
relating to the passage of a law that any one
who shall buy or attempt to buy, hire, or bribe
a voter shall for such offense lose his franchise
or right to vote for State or county officers for
ten years; any voter who shall sell his vote or
offer to, for money or pay, shall lose his right
to vote for five years.
Bills were presented to incorporate J. S.
Winslow, Geo. P. Wescott, James Bailey,
Lewis Barker, Lewis Pierce, Frederick Robie,
J. L. H. Cobb, John T. Berry, A. F. Crockett, J. R. Bodwell, G. S. C. Dow, J. P. Bass
and F. A. Wilson under the title of Eastern
Telegraph Company; also bill granting mayor
and aldermeu of Portland power to send for
persons and papers.
The bill incorporating the Maine Eclectic
Medical School came up on its passage, was
read
twice, when Mr. Eaton of Camden
moved to amend the bill so that diplomas
should only be given on the completion by a
student of a course of study equal in all respects to that of the medical school Jat Brunswick or any other medical school in the country. Mr. Verrill of Portland announced the
objections to this amendment which had previously been considered by the judiciary committee, and had accordingly drawn the bill to
accord with the present statutes of the State.
Messrs. Folsom and Sweat favored the amendment, but on motion of Mr. King the amendthe bill
ment was ordered printed, and
was laid on the table.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Two Persons Burned to Death.
Boston, Feb. 2.—A small house at Commercial Point, in this city, was burned this morning from an over-heated stove. Mrs. Johanna
Callahan, aged 70, and her sou William, aged
30, were burned to death.

WASHINGTON.
Capt. Eads’ Ship Railroad.
Washington, Feb. 2.—The House select
committee on inter oceanic ship canal this
morning discussed the question without arriving at a conclusion. The majority of the committee favor the ship railroad scheme of
Eads. Adjourned till Saturday.
The Missing Jeannette.
The Secretary of the Navy will prepare a
statement, recommending the purchase of a
whaling vessel to search for the steamer Jeannette, and the President will, by a special
message, to-morrow urge upon Congress the
importance of making a proper appropriation
therefor.
SPORTING.
Heaviest Betting on a Trotting Match on
Record.
New York, Feb. 2.—A match has been
made here between the trotting horses Edward, owned by Frank Work, and Richard,
owned by Foster Dewey, to trot mile heats,
best 3 in 5, in harness, on the Hartford (Conn.)
1
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June, The owner of Edward, Mr. Frank
Work, wagered $50,000 against Louis Lorillard’s $10,000, that his horse could beat Foster
Yesterday sfternoon Mr.
Dewey’s Richard.
Work offered to wager $20,000 more to $10,-

The backer of
000 od the result of the race.
Richard was not present and as there was no
left
one to represent him the latter offer was
open. This is the largest betting on a trotting
match that ever took place in this or any other

country.
The Hanlon-Laycock Match.
London, Feb. 2.—Hanlon has returned to
Putney, having done good work at Southampton. The Thames is clear of ice.
cock is doing good work at Southwick.

Lay-

Small Pox in Dakota.
Sioux City, F«b. 2.—For soveral weeks small
pox has been raging with great fatality in Jefferson, Union county, Dakota, a settlement
distant from this city about twelve miles.
Strict quarantine has been enforced against the
community, and the disease has not spread beyond the settlement, which consists mostly of
French Canadians. There hae been over ninety cases in the settlement, thirty-two died and
only six have recovered. At present there are
sixty cases under treatment. The disease is
said to be black small pox. It is thought to
have been communicated by a party of Russian
Meunonite emigrants who passed through here
to Yanktown several weeks ago.
Col. Potter’s Murderers Lynched.
New Orleans, Feb. 2.—A Denison special
says Perea, California Joe and Berrara, the
murderers of Col. Potter, were taken from
jail Sui day night by masked men and hanged.
The sheriff is on the track of Liebor, the principal in the crime.
Four Person* Killed by an Explosion.
Baltimore, Feb. 2.—The yacht Carrie of
Philadelphia exploded to-night off Chase’s
wharf, Four men were killed.

TATIVE A FUGITIVE.

How Hon. T. B.

Swan Pitied the

Poor Farmers

And Swindled Them Out of Their Hard
Earned Dollar*.

tbe New Bill.

Washington, Feb. 2.—Republican members
of tbe House of Representatives appear generally disposed to offer little opposition, except
to vote against the new resolution to regulate
the counting of the electoral votes next week.
To-day Representative Robeson, who has taken
a very prominent part in all discussions of the
subject since be lias been in Congress said:—

a small supply on hand.
The Poultry
market ie firm at full prices. Round Hogs have
advanced. Mr. G. B. Bares of Bridgtou was in the
city to-day buying goods for his new store.
[For Local Price Curreut see Fourth Page.]

_SPECIAL NOTICES.__

Turner

Graii? Market.
Portland, Feb. 2.
The following quotation of Grain were received

by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A.

W.

Brothers

Commcnco

Tlao

To-Day,

Jordan,

157 Commercial street:
Chicago -—Wheat—>
-Corn-. ,-Oats-.
“If the Democrats offer us in place of the
Time.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
May.
May. Feb.
Morgan resolulions a copy of those under
9.31” 99% 100%
42
which the electoral votes were counted in 1837,
9.43..
41% 29% 35%
I shall vote against them, to be sure, but I
10.06..
99% 100y2
34%
shall not feel it my duty otherwise to aid in
10.30..
99y»
36%
34y2
their defeat. It will, of course, be understood
11.01..
99% 100% 36%
34%
that no member who votes either for or against
11.31..
99y2 100% 36% 41% 293,4 34%
them will by that act surrender his constitu12.04..
100% 3634 41%
12.39
tional convictions on the general question.
99%
99% 363,4 41
1.03..
99% 36% 41% 29% 34%
983/4
Everybody will understand that the resolu- Call.
98ys
99y»
413/8 29% 34y*
are adopted simply as
tions
a
temporary
expedient to provide for a contingency which
of Maine Central.
Receipt*
in
the
case of the vote of Georlias arisen
Portland. Feb. 1.
gia, and that it is not to be regarded as a preceFor Portland, 34 cars miscellaneous meretiaudi*o;
With this plain underdent for the future.
for connecting roads. ;77 cars miscellaneous mer
standing regarding the intent and scope of Mr. chandiso
Carlisle’s proposition as printed, I, for one,
shall be willing to allow it to be adopted, al©ally l>ouie*iic* Receipt*.
though I shall vote against it. The first oue
By water conveyance—1000 bush Corurr. >.» t 1*
of Mr. Carlisle’s two resolutions is the same as
W, Trim & Co.
the resolution which I offered in the House
before the holiday recess, and winch was then
Bftw*ton Mtork Market.
rejected by a strict party vote, as you will re; Sales of the Broker’s Board, Feb. 2.
member. The second resolution would not be
First Call.
necessary if we had, as we ought to have, a
4 Boston & Maine Railroad.14934
law to meet this and all similar emergencies,
27 Eastern Railroad. 37
which are likely to arise in connection with
Sales at Auction.
the connting of the electoral votes.
Another
1 Eastern Railroad. 37%
Congress ought not to go by without the enact- S5‘>00
Eastern R. R., 4%..104%
ment of such a law.
It will be the plain duty I
5 Laconia Manufacturing Co*.575
of the Republican majority in the next House
$2000 Boston & Maine R. 7s. 1894.127%
of Representatives to make an honest and a
$1000 Boston & Maine R. 7s, 1893,reg.126%
strong eudeavoi to pass a law on that subject
*Ex-div.
which shall command the confidence and supNew York tt&ock andMonev Market.
port of the people, and forever set at rest the
fears and uncertainties which now prevail,and
(By Telegraph.)
in
the
Nkw
absence
of
law
on
the
York, Feb. 2—Evening.—Money market is
which,
subany
ject, are by no means groundless or imagin- ! easy at 4@6 on call, closing at 4; prime mercantile
paper 4y2(^5y2 percent, sterling Exchange steady
ary.”
at 82% for long and 5% for short. Governments
steady for 6s and 5s and % lower for 4l/2s and 4s.
The World’s Fair.
State bovds are in fair demand. Railroad bonds are
New York, Feb. 2.—Augustus Schell, of
generally %@2 higher. The stock market closed
New York, and Joseph E. Johnston, of Viri.ne roilowing are to-day’s closing quotation of
ginia, have been elected commissioners of the 'iovernraent
securities :
United States international commission for the
United States 6’s, 1881. reg.101%
exhibition of 1883.
United States 6’s, 1881, coup.
101%
United States new 6’s, reg.100%
United States new 5*8, coup.
100%
Kansas Legislature.
United States new 4%’s, reg.112
United States new 4%*s, coup..112 :«
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 2.—The Senate adopted
United States new 4’s,reg... .112%
a concurrent resolution passed by
toe House,
States new 4*s.112%
requesting the Kansas Representatives in Con- United
Pacific 6*s of 95.J 27
gress to work to secure the construction of

SILK

GRANDEST

SALE

EVER INAUGURATED IN PORTLAND.
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[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Mechanic Falls, Feb. 2.—There is great
excitement in this town at the revelations in
regard to the swindling operations of the
“Eastern Manufacturing Company,” and the
discovery that one of the prominent citizens
of this towu and present representative to the
Legislature, in short, no less a person than the
Hon. Thomas U. Swan, who figured in the alleged bribery in the Fusion Legislature of last

The
head of the concern.
company sent thousands of circulars through
the country offering to send a corn shelling machine or a scythe sharpener on receipt of oue
dollar for packing, &c. The bait took and a
winter,

was

the

great many regis tered letters came through
the
which
all
of
were repostoffioe,
ceived by Swan.
The innocent
senders
of the money never saw anything of the corn
sheller or the scythe sharpener.
It is known
that $500 at least has been thus received by
the company from its dupes.
Last Monday
Swan called for a letter which the Postmaster
refused to deliver. He immediately suspected
that something was wrong and left for parts
unknown by the first train. Officers are after
him and there is little doubt but that he will
be arrested.
Two of his confederates, Mr.
Charles York and auother man, have been arrested by a U. S. detective.
Swan has left a

good many creditors behind, and it is rumored
that he has embezzled the town’s funds to
some extent.
He was town treasurer.
Swan has been traced as far as Exeter. At
the present time the Boston police, City Marshal Bridges of Portland, and Marshal Murray with United States detectives are on his

■■

SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 2.
After reading of the message of the President on the Poncas Mr. Hoar referring to the
concluding sentence in which the President
expresses a desire that full reparation for the
wrong done to the tribe shall be made during
his term of office commended it as a most
maguaminous utterance.
On motion of Mr. Kirkwood the message
and papers were referred to the special Ponca
committee.
A communication was
received for the
Secretary of the Interior in response to two
Senate resolutions transmitting the Ute commission report and correspondence with the
Governor of Colorado concerning the Utes.
Ordered printed.
Several reports from
committees
were
placed on the calendar.
Bill appropriating a $1,000,000 for the search
of the steamer Jeannette was reported.
The Senate took up Morgan’s
electoral
count resolutions and at hie suggestion
they
were amended so as to make thein concurrent
and to provide for two tellers instead of one
on the part
of the Senate Morgan in advocating the adoption of the resolution as a
plan by which peaceful and regular count
would be secured remarked that they followed
the precedents in former similar instances and
were in accord with precedents running back
to 1837.
Mr. Edmunds of Vermont said as the plan
proposed avoided any disposition or decision
upon disputed questions he desired upon such
an understanding to
have the ceremony proceed. He then moved an amendment for the
of
the
two Houses in the Senate
assembling
chamber instead of the hall of the House.
He referred to the constitutional direction
that the president of the Senate shall
open the
electoral votes.
There was but one place
where the president of the Senate was
supposed to be and that was the Senate chamber,
therefore, it followed that the House should
come to the Senate, rather than that the Senate should go to the House.
As the President
of the Senate was the custodian of the electoral certificates, it followed that the Senate
Chamber was the proper place for their deposit. The time might come again, as it had
come before, when the carrying of these archives a distance of an eighth of a mile to the
hall of the House through a great crowd of
men, whom the Senators did not know, and in
a time of great excitement,
would be an act
iLupmmug

Mien

saieiy.

Mr. Thurman opposed the amendment. For
more than seveuty years the electoral vote had
been counted in the House, and no Senator, iu
to or returning from the hall, had ever
eeu molested. He was especially
opposed, at
this time, when but seven days remained before the Senate would be called to attend the
count, to introducing a subject about which
the two houses might disagree.
During the debate Mr. Blaine, in addressing
the Senate, said:—The Senator from Alabama
(Morgan) had spoken in rather reproachful
terms of the fact that he (Blaine) had Dot
brought in a measure on this subject, and he
would now give notice that if an extra session
of Congress was held he would move for a
committee to sit during the recess to consider
and to report by the first Monday of next December a remedy for this evil. He would also
suggest that the committee should be composed
of two Republicans, two Democrats and the
Senator from Illinois (Davis) for chairman. It
would thus be organized, to say the least, as
fairly as was the electoral commission. Mr.
Blaine went on to enumerate the changes in
the law which he thought such a commission
ought to recommend. He would so modify the
present system as to require the names of presidential candidates instead of those of electors
to be printed upon the ballots and establish the
district system.
After further debate Mr. Edmunds' amend-

foing

ment was

rejected by

a

party

vote.

Mr. Eaton moved to amend that part of the
resolution requiring the tellers of the two
houses to make a list of votes “as they shall be
declared,” and substituting in lieu thereof the
words “as the certificate shall be opened by
the President of the Senate.
This, after considerable discussion, was rejected.
The resolutions reported by Mr.
Morgan as a
substitute for the original resolution was then

adopted.

HOUSE.
A joint resolution was passed
appropriating
§10,000 to aid in the erection of a monument to
commemorate the Revolutionary
battle of

Benuiugton.

A revolution was adopted asking the Secretary of the Interior for all papers filed during
the last 18 mouths containing complaints and
charges against Indian ageuts or others in the
Indian service, and what steps have been taken to prosecute them.
Tlie Speaker laid a message from the President before the House, transmitting the report of the commission appointed to ascertain
the facts relative to the removal of tlie Poncas
to Indian territory.
After quoting from the
reports of the Secretary of the Interior, agent
E. A. Howard and the Senate commitlee on
the subject, the President says:
The report of the commission appointed by
me, and the evidence they have reported,show
conclusively that the Poncas now residing in
that territory, 521 in number, are satisfied with
their new home; that they are healthy, comfortable and contented. The evidence
roported also shows that a fragmeut of the Poncas,
150 in number, is still iu Dakota and Nebraska, and prefer to remain on their old reservation.
Tlie following is the closing paragraph of the
message:
As the chief executive at. the time vli on tlia
wrong was consummated, I am deeply sensible
that enough ot responsibility for that
wrongly
attaches to me to make it my petsoual
duty
and earnest desire to do all I can to give to
these Indian people that measure of redress
which is required alike by justice and
by hu-

manity.

The District of Columbia appropriation bill
was passed with
an
amendment giving the
United States Treasurer certain
discretionary
po ers in connection therewith.
The legislative, executive and judicial
appropriation bill was reported. It recommends
an appropriation of $17,181,000.
Mr. Reagan demanded the regular order of
further consideration of the inter-State commerce bill.
Mr. Cox asserted his right to call up an
appropriation bill as a privileged question, and
Mr. Sparks moved to proceed to the business
on the calendar for the
purpose of calling up
the Fitz John Porter case.
The House refused to consider the interstate commerce bill.
The Speaker laid before tho House a message from the President, transmitting for consideration and appropriate action by
Congress,
a letter from the
Secretary of th Navy recommending au appropriation of $200,000 for the
establishment of a naval station on the American Isthmus. Referred to the committee on

appropriations.

The House then proceeded to the consideration of the apportionment bill.
Adjourned with final action.

Peabody Educational Fund.

Washington, Feb. 2.—The trustees of the
Peabody educational fund met today. There
were present Hon. R. C.
Winthrop of Massachusetts, Theodore Lyman of Massachusetts
President Hayes, Secretary Evarts, Surgeon’
General Barnes, Chief Justice Waite, "Gen.
Grant, and Messrs. Fish, Aiken, Riggs, Wetmore, Whipple, Jackson and Manning.
Remarks and resolutions on the death of Dr. B.
Sears, late general agent of the fund, were
read, and it was resolved to pay the salary of
that officer to his family until his successor is

appointed.

Steamship Bristol City sailed from New
iork for London, Dec. 28, with a
cargo of oil
cake, cheese, etc.,and has not been heard from
since.

Summer Silks at 37 1-2 cts.
Summer Silks at 45 cents.
Summer Silks at 50 cents.
Summer Silks at 55 cents.
Summer Silks at 60 cents.
Summer Silks at 75 cents.
The.se Silks
their value.

are

at

Said

about

The Best Bargains Ever Offered. One
Lot Keduced from $4 50 to $8.00. Eight
other numbers reduced to Wholesale
Prices.

Black Satin de Lyon,

half

Reduced from $8.00 to $2.00

DAMASKS.
NEW SPRING STYLES just opened in French Percales, Zephyr

25 pieces Best German Turkey
Red Damask at 02 1-2 cts. The
price all the season has been 87
1-2 cents.
Special Bargains in Towels, Damasks and Napkins.

Cloth. Scotch Ginghams,
Moinie

f'loths,
Foulards,
&c.

TURNER BROTHERS,
KIMBALL BLOCK,
48$ & 490 COM ESS STREET,
J&d29
dlw

su

a

freight railroad from the Atlantic to the Missouri river. The House concurred in tbe Senate resolution relative to placing a statue of
old John Biown in the National Art Gallery
at

Washington.

track.
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Ouiuet Black Silks.

1

Verdict Against Turpentine Trespassers.
Mobile, Ala., Feb. 2.—In the case of the
United States vs. J. B. Calhoun, for trespassing upon public lands by boxing trees for turpeniine, the jury returned a verdict for the
government for $3708 today. This is the first
verdict ever returned for the government in
these cases.

Sympathy for Ireland.
Boston, Feb. 2.—The Catholic clergy of
Boston have prepared an address expressive of
the feeliRgs of His Grace, the Archbishop, assuring the Irish people of their moral and material support in the present struggle.
Railroad Accident.
Detroit, Feb. 2.—The air line mail train
jumped the track at Barron Lake this morning. Major Joss of Centreville, Mich., was
killed. A number of passengers were badly

injured.

EUROPE.
A Stormy Debate in the Commons.
THE

HOMERULERS
THE

CUT

SHORT

BY

SPEAKER.

Forster's Bill Given Its First Reading.

London, Feb. 2, 9 a. m.—In the Commons
Mr. Commins (Home Rule) member for Roscommon, resumed his seat at 3.45 o’clock, after having spoken for nearly two
hours.
Several members rose to points of order
while he was speaking, but Deputy Speaker
Playfair stated that although Mr. Commins
was greatly
trying the patience of the House,

he was in order.
The House was in session
a' 5 o’clock.
1.30 a. m.—The debate continued until nine
o’clock this morning, when the Speaker, who
had resumed the chair, relieving Deputy
Speaker Playfair, declined to allow the debate to continue longer.
Great excitement
occurred.
At 9.30
a division
was taken,
with| the
result that the government obtained leave lo
bring in the bill for the protection of life and
The Home
property in Ireland by 164 to 19.
Rule members then left the House in a body,
and the bill was read the first time.
The second reading is fixed for noon today.
The
House then adjourned, having sat continuously 42 hours.
6.30 p. m.—Several violent scenes took
place aud there were calls of order upon Gladstone’s pointing out that Sullivan’s comments
on the conductor the
speaker were not)in|order.
Sullivan shook his fist at Gladstone and
thanked God that the rules of the House were
not in Gladstone’s hands.
Mitcneu Henry considered the Irish members had taken an untenable position and that
they misrepresented the opinion of the country and sacrificed the rights of the people.
Henry was interrupted by Oullan and other
members, who accused him of attributing
falsehood to Gladstone.
The Irish members continued obstructive
measures to prevent Forster
making his statement, objecting to every bill upon the order of
the day until the House was obliged to adjourn at 6 o’clock, their speeches showing
much heat and iudignation.
The Oldham Strike.
At a meeting of the Oldham cotton masters
last night it was stated that 130,000 twining
spindles in Oldham had either stopped or
would be stopped as the strike developed. The
meeting resolved to support the master twiners against the strike.
Greece’s Preparation for War.
M. Coumoundouros, Greek Premier, replying to M. Triconpis in Deputies, said the government would act neither prematurely nor
without prudence and moderation. He declared he had fulfilled his duty concerning
military preparations, and would shortly give
the required information as to what preparations had been made by the government for
the event of war.
The Greek Question.
Constantinople, Feb. 2.—The British
Charge d’Affairs here is instructed to ask the
Porte to state positively what is the utmost extent of the concessions it is disposed to make
to Greece, since it will depend on the Porte’s
reply whether England will enter into further
negotiations on the Greek question. Germany
and Austria disapprove of this step.
London, Fob. 2.—The correspondent of the
Times at Bucharest, discussing the chances of
war between Turkey and Greece,
says: “It is
a great mistake to
suppose tbe struggle will be
confined to Turkey and Greece, even if Bulgaria and Itoumelia keep quiet. I am in possession of confidential information whichjindicates a certain outbreak in other quarters than
on the Roumelian frontiers, and the
preparations made will strain Turkish resources to
the utmost.”

ASIA.
Skobeloff's Official Account of the Capture of Geok Tepe.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 2.—Skobeloff’s detailed accouut of the storming of Geok Tepe
shows that the Russian assault was made by
the explosion of mines. Several huudred Tekke Turcomans were buried in one explosion.
The baud to hand fighting on the walls lasted
over an hour, after which there was
desperate
fighting inside the fortress. The day was
decided
of
the
the
hill refinally
by
capture
doubt of Dengil Tepe. Over 4000 corpses of
a ctvhcs

were

iounu

msiae rue

iortress.

rue

trenches were also tilled with corpses. Numbers were killed during the pursuit. Four
thousand families were found in the fortress
and 700 Persian prisoners.

SOUTH AFRICA.
Burghers Deserting the British—Basutos
Anxious for Peace.
London, Feb. 2.—A dispatch from Cape
Town reports that the burghers are showing
reluctance to serve in '! isutoland owing to
ie
their sympathy with
Boers, and many
have deserted.
A dispatch from Durban says a Basuto petition has been published praying for peace on
condition that the Basutos be allowed to retain
their arms. It is believed here that such a
condition cannot be entertained.

The following were the closing quotations of
stocks
Rock Island.135
Illinois Central.129
U. B. & Quincy.169%
Chicago & Alton.148
Jhlcago « Alton preferred .142
New York Central.146%
Lake Shore. ...127%
119
Michigan Central.
Erie..
48%
Erie preferred
90

Northwestern.126 Vs
NTorthwestern preferred.138
M ilwaukee & St. Paul.
114%
Si. Paul preferred.
124
Union Pacific. .116
New Jersey Central..91 %
Western Union Tel. Go
114

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Gov. Foster of Ohio denies that he had anything to do with the nomination of George H.
Forster as the successor of Gen. Woodford, as
he (Foster) would have desired to promote
the interests of Woodford.

(By Telegraph.)

SanSFrancihoo, Feb. 2.—The following are the
closine Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alta.
1
Noonday. 1%
Hale & Norcro»9..
Alpha. S
2%
Belcher. 1
Grand Prize
1%
Best
Belcher. 6% .Mexican.. 5
Bull ion. 15/8 Northern Belle
11 %
California.
1% Ophir. 5
rh< Par. 1% Overman.
1 3-16
Eureka Con...22
Union Con. 8%
Crown Point. lVs Sierra Nevada. oVg
1% Yellow Jacket. 15/8
Exchequer.
Gould & Curry. 2% Bodie. 5%
Savage. 1
Potosi. I34
Bulwer. ls/A Con. Virginia. 1%
....

Brighton Cattle Market.
For the week

ending Wednesday, Feb. 2.
Amount of stock at market 3105; Sheep and
Lambs 6200; Swine 13.781; Western Cattle 2736;
Eastern 0ottJ 209
ilch Cows and-Northern Cattle 160
Prices of Beef Cattle p 100 lb, live weight—Extra duality at 6 12%@6 62V2; first quality 5 37%
@6 08: second quality at 4 62%@5 25: third quality 4 37 %@4 60; poorest grades of coarse Oxen,
Bulls. &c., 3 37%@4 OO.
Brighton Hides at 8%@9c p lb; Brighton Tallow
at 7c p tb.
Country Hides at 7%@8c p lb; Country Tallow 4c p tb.
Calfskins at 10@12c plb; Sheep and Lamb
Skins 1 2n(2>2 00 each.
Pi Working Oxen—The supply in market consisted of
those of a common grade and the trade was not very
Chicago Lire Ntock Market.

(By Telegraph.)
2.—Bog*—Receipts 30,000 head;

Chicago. Feb.
shipments 1400 head; in fair demand but a shade
lower; common to good mixed packing 5 10@5 40;
good to choice heavy shipping at 5 60@5 95: fair
extra at 6 60®5 55.
Cattle—Receipts 6600head;shipments 1400 head;
exports in brisk demand 5 40@5 75: good to choice
shipping lower at 5 26; common t fair 4 00@ 4 60;
low*r grades weak; othe s firmer and fairly active;
butchers Cows at 3 60@4 50.
<heep—Receipts 1000 head; shipments 700 head;
all sold: common to medium at 4 00,3)4 45; good to
choice 6 60^5 55.

l>oine«tic Market*.
fBv TelegraDhA
Vnw York. Feb. 2—Evening—Flour—Receipts
19,097 bbls; exports 14,461 bbls: without decided;
low grades scarce and rule quite strong with a
moderate export and light jobbing trade inquiry;
sales 16,250 bbls; No 2 at3 00a3 75; Superfine
Western and State at 3 7o@416; extra Western
and State at 4 353)4 65; good to choice Western
and State at 4 70«$6 70; White Wheat Western
extra at 6 003)6 00: fancy do at 6 1<»(5}7Q0; extra
at 4 453)6 75: extra St. Louis at 4 4c@
6 75: patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 50
@7 00; choice to double extra at 7 10(38 25. inotuuing -5ouu oDis';itv Mine extra at b 4vao 6U;
1300 bbls No 2 at 3 0023 75;756 bbls Superfine at
3 7624 15;900 bbls low'extra 4 35,24 55. Wheat

_Ohio

—receipts 18,650 bushiexports 142,919 bu3h:heavy
and Vs 2% lower with a very light export demand
an.i moderate speculative trading; sales 1,419 000
bush, including 138,000 bush on the SDOt; rejected
Spring at 95c; ungraded Rod at l 142118%; No 3
do 1 15; No 2do 1 16%
1 17; No Ido at 1 22%
@1 23; Mixed Winter at 1 15; ungraded White at
1 13%(®1 17%; No 2 do at 1 1421 14%; No 1
do, 14,000 hush at 1 15; No 2 Red for February,
248.000 bush at 1 16%@1 17; do March, 436,000
bush 1 18% 21 19; do for May, 208,000 at i 19%
fal 20%.
Bye is easier at 98c@l 02%. Corn
easier; receipts 32.100 bush; exports 29,616 bush;
sales 188,000 bush, including 68,000 on spot: ungraded 54% 254% c; No 3 at 54
254% c; steam
at 56@66%c; No 2 at 55%@55%c; Southern
Yellow 53%;a54c: No 2 for February at 55@653/s;
March at 65%@55%c: May 53%@63%c.
Oats
opened %@lc better,closing dull and \veak;receiDts
22,100 bush; exports 1000 bush; sales 202,000
bush; No 3 at 42c; do White at 43244c; No 2 at
43%®43%c; do White 46®46%c; No at 43%c;
do White at 47%c; Mixed Western at 42,®43%c;
White do at 43248%c; White State 45®49c, Including 40,000 bush No 2 for February at 43%c;
50.000 do March at 43%®44%c; 35,000 do April
44@44%c. Hugar is dull; fair to good refining at
7%®7%c; prime at 7%c; refined quiet; standard
A 8yg@9c; crushed at 9%c; powdered at9%@9%;
granulated at 9%c. llolameH unchanged. Petroleum dull; united at 91%c; crude in bbls at 7
28%; refined 9. Tallow is firm. Pork is lower;
old mess ou spot at 14 00@14 50; new do 15 50;
April 15 60® 15 70. Beef is firmer, l ord heavy
and about y2 lower with fair trade; sales 790 tea
Western steam at 9 95:210 05, latter choice; 1000
tor February at 9 92%(®9 95; 12,750 for March at
9 92%@10 00; 5750 for April at 10 00210 05;
3000 May at 10 05@i0 10; 750 year at 9 90®
9 92%; refined for continent at 10 20. Butter
is firm; State at 19®34c; Western at 12%225.
CheeMe unchanged;State 9%@1 %c; half skims
8%®9%c; Western flat at 10@13%c; skims at 3
®L0 poor to choice ;Cheddar 10213c poor to choice.
Freights to Liverpool dull; Wheat steam 6y2.
er

Chicago.
Wheat is in

Feb. 2.—Flour nominally unchanged.
fair demand and lower; No 2 Chicago

Spring at 98%c cash; 99%c for March; 1 00% for
April. Corn is easier at 36%@30%c cash; 36%
;a37c for March; 41 %c for May. Oats active and
lower at 29% @30** cash; 297/8c for March; 34%c

for May. Rye steady. Barley easier at 1 00. Pork
unsettled and generally lower at 14 60 cash; 14 70
for March; 14 82 %@14 85 for April. Lard steady
and in fair demand at 9 60 cash; 9 65 for March;
9 62y2 April.Bulk Meats steadv; shoulders at 4 80;
short rib 7 66: short clear at 7 90.
R-iee'pts—49,000 bbls Hour, 37,000 bush whea’,
142.000 hush corn, 91,000 bush o*ts. 8,500 bush,
rye, 32,000 bush barley.
Sb»puieuts-30,000 bbls flour, 12,000 bush wheat,
101.600 bush corn, 69.000 bush oats, 7,500 bush
rye. 25.000 hush barley.
At the Afternoon Call the Board adjourned before
for No 2 Chicago at 9Sy8c for February; 99% for
March; 99% April; 1 <>3% for May. Corn at 36%
bid, 36%c asked for March; 4i%c for May. Oats
at 29%c asked for February; 29%c for March.
PorK at 14 67 %@ 13 70 for Majch; 14 80 April;
14 92%@14 95 for May. Lard at 9 502 9 52% for
Maxch; 9 57% for April; 9 65 for May.
St.

wo

have

compartively

Coro, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts. Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

lower; wo 2 Ked Fall 1 Ul%
@1 02Vs cash; 1 017/fe@l 02 for February; l 03Vs
@1 05 for March; 1 0*»3fe@l 07 April; No 3 do at
94%c. Corn is lower at 38%@38%c cash; 38Vsc
for February: 38V*(a.386/8C for March; 39Vs April.
Oat# lower at 31%;g31%c for cash; 32%o March.
Kye istirm at 87 %c. Barley s ea y. Pork is firmer
hgher at 14 50 cash and March. Lard is dull 9 46
60.
Receipts—3,000 bbls Hour. 9,000 bush wheat,
12ooo bush corn, 26,000 bush oats, 1,000 bmh
rye. v 6,000 oush barley.
Shipments—4,000 bbls Hour, 15,000 bush wheat,
3,000 bush corn, 2,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush
barley, 0,000 bush rye.
Detroit, Feb. 2 —Wheat weak; spot at 1 003/4 ;
February at 1 00%; March at 1 02%; April at
l 05; May at 1 0G%; No 2 Red 1 04%; No 2 White
96VaC asked May.

Callous,
A very choice

For Male

cent*.

HVsc.
Memphis. Feb. 2.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at llVsc.
Mobile, Feb. 2.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands
at ll%c,
European .TlurLcis.
By Telegraph.)
London, Feb. 2— 12.30 P. M.—American securities— United States bonds, 4s, 116%.
Feb. 2—12.30 P.M.—Cotton

nuuke^

few

jan29

worker.

top wagon by
febl

Sold for

Also

a

no

fault, the owner

and beach
A. E. EATt >N,
St., corner Market St.

388 Congress
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Committee

Railroad

;

dyed,

Hearing.

Notice is hereby given that the Railroad Committee will grant a hearing upon the petition of John
P. Perley and others, for extension of Railroad charter, at the state House, Augusta, on Tuesday, Feb.
8, A. D. 1881, at 2.30 P. M.
Per order Committee on Railroads.
Charles H. Fisher, Clerk.
Jan.
Augusta,
25, 1881.
jan28sntd

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 PREBLE ST., opposite Preble Houne.
Lacc* cleansed in
Kid Glove*
per Pair.

a superior manner.
cleansed every day, price 10 cts

jan7

j

eodsntf

Legislative
Railroad

janl8

Notice.

Committee

sn

TTh&SGm

FINANCIAL.^

Hearing.

Notice is hereby given, that the Railroad Committee will grant a pnblic hearing upon the bill, “An
act in relati m to the taxation of Railroads.” at the
State House, Augusta, on Thursday. Feb. 10, 1881,
at 2.30 P. M.
Per order Railroad Committee.
Charles H. Fisher, Clerk.
Augusta, Jan. 26, 1881.
jan28sntd

H. M. PAYSON &
DEALERS

Clearing ;
Sale. No. 32

CO.,

IN

Government

Bonds,

CITY A YD TOWN KOYDS,
BAYK STOCK, AC.

Every year we close out our Stock of
the previous season at such specially
low prices customers buy them quickly
and we select new, fresh goods. Since
consolidating two stores we can only
clear up one department at a time.

that

were

in the department

one

week

ago are marked down and we shall be-

gin sales to-day to close them out.
Other departments will follow. New
goods will arrive every day to replace
those sold.
One lot good weight Crash
5c
only
“
“
all linen, good 10c
7 l-2c
“
“
real Russia Crash,
10c
“
all linen Towels, extra
“
10c
bargain,
“
17c
good Damask 25c Towels “
“
“
liuen 37c Table Damask
22c
“
“
“
all linen 07c “
41c
Our $1, $1.25 and $1 50 fine Table
Damasks all marked way down.
Above need only be seen to appreciate
they are goods that can not be duplicated, and we have many others in same de-

partment.
Bargains in other departments

are

ns

follows:
One lot good heavy goods for
men’s wear,
50c
“
colored Momie dress goods 50c
“
half wool dress goods
12 l-2c
“
“
«
all wool
l»e
“
$1.25 Corsets
$1.00
“
salable ribbons
5c

RINESBROS.
jau'Jl

sn

Exchange Street

PORTLAND,

dtf

CHICKERINC

UPRIGHT PIAAO.
The New Upright Pianos now manufactured by
this firm are instruments that really stand without
a rival.
They are the result of totally novel imthe firm, whereby all the
provement, invented
finest points of the celebrated Grand Pianos re reproduced. The worst enemy of the piano is dampness
Numerous devices have been
employed to
counteract its baneful effects, with but little success.
It has been the good fortune of this firm, after
long experiment, to solve ibis enigma by substituting metal for wood in all parts of the action containing centres Thi* i* one of the greute»t
improvement* in piauo* made in this
ntney. I he new patent Upright Action of the
1 bickering piano* In the only pia»»o action
made in the »vorld that i* iu*eu*ible to aimo-pheric change. Fr* m its convenient shape
and the beauty and permanence of its tone, this
piano will undoubtedly soon become the most popular instrument in the United States.

by

Stock

ROBINSON,

Exchange
St., Portland.
jatiS•=’'dsntf

ANNUAL CASH SALE
Monday, Jan, 31.

H. W. Simonton & Co.
BLOCK,

offer at greatly reduced prices for ten
days, their entire stock, consisting of
Ladies’ Under Clothing, Infants’ Wardrobes, Hamburg Edgings and Insertings,
Worsted Work and Fancy (toads of ail
kinds.
SPECIAL BARGAINS.
Dncliess Laces,
Boys’ Ulsters,
Children’s Cloaks, White Skirts,
Woolen Dresses,
Fancy Baskets,
“
Nainsook
Whitby Necklaces A
Hoods, Mittens and
Bracelets,
Sash Ribbons,
Leggins,
Infants’ Cloaks,
French and English
Embr’d Flannels,
Nainsooks,
A Choice Lot of Fans.
eod2w
jan31

Notice,
persons having bills or accounts against th
Town of Deering, will please present ihe same
for payment, on or before the Twcnty-tirst day of
February, 1881.

ALL

jan31dtd

GEO. I*. KOAVELL & CO.

Advertising Agents,
FOR ALL THE

l»

SPRUCE

LEADING NEWSPAPERS,

STREET, NEAV YORK.

The Pbess may be found

on

tile at

our

office.

PORTLAND, ME.

Edgenioggin,

Gonldsboro,

Cherryfleld

and other stocks.
Also European and North American
R. R. Stock and Bonds.
Portland, Me., Jan. 24, 1881.
jao25eodtf
BA. NIK I NIG—

OF

HOUSE
—

HENRY CLEWS

&

CO.,

IS NEW MT., NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on favorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on demand received. Four per cent, interest allowed on
daily balances. Members of the N. Y. Stock Exchange.
ian 1 S/fcTn 1 mn

SAMUEL HANSON,
Banker & Broker,
194 Middle Street.
Government Bonds, First Class
Securities, Bank Stock,
&c.,
bought and sold. Orders at New
York and Boston Stock Exchanges
executed by wire.
oc23__

eodtf

Woodbury&Ionlton,
Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.,

Buy

and sell first-class State, eity,
town and Railroad Bonds.
Investments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicited.
Orders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

Exchanges.
jy27

eodtf

stXmpintg.
STAMPED GOODS.
NOVELTIEM IN

KENSINGTON OR
OUTLINE E.IIBROIDERY
AII

NO. 4 DEERING

Broker,

Orders for Stocks and Bonds executed
in Portland, Boston, New York and oth.
er markets.
Maine Mining Stocks a Specialty.
W ANTED.—Twin
Lead,
Young
Hecla, Douglass, Favorite, Deer Isle,

AND

E. B.

aodtf

B. BARNES, JR.,

GENERAL AGENTS,

BAILEY & NOYES,

MAINE.

»n28__

50 EXCHANGE ST.,

ALL OUR LINENS

no

good sleigh, harness

\

and pressed by tailor's
pressmen
equal
to custom work, at

or

sorrel, white face, 8 years old, weight
ab >ut 1000 lbs., kind every way, good roader
COLOR
has
for him.

im-

^Legislative Notice.

Vests, ami Ladies' Sacques. Capes.
Ulsters, Dolmans &c, eleaiised

GEORGE S. LIBBY,
Per order Selectmen.

use

of

LOW, SHORT & HlRHOm.

Coats, Pants,

Deering, Jan. 29, 1881.

and

selection

ported and domestic cards.

by all DrutfgintM.

it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testily to its value.
AmI< for Mchlotterbeck’M Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
sndif

2.—Cotton dull; Middling up-

Orleans, Feb. 2.—Cotton easier; Middling
uplands HVsc.
Savannah, Feb. 2.—Cotton easy; Middling up
New

Liverpool,

CARDS!

CURE IS GUARANTEED

Louis, Feb. 2. -Flour steadv and unchanged.

vvneat unsettled ana

New York, Feb.
lands 11 11-16c.

NOTICES._

VALENTINE

USING

lively.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

changes to report. Flour is firm and in fair demand
at unenanged prices. Beef, Pork and Lard have
been very strong and our quotations show a marked
advance over last week. Cheese is strong and there
are no good fall lots offering less than 14V3@15c
while a fair Western Cheese can be bought at IB1/**
@14c. Eggs are easier and sales have been made at
30@3-C. Apples show no change in quotations with
Potatoes are about 5c
some shipping demand.

Corns!

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

__

easier; Middling uplands (»V2d;Orlcans at 6 11-lOdJ
sales 8,000 bales; speculation and export 500; re*
ceipts 15,300; American 14,700; futures steady.
Liverpool, Feb. 2—12.30 P. M.—Floor at 9s.®
9s 6d. Winter Wheat at 9s@9s 6d; Spring Wheat
at 8s 6d.a9s 5d: California average at 9s@9s 8d;
! Club do at 9s 7d@10s Id; Corn at 6s 3V2d. Peas
[ 6s 9d. Provisions, Ac.,—Pork at 67s: Beef at 74s;
Review of the Wholennle Market.
Cheese at 68s; Lard 60s 6d; Bacon 40s 6daj41s 6d.
Tallow at 36s, at Ix>ndon 40s.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING EEB. 2.
Paris, Feb. 2.—Rentes 84 francs 40 centimes.
The cold weather the past week has checked business and the markets generally have been rather

quiet, consequently

BY

SPECIAL

Try

Mining Ntock*.

lauds

Judge Noah Davis, of the Supreme Court of
New York, lias atlirmed the decision of the
tower court, prohibiting steam pilot boats in
New York harbor. The case will be taken to
tbe Court of Aepeals-l
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material,

great variety.

tor Art Needle Work, ia

Dress Reform
507 1-2
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NOTICE.
To Ihc Holders of Policies in the
Sl. Nicholas
Fire Insurance

Company of New York.

~-

V

The holders of policies in the St. Nicholas Fire Ins. Co. of N. Y. are hereby notilled that the said company has reinsured all of its outstanding risks in the
Herman American Ins. Co. of New York,
and all cancellations, transfers and endorsements on said “St. Nicholas” policies will be made by us.
DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY,
Agents of Herman American Ins. Co.,
42 Exchange Street.
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SKATING ASSEMBLIES

Every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
Afternoon and Evening.
CIIANDIjER'M BAND in attendance at

ning

eve*

session.

Hereafter

Juvenile Assemblies will be Saturday

forenoon and afternoon,
jy Prices as usual.
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DODD’S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
MJ WASHINGTON ST.,
ROSTOV
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any Information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Pkkss k*i t for luspectiou at any
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THURSDAY MORNING, FEB. 3.

I

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY

following

DEDICATION OF

ITS NEW ROOMS IN

CITY BUILDING.

THE PRESS
s\n\ be obtained at the Periodical
p
tden, Marquis, Brunei & Co.,

Depots of N. G.
Andrews, ArmCox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, Hayden, W. P.
«i<>' s, corner Exchange and Fore St.; Welander.
Bos hi Si Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
1 rains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, F. Piarce.
Bangor, J. 11. Babb & Co.
Bath, of «J. O. Shaw.
B. Me ford, F. M. Burnham.
•*
.lellerson's Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. CJ. Dennison.
Cumt*rrland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Dtmarlscotia, E. W. Dunbar
Fieenort, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, H. C. Harmon.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, (Jkandl-r it Estes.

Lisbon, C. E. .Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews.
Sabatius. E. H. .Johnson.
Saccarappa. at the Post Office.
8 n o, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick*
Thumaston, S. Delano.
Ylnalhaven, B. Lane.
Waidoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset. Gibbs & Bundle*,
W odlord’s Corner, H. Moody.
Tarmoutb, C. E. Coombs.

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADVBBTI8EMENTS TO-DAY

Paper

Interesting

by

Hon.

William

Goold.

The removal of the Maine Historical Society
to this city is an event not only of importance
the city but of still greater importance to
In its old quarters at
society itself.
Brunswick, without means for heating the
building, the collection was practically useless
for nearly eight months in the
year, besides
the dampness of the rooms wus injurious to
to

the

the collection as the condition of many of the
books shows.
The removal hero will give a
fresh impulse to the Society, and persons

having

relics of any kind
books
or rare
which they wish carefully preserved
will
either donate them or intrust them for safe

keeping

to the instilution.
At the meeting of the standing committee
of the Society held yesterday forenoon, it was
proposed to instruct the President to ask the
Maine Legislature for such publications of the

State

in the Society’s
that the State shall
hereafter take all the publications of the
society on the same terms as the Documentary
as

are

already

not

library; and also,

to

ask

History.

NEV ADVERTISEMENTS.
C. A. Leighton & Co.
H. D. Hadlock.
Job Lot Huttons—F. A. Ross A Co.
Mark Down Sale—J. M. Dyer & Co.

It was proposed also, that the publications
of the Society shall be issued hereafter iu two
series—Collections, containing historical documents, and proceedings, containing
papers

Wanted—Lady Copyist.
Beautiful Fancy Cards—E. Vickers.

read and other

AUCTION COLUMN.
Furniture Ac.
N kw Passementeries, New Bead Ornaments,
New Jet Ruttons, New Cords and Tassels,
New Cardinal and Drab Cotton Hosiery, New
25 cent Hamburgs. H. I. Nelson & Co.’s, 441
and 441S Congress street.
febl-3t
Consumption can’t kill auy patient who will
Take Hale’s Honey op Hoiiehound and Tab
when he’s ill
Of a coat’ll that no other prescription will still.
„

transactions at the Society’s
meetings; and it was voted to publish forthwith a volume of proceedings.
Messrs. Israel
Washburn of Portland, William Goold of

Windham,

Dr.

Dyke

of

Bath, and Professor

Packard of Brunswick were appointed a committee on publication.
It was proposed that the seeretary bo instructed to notify all members who have not
complied with the requirements of the by1 JU-O

tlmf ni.lnoatl.oir

nnlt-nkln

tion before July 1st next, they ivill be placed
the retired list,
At the meeting of the Society at 2.30 p. m.>
Hon. James W. Bradbury of Augusta, pre-

on

jai>27

dGt.

Supreme Judicial Court.
The following decisions were received yesterday
from the law court:
Hannibal Hamlin et al., Trustees, vs. European &
North American Railway Co. et als.
Rescript by Synionds, J.—The mortgage to the
complainant* a* trustees operated upon the inchoate
right of the Maine Company to a conveyance of the
lots described in the Hinckley, Lord and Lord &
Veazie contracts, as soon as the contracts were executed and that company was in possession under
them for the purposes of the charter. The mortgage attached t*> the right to a deed of the stationin Bangor as a part of the road itself, and
it continued to attach to i t as the
right grew in
value. The interest which passed to the new company upon consolidation was subject to the complainants mortgage. It was in its essence a
right,
and nothing more, to acquire a thing, which, when
acquired, as to the complainants was a part of the
railroad mortgaged to them. The assignment of the
contracts to Jewett, Woodsi& Emery was to secure
them against liability as endorsers on the first three
of the notes given in each instance for the purchase
money. Those notes were paid at maturity, the liabi ity of the indorsers was at an end and their
right t > hold the collateral ceased. The assignment had served its purpose.
The interest it conveyed was com mens urate only, in degree and duration, with the liability it secured. There is nothing
in the case to exclude the Crosby lots, or any part
of the three lots in Bangor, from the effect of the
mortgage as property not therein iutende to be acquired and conveyed. The case of a railroad holding more property for its own purposes than its
present needs demand, is entirely different from one
in which the company buys other property, distinct
.^.froin the road and its appurtenances, not intended
or necessary for the preseut or prospective exercise
of its franchise, and therefore not within the purview ol the mortgage. The complainants are entitled to an injunction against all the respondents
named therein and in the amendment, restraining
them from any interference with the complainants’
possession and control, as mortgagees, of the real
estate therein described, and from any resistance of
complainants’ title to the same, to the extent of the
trusts declares in the mortgage;—the iuj jnotion to
be made perpetual and without the limitation just
slated, it the title of the complainants has or shall
become absolute by a legal foreclosure.
Decree accordingly.

grounds

Egerton R. Burpee et al. vs. Hannibal Hamlin et
al. trustees et als. Bill dismissed.
(See rescript
in above case )

Wednesday.—The
a

cases

trial.

assigned

were

disposed

--k

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Wednesday—John Mack and Hose Ann Brady.
Search an. seizure. Discharged.
Brief Jottings.
Perry and Flint of this city have purchased
the Howard and Richardson lot at East Baldwin and intend
to
build a corn-canning
factory on it. They have 150 acres of sweet
contracted for.
The boot and shoe dealers of this city will
hereafter close their stores at 7 o’clock p. m.
Saturdays excected.
corn

Superintendent Tucker of the Maine Central .Railroad, is now Discing axes, saws and
crowbars in the postal cars on his road, for the
clerks to nse in case of an accident.
Lovers of amusement will not forget the

assembly

social

in

Grand

Army Hall this

evening.
The Willistou Society will dedicate their
church next Sabbath evening.
The committee when building decided that this should
take place until the edifice was entirely
paid for.
The Young Ladies’ Temperance
Society
will hold a meeting in the Y. M. C. A. room>
not

Elm and Congress streets, Friday at
4.45 p.m.
All members are requested to be
prt sent.
Young ladies interested in temperance work are cordially invited.
corner

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN.
Two performances of this standard old play
will be given at New Portland Theatre next
Friday and Saturday. While all the dramatic
elements of the play are retained, many
sDecial sensational features are introduced,
noticeably the live bloodhounds who pursue
George Harris, the trick donkey Jerry, the
Blackville Jubilee band aud Magnolia minstrels iu their characteristic plantation songs
and dances. Seats are now on sale.
NOTES.

The members of the Rossini club
their monthly concert to day at 11

will give
a.

m.

Purification of the Virgin.
This feast was solemnized yesterday morniug at 9 o’clock, at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception with elaborate services,
The Right Rev. Bishop Healey was attired in
elegant vestments of purple aud gold and
attended to the throne by the acolytes and
sacred ministers. The Rev. Father O’Dowd
was

officiated as master of ceremonies and the Rev.
Father Linnehau as celebraut.
The Rev.
John Murphy had a position on the right of
tbe throne
The Bishop delivered an eloquent
address, holding a candle iu his right hand,

symbolical of Him who is tbe light of the
world.
At St. Dominic's and St. Luke’s cathedral
the festival was also celebrated. At the latter ths collect and Holy Eucharist were observed. The colors for the feast are white and
green.

_

Col. Conwell’s Lecture.
Col. Russell H. Couwell of Boston, will
doubtless draw a crowded house on next Friday evening, to hear his new lecture, “Heroism of a Private Life,” which will be given
under the auspices of the Young Men’s Christian Association, at their hall, corner of ConfrrPBB

and F.lm

Rtrpota

Tim
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of Col. Conwell’s abilities as a lecturer, says, “Logical, entertaining, humorous,
and original, it is not remarkable that the en"
gagements of this eloquent and talented lto"

in

speaking

turer are

constantly multiplying.”
Pension Bills.

Bills have been introduced into the House
this week granting pensions to Lieut. Dodge,
late of the 1st Maine heavy artillery; to Alexander W. Howell, of Brewer, Me., late of the
United States revenue marine service;
to
James A. Parker, late of the 8th regiment
Maine volunteers; to Christine Temple, mother
of Capt. Charles H. Temple, late of the 17th
Maine regiment; to Salome Smith, mother of
Josiah \V. Smith, late of the 18th Maine

regiment.
M. Dyer & Co.
This reliable firm has just made a decided
mark down in the price of their elegant dress
goods, ladies’ and children’s cloakings, white
J.

goods, linens, trimmings, buttons,

remnants,
&c.,as they are about to move to their splendid
aid new store on Congress street.
The assortment to select from is very large, and a splenchance is now offered to all who intend to
purchase a black silk for the coming spring
and summer.
Maine Steamship Company.
The annual meeting of the Maine Steamship
Co. was held yesterday forenoon. The follow-

ing officers

All the propositions of the
tee were

stauding commit-

approved.

Messrs. Israel Washburn and George F.
Talbot of Portland and It. K. Sewall of Wiscasset

were

appointed

amendments to the
nual meeting.

a

committee to report
at the next an-

by-laws

Messrs. II. S. Burrago of Portland, William
Goold of Windham and Henry Deering of
Portland were appointed a committee to com-

plete broken sets in the libra ry and procure
other desirable books, so far as may be done
by exchange and withont expense to the
society.
General J. M. Brown reported that a leaee
had been executed, giving tlio society the
of the rooms assigned them in the city
building for ten years.
General Brown, ex-Gov.
Washburn and
Dr. Gilman were appointed to report a resolution of thanks to the city, which was subuse

sequently adopted.
The president was authorized to appoint the
the various committees.
Mr. R. K. Sewall of Gardiner then read a
very interesting aud valuable paper on “Work
for the Future Historians of Maine.”
In the evening the formal dedication of the
new rooms took place.
Notwithstanding the
extraordinary cold weather there was quite a

large attendance of members of the society
and invited guests including ladies.
The city
was represented by
Mayor Senter aud a large
number of the City Council.
At 7.30 o’clock
the guests were called together by President
Bradbury who delivered a very interesting
address of which the following is the sub-

BRADBURY’S ADDRESS.
Ladies and Gentlemen:—In the belief that a
removal of the society to this city would eulist
a more general co-operation in its objects and
extend its efficiency, it was resolved at a meeting held at Brunswick November 23d, to accept the generous accommodations offered by
this city and remove the library to the quarters so liberally fitted up by tho resident members. Is not the presence of the honored authorities of this city, and this goodly number
of the intelligence of the towns an evidence of
a desire aud
purpose that the fond auticipaPRESIDES!

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

of without

sided.

stance:

Superior Court.

were elected:

Treasurer and Clerk—Henry Fox.
Directors—C M. Bailey, J. B. Coyle, H. J.
Libby, It. M. Richardson, J. M. Brown, John
Englis, M. P. Emery.

of the commitee of arrangements. The
is a brief abstract of his remarks:
MR. WASHBURN’S ADDRESS.
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:
1 wish to express our thanks to .the honored
president who is with us to-night, for his very
interesting and graceful address. He has alluded to the removal of the society to Portland
and the commission was delegated to me to
state some of the reasons therefor. Some time
ago the subject of removal was broached but
nothing was done until this last autumn when,
the Natural History having removed out of
these superior rooms the Mayor and CityCouncil tendered the use of them to us. It
was evident that it was best to
accept the offer.
Here were more and better accommodations.
The rooms could be kept open for the accommodation of all the members who desired to
consult the library and the cabinets mado useful to all students of history.
And, as here
all the steamboat and railroad lines
converged
it was tile most convenient
spot for
to
visit. The removal clothes
your local members with new duties and
responsibilities,
they will labor in the interest of the society to
gather up whatever ;s of interest to the Stateportraits of eminent men, relics of every kind
to the President’s
suggestion
that Maine produced
men and
women who
West, and thought after they had
hlled the prairies their
tendency would be
back to the sea coast and
mountains
No
State furnishes more of the poetic and
romantic thau Maine.
We suffer from an embarras
des rtc/iesses in this
Here in .Maine
respect.
was the first settlement.
The first naval battle was fought as Machias.
As we come further west, the country
rpuud about is full of
romance.
Norombega is immortalized by
Milton. Then comes Castine, where Manockawanro gave his younger
daughter to Castine
to "'reTheir descendants were the ancestors
of Orono, who went to
Massachusetts and tendered the services of the tribe to us at the beginning of the Revolution. Sir Ferdinando
Gorges said the English came for the enlargement of the Christian faith, the
support of
justice and love of peace.
What government
was ever established on
higher grounds? Casco B ty has been
sung in Robert Rawling, and
Mary Darling in the exquisite verse of Whittier.
I see here a descendant of Mr. Cleaves,
Scarboro is tho homo of the Kings, York of
the Prebles.
Maine is also celebrated as the
State that furnished the first two baronets—
Pepperell and Phipps.
man
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shall bs fulfilled?
Since our last annual meeting, the last survivor if our original corporate members has
deceased. The act of our corporation February 5, 1822 embraced 4!) members.
Peleg
Sprague, the last survivor, died October 15th
last. Six years ago, at a meeting held in this
building, there was another of the origiual corporators present, the venerable Ether Simpley. When he entered, debate was suspended,
and the last survivor of the origiual 49, resident in the State, the venerable judge, was
welcomed, and narrated the reasons that led
to the formation of the society; the desire to
collect the facts and incidents of the State's
settlement and progress. After a grateful acknowledgement of Judge Shepley’s presence a

congratulatory despatch was sent to Judge
Sprague in Boston. The speaker then paid a
high tribute to both Judge Shopley and Judge
Sprague, and continued by saving the original
49 corporators were a remarkable body of men
on account of
their distinguished character,
and the great age they .attained. The average
age of the whole body at death was 73, five exceeding 90 years and. fifteen 80. They are
classed as follows: law 29, divinity 7, medicine
7, mercantile 4, gentlemen 2. Amongst the
lawyers we find the names of Judges Bridges,
Cony, Dana, Fuller, Parris, Preble, Shepley,
Sprague, Smith, Ware and Weston. At the
bar Thomas Bond, Joseph Dane, Enoch Lincoln, John Holmes, Stephen Longfellow,
lleuel Williams, and William D. Williamson,
the historian. The clergymen include Payson,
Nichols and Tappan. Physicians, Isaac Lincoln, Ariel Mann and Benjamin Vaughan. Dr.
Vaughan was formerly a member of the British Parliament, residing in London and married a daughter of Manning, the banker, on
condition that he studied medicine three years.
When he moved to Hallowell in this state, he
was the friend and associate of Franklin.
The
merchants included General King our first
governor and General Wingate. Hon. Robert W. Gardiner and John Merrick were the

gentlemen.

We have a State deserving of a place inhistory whether we consider its discovery, settlement and thrilling incidents connected therewith, its extensive territory, frontier position,
industries, educational, moral and religioua
cu'ture. Its cold climate and bad soil compels

the exercise of industry, economy and perseTrained
to
the
verance.
practice of
industries
these
our
State
produces a
self
reliance
and enterprise
people of
and build
eminently fitted to colonize
are found
up new States. They
throughout the Union, personally representing Maine
We canuot vie with the West and South in
the production of the great staples, but we can
add to the wealth of the nation, young men
aud women intelligent, industrious and virtuous.
While we regret their loss we can
claim ours is as valuable a product as any
State can boast, ai.d that Maine is not wanting
in her contribution to the wealth of the world.
How many nations have disappeared and left,
but a fragment of their history behind them.
It is to secure the material for a proper history
of our State and Country that we are engage!
in

fliic lu/irlr

What is the main object of oar Society? It
is to collect and preserve as far as we are able,
anything which will tend to explain and illustrate any department of civil, ecclesiastical
and national history, especially ot this State
and the United Stales. Especially is this true
of Maine from its earliest discovery and settlement.
It seeks these materials in early records, public offices, pamphlets and documents
often found in private families, about to be
thrown
as
away
worthless, or exposed
to
the corroding effects
of
time.
Ours
historic ground.
is
In
Maine
occurre
some of the conflicts between England and
France for the possession of the best part of
the American continent; conflicts the n ost mo
mentous of modern times.
For a time the
French were in the advance. They possessed
Montreal, Quebec, Louisburg, Fort Royal and
Castine, striving to extend their foothold on
the Atlantic coast. For a century and a half
this contest continued u itil the fall of Quebec
in 1759, when Wolfe, with his life,
gave the
great prize to the Anglo-Saxon race. The
frontier settlements in Maine were a barrier to
the advance ot the Freneli aud
materially aided the Massachusetts colonists in their
long
conflict. Supposing the French had
triumphed
instead of the English and the Atlantic
slope
settled by the Latin race with different religious faith aud different ideas of
and civliberty
il government, what would have been the
present condition of what is known as the
United States? What their religion, enterprise, prosperity and influence on tho world?
Tho result of Anglo-Saxon colonization has
given us the amplest liberty aud protection to
all, has guarded againt usurpation or abuse of
power by rulers by a fundamental law or written constitution.
Oui feeble colonies have become a great nation of
liity millions people.
It is moving forward to the position of the
foremost nation of tho world, challenging admiration for its wonderful progress in wealth,
extent, intelligence and property. Our society furnishes the elements of history. In collecting these elements it needs the efforts of
all iis members. It needs the hearty
co-opera,
tion of our fellow-citizens, of all who lovo the
good name of their country. They can furnish
material that would otherwise be lost.
The address closed with a
compliment to the
city authorities for the interest they evinced
by their presence, to a community evidently
so alive to the importance of
this'society, anil
an appeal to all that the fond
hopes of the society should tie realized in the home of Willis
the historian, where his spirit still survives.
At the conclusion of Mr.
Bradbury’s remarks
ho introduced lion. Israel
chair-

Washburn,

people”

-l“‘Veferrcd
peopled,the

OEN. J.

M.

BROWN.

Gen. Brown, at the conclusion of Mr. Washremarks, read the resolution thauking
the Mayor, City Council and Committee on
Public Buildings, for the quarters they enjoyed. He referred to the fact that the society
uas first established in
Portland, and had simply come home.
nurn s

MAYOR

SENTER.

Mayor Senter referred to the burning out of
tho Natural History Society and the time it
had occupied the rooms. The Council voted
the rooms.
The
unanimously to tender
society, he said, had a duty to perform; to decide who settled the State and when.
But after this weather it is doubtful whether our citizens should have driven out the Indians.
Mr. William Goold then read an admirable
paper on the coun ty buildings of Portland,
which we publish entire.
COUNTY BUILDINGS OF PORTLAND.

On taking possession of these pleasant rooms,
which, by the kindness and liberality of the
City Government ot Portland we are to occupy and make the base of our historical investigations and a place of social converse,
it lias been thought proper, and perhaps might
be entertaining to loaiu tho history of this
8)>ol, and of the several buildings which have
occupied it. At the request of the local committee of the Historical Society, I have undertaken to present what could be gathered
from records, from written history, tradition,
recollections of aged men, and 'of my own
The history of
relating 10 these premises.
this elegant and spacious building involves
the history of early county buildings, occupied under the old couuty of York, before
the separation in 17G0, when the whole state
comprised but one county, as at the building
of every court house and jail the committee,
having ctiarge, had been directed to use tho
materials of the old in the construction of the
new.
It is very probable that in the basement of the county wind of this building
there is some of the iron work, or doors of the
jail, erected at the junction of Middle and
India streets in 1752 so we will begin there.
There was something here that bore the
name of the prison
at Falmouth as early as
1GGX.
At the commissioners court held at
York that year the record says John Phillips
of Falmouth, “accused for the suspiciou of
felony by the unfitness of the prison to
receive him, is confined to his own house as a
prisoner and eugageth to appear at the next
court.”
The county records mention the
building of a jail at York in 1G51, and on at
Wells in 1654. In the record of a court of the
commissioners which was held at Falmouth in
1669 a jail is mentioned as having been built
at that place and
delinquent towns were
ordered to pay their share of the expenses.
The location of the jail is now unknown. It
must have disappeared prior to 1685 as in that
year the general assembly ordered that Fort
Loval shall be appointed as a prison or jail for
the four associated towns.
These were Saco,
Scarborough. Falmouth an 1 North \ armouth.
In 1690 this fort was taken by the French and
Indians after a five days’ siege, and every
house iu the village was destroyed.
The town laid waste until 1718 when some
ol the old settlers returned and many new
AMAfl
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settlement was held in 1719.
Soon after a
meeting house was built on India street and
was occupied for worship until 1748
when a
new one was bnilt, where the stone church of
the First Parish now stands. The town iu its
associate capacity had erected the old meeting
house and after its abandonment as a place of
wors.iip its second story was lilted up at the
town’s expense for a court house. The history
of Portland says “there was no court house
nor regular place for holding the court
lie re
before the Revolution.”
This is a mistake.
In the recorded vote of the town for fitting
the old meeting house for the pnrpose it is
called a “court house.’’ A court held at York
iu 1752 ordered a jail to be built at Falmouth
on the north side of the “court
The
hou9e,”
next year after the fitting up of this court
house in 1747, Parson Smith records “1 prayed
with the Court in the afternoon. Justice
came drunk.”
In 1753 in answer to a petition of the selectmen of Falmouth the court of
quarter sessions
of the county of York appointed a committee
of live all of Falmouth,, to let out the building
of a new jail in Falmouth, and directed them
“that if they can purchase the block house and
the land thereunto belonging, near Benjamin
Larrabee’s, for a sum not exceeding £45.8 shillings, and 8d lawful money, at the couuty
charge for a prison housea deed for the same
is to be transmitted to the county treasurer. In
case this blockhouse was purchased the commitlei was desired to remove the jail
already begun
anil join the same to said block house, and liuisb the same according to a former order.
This order is as follows: To be joined to the
Court bouse on King street,, “liuter fashion.”
That is a corruption of the phrase “lean to,”
or with the Court bouse for oue
side wall, with
a one-sided roof.
The same kind of an addition to
a
barn
at
the
time
present
is called a “lintor” from the two words “lean
to.” The order says it is to be 35 feet long, 15
wide and. 7 stud, with one stack of chimneys of four smokers. The building is to be
of good, square, souud, hewed or sawed timber, well boarded, clapboarded and shingled
outside, with a lining outside of good, sound
oak plank, spiked on, and 80 pounds was allowed for building it.
The blockhouse was
purchased and the “lean to” was removed and
to
it
The
Larrabee
house stood where
joined
the portico of the old City Hall now does, and
the blockhouse which was built for defence
against the Indians stood about where the
north corner of that building does.
Parson
Smith records June 13, 1748," “This neighborhood are building a blockhouse near Mr. Larraboi’s for liie common defence'” The
treaty
of Aix La Chaoelle, concluded iu 1747, put an
end to the war of 1741 vith the French and
Indians. Tins block-house had been garrisoned
with provincial
:r. ops,
who
were now
was
of
discharged, and it
no farther
"S'*'*
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i dl-kaeper’s house built

dle str**;-t, in front of the jail, at the
of tile county, in which tbe jailer

Midexpense

on

kept

a

pub-

lic bouse, as tile eiuntypaid him only fifteen
p muds a > jailer. Thomas Moi ley. the grandfather of M
itiey,_the historian.kept this blockhouse j til Irom I18I to 1798.
His tavern was
called the “Freemason Arms’’ and had a
in
front, inscribed with a represwinging sign
sentation ol the square and
Mr.
compasses.
Motley’s sons, for many years the distinguished Boston tnerchau's, worn born in the old jail
tavern, and also the youngest son Charles, who
was a sailor, was born there iu 1785
aud was
12 years old when the block-house jail was removed. He now lives near Pride’s Bridge in
Deering, at the great age of 98 years, with a
clear memory. Within two weeks he has described to me intelligently the oltl wooden jail
and the tavern in wliioh he was bom and lived
until he was eight years old. The jail is also
described by a letter from Nathaniel Gardiner,
a sea captain and a loyalist of
Pownalborough.
He was taken prisoner iu 1780, while
loading
his vessel (the armed schooner Golden Pippin)
with iron from the wreck of Commodore Saltonstall’s fleet at Penobscot.
He writes, “I
was thrust into Falmouth jail,
where I had
neither bed, blanket, or anything to lay on but
the oak plank floor, with the heads of spikes
an inch high and
so
thick together that 1
could not lay down clear of them.” Afte.r rea
four
months he broke jail
maining prisoner
and escaped.
The olu meeting-house on King street served
for a Court house from 1748 to 1774, when the
town presented the lot to the conntv of Cumberland, which had been established in 1780,
on which to erect a uew Court
house, on the
condition that tbe town shout use it for town
when
the
courts
were
not
in session.
puiqioses
This new Court house was a haudsome building. not quite finished when the town was
bombarded by Mowatt in 1775, when both tbe
old aud uew court bouses were burned. The
old one had been removed to Hampshire street
for a town house. During the Revolution the
courts were held at Mrs. Greele’s tavern on
Congress street. Iu 1777 she was paid £2 8
shillings “for a room for the use of the Court.”
Iu 1787 Samuel Freeman was paid £9 “for his
great chamber for the use of the Courts.”
After the happy termination of the Revolu
tiouary struggle the county oflicers looked forward to better accommodations.
Tno block
bouse jail had escaped the burning aud a lot
was sought for a Court house iu that
vicinity.
A committee of the Court of General Sessions
reported in 1785 “that the laud netween the
jail and the bay market appears to belong te
the county; that tbe land on the north side ol
the street, opposite the hay market, is not ty be
procured. Mr. Larrabee’s laud near tbe jail is
not to be purchased.
Voted to tako Mr. Plummer's lot ou Back street, 4J rods iu front aud
4i rods back.” On the 18th July, 1785, Moses
Plummer, of Falmouth, cordwainer, executed

deed to the county of this lot of 4| rods on
Back street for £18 lawful moneys paid by Joseph McLellan, Treasurer of Cumberland
c >untv.
It is described as the “south corner of
t ie three acre iot I lately bought of Rev.
Thomas Smith.” Tho lot was granted iu 1720
to the first settled minister, and extended to
Back Cove. The lot then conveyed to the
county is the central part of the site of this
building. Moses Plummer, who sold this land,
kept a store and ohtained the nick-name of
“Old Way,” from his rigid adherence to
tho barter system of dealing. When all others
were abandoning it. On this small lot of about
four rr*ds square a wooden court- house of 48 by
34 feet iu size, with 24 feet posts was commenced.
Parson Smith records the raising, Oct. 3,
1785, the Court of Genera* Sessions of the
Peace, ceinposed of all the justices of the
peace iu the county, then exercised the same
functions as our present board of county
commissioners.
They ordered “the roof to be
so framed that a
belfry may be built upon it at
some future time.”
The second story, containing the court room and offices, was finished
in 1788. Tho belfry or cupola was soon added.
It was surmouuted by a carved weathercock.
St. Peter's testimony in denying his master
may have suggested to the county fathers the
propriety of surmounting tho new temple of
justice with a representative of the historic
bird as a caution to tho witness when he entered tho portal, not to deny the truth, whatever might bo the
provocation from contending counsel.
The first floor of this court house was an
open hull, in which were kept in sight the gallows, tho stocks and the pillory, ready to be
erected for use.
Near the front of the house
stood tho wliippiug pest, with cross bars for
securing tho arms and legs of the culprit A
gentloman was liviug in this city, within two
years, who had witnessed the whipping of a
manat this post.
It was removed to the oarade ground about 1800.
In this court house, jjiu 1790, Thomas Bird, a
foreigner, was sentenced to be hung for piracy
and murder, although his trial had been in the
meeting house near by. He had beeu confined
iu the old block house jail more than a year,
waiting for the organization of the District
Court of the United States and for a session to
be held here
The aged Mr. Motley, before
mentioned, described to me Bird’s demeanor
and habits while in prison.
He (Motley) was
five yea^s old at the time, aud with his older
brother Edward, at the request of Bird, were
often admitted by their fatner to the ceil and
spent much time there. The prisoner made
them toy ships and boats.
The execution
took place at the junction of Congress aud
Grove streets, (Haggett’s Hill) June 25, 1790.
At the time of th« execution, Mrs. Motley, the
mother of »he boys, .took them over back of
tho Neck to bo out of the sight of the gallows,
as the whole family had
become interested iu
the fate of Bird. The captain of the vessel
whom he killed was noted for cruelty to his
meu.
Bird admitted that he fired the gun
which killed the captain, aud justified himself
on the ground of his
cruelty.
Bird’s council, Syms and Frothingham,
made application for a pardon on tho ground
of its being the first capital conviction iu the
United States courts, after the adoption of the
Federal constitution.
The petition was immediately forwarded to Presidout Washington, who then resided in New York, but he declined pardoning or suspending the time of
execution. The jailor Motley and his family
thought the prisoner should gbe pardoned,
and it was with sadness that he was surrendered to Sheriff Waite to be executed, who
was the father of Mrs.
Motley. Geu. Henry
Dearborn of revolutionary momeory, >vas the
marshal and superintended the execution. It
is a rare circumstance in historical investigation to find a man with clear intellect aud
memory who is able to describe a prison, aud
the life led by a prisoner,91 years alter his execution. It is the minute descriptiou which I
obtained from the very aged Mr. Motley—the
last of a distinguished family, which leads me
to dwell so long on the old block-house iail.
Although it was usou as the county jail twelve
years alter the court-house was erected on this
spot
History of Portland makes it a one
story building, and does not mention the purchasing of * the block-house by the county
for a prison, although the one story part was
joined to it.
This was the first capital trial iu a United
States Court.
Prisoners frequently escaped
from the wooden jail and it needed frequent
repairs. In 1792 a committee of the courtjjreported that it would be more expensive to repair the old jail, than would be the erection of
a new one, and thereupon it
was decided
to
build a stoue jail for the use of the county. A
committee reported that the town wauted the
laud on which the old jail stood for a “market
place” and would purchase a piece of laud adjoining the court house lot for the jail iu exchange. In 1795 the County Treasurer took a
deed c another piece of the Plummer lot in
the rear of the court house, five rods wide and
ten rods deep.
The consideration was £20,
which was paid by the town, which received a
deed of the old jail lot restricting its use for
“market purposes.”
The county treasurer reserved the buildings
and the right to occupy until the new prison
was completed.
The building committee were
directed to use the iron work and other material in the old jail in the construction of the
a

_

new

one.

On the new lot in the rear of the court-house,
after several postponements for the lack of
money, was built in 1797 a cut stone jail. The
building was 50 by 34 feet in size and two stories high with a gambrel roof and rooms in the
attic. Granite was not theu the manageable
material that it now is, which made the erectiou of such a building then a formidable job.
This
was
the first dressed stone building
erected in the county and, I think, in the
State. The buildiug committee were Samuel
Freeman and William Gorham, both members of the court of sessions. /The superintendent of the building was John Park of Groton,
Mass., who had recently erected a similar prison at Concord in that State.
The jail had dormer windows on the trout roof.
A gentleman
now dead, who built these
windows, related to
me the talk which he
had with the building
committtee. He inquired if he should finish
the back roof in the same style when
they replied, “No, make it entirely plain; there never will be any settlement on that side.”
The
cost of the building was about S8000.
From
the prisou iu 1808 Joseph Drew of Saccarappa
walxed to the gallows, near the Observatory, a
fnll half mile, with the sheriff on one side and
Parson Bradley of Stroud water on ihe other.
He was executed for the murder of Ebenezer
Parker, a deputy sheriff of Westbrook. The
row of elms
planted in front of the court
house and jaildot were the work of Joseph M.
Gerrish, who was jail keeper under Sheriff
Hunncwell whose term expired in 1821. Only
two now remain and a proposition has been
made to remove one of them.
This jail of
1797 was taken down in 1859 after the erection
of the present county jail. Over the principal
door was an inscription cut iu the liutel
giving
the date of its erectiou. At the conclusion is
an odd character of which the
meaning in late
years nas not Deeu Known. That it is a part of
the inscription is shown by its being separated
front the date by a semi-colon only and is followed by a period.
This lintel
is
built
into the partition wall of the basement of the
county wing of this building, aud has the
original iron door yet swinging beneath it. In
a communication to the Portland
Transcript a
few years ago I called attention to the unknown character.
The publishers procured
an engraving of it for the
paper, but no one
answered the inquiry.
The next building erected on this lot was a
jail keeper's house. It was called the “county
house,” and was built in 1799. It was of brick
and two stories in height. It stood between
the court house and the jail. With my grandfather I dined in it at the invitation of Mr.
Gerrish, the jailor, when I was about nine
After dinner wo were shown
years of age.
The old fashioned “duuthrough the jail.
geou,” with its chains, shackles aud ringbolts,
me
impressed
deeply. The debtors' rooms in
the attic were not so repulsive, yet those who
were then confined in
them, for no crime but
poverty, did not appear as if they were happy.
for
debt was then common.
Imprisonment
lu 181(i, for §100, the county purchased the
r'ght to lay a drain from the jail through the
Plummer lot to Back Cove. Seven years
late.’ I recollect that there was the same complaint of this single sewer, which had its outlet on the flats, as there has been of late years
of the “Back Bay nuisance.” During the embargo aud the endless law suits which were its
results, the old wooden court house proved too
small for the countv business. After the nearn
of 1815, commercial business wore a brighter
aspect, and the couuty ventured to brect a
more spacious and elegant court house.
The
old one was sold to the Free Will Baptist Society for a house of worship, and in 1810 it was
hauled with oxen to the south side of “Court,”
now Exchange street,
between Congress and
Federal ^streets.
The centre of the second
story floor was removed and railed around,
leaving a gailery on each of the four sides. Iu
1827 the society vacated it for the theu new
Casco street church, and the next year it was
sold for a soap factory aud was moved to Green
street, where it was taken down in about 1875.
In 1815 an additional piece of land on the
northeast side and adjoining the court house
lot, 20 feet in width and 155 in length, was
purchased of Henry Titcomb for £100.
fu 1840, under the direction of the committee, consisting of Sheriff Hunnewell, Barrett
Potter and Albert Newhall, was erected on the
county lot, a brick court honse, 00x50 feet, of
pleasing architecture, aud with a cupola,which
was surmounted by
the scales of justice. It
was directly at
the head of Exchange, theu
called Court street, making a line appearance
from all parts of that street.
In 1881 two projecting wiugs were added at tho ends, of about
twenty feet each, aud containing fire-proof
rooms for the
county offices. The additions
gave it an impioved appearance.
When the vote of 181!) was found to favor
the separation of the District of Maine from
Massachusetts, there was a warm leeling iu
nearly the whole State to make Portland the
capital. To do this, the County of Cumberland tendered to the new S’ate the free use of
the court house, whereupon a company of the
leadiug citizens of Portland proposed to erect
on the county’s lot,
adjoining the court house,
a separate
buildiug, to be gratuitously occupied by the State government,with apartments
for the State officers. This laud was purchased by the county at a “vendue” sale, in 1817,
it beiug the remaining part of the front of the
Plummer
lot, 57 feet on
Back street
to
Myrtle street,
and being
feet
150
on
On this lot was a
Myrtle street.
which
was
stable,
occupied by the owner
John Plummer, deceased.
On this part of
the couuty lot iu the spring of 1820 was erected
those
by
gentlemen a two story wooden building with a hipped roof aud high stories. The
front was finished with a pediment supported
by pilasters, sheathed and painted white, and
at the time, it was considered an elegant
building. The State officers had their apartments in the lower story, and the
upper story
Was occupied by the Senate chamber and
the
rooms for tho Governor aud Council.
This
buildiug was dignified bv the name of the
“state house,” which it bore while it was ocThe court room of the court
cupied as such.
house was occupied as the representatives’
hall. Thus equipped the legislature held its

sessions here until 1831. It seems odd to
us,
but it is true that as late as 1822
spirituous
liquors were sold in the court house. In that
year the court of sessions ordered the sheriff
to foroid it
“during the sitting of the court 01
the legislature.”
At the time of the visits to Maine of Gen.
Lafayette, in Juno 1825, ail awning was spread
from the front coving of the State house to the
elm trees in front and a
platform at the entrance was built of two steps in
heigh! and on
this after a brief rest inside the General held
his reception.
After the removal of the seat
of the State
government to Augusta the city
became owner of the old State house, and it
was used for
municipal purposes. To make
way for the erection of the new city building
moved to the east corner of Congress
™^s
and
Market streets, and was occupied for city
purposes.
The lower story was the pol i ce
othce. It went down in the great lire of 1806.
After the chaste old brick court house
had served the county 42 years, the courts and
county officers began to feel straightened for
room, and to think of increasing accommodations at the same time the
city government
were in
a like
condition—the city officers
having their rooms in detached buililiugs In
1858 toe
city government concluded an arrangement with the county, which owned
tins lot, to take a long lease of it aiid to erect a
building which would furnish all needed
accommodations for the public offices for the
aull^e room for the courts and county
°1«V’
offices, and at the same time sufficient apartments to receive the State
legislature and
executive government, on the same spot where
tney first organized in 1820, if at any time they
should please to return to Portland.
The county lot was at that time occupied bv
uie brick Court house of
1816; the old State
House of 1820, the stone jail of 1797, and the
jail keeper’s house of 1799. In March, 1858,
the county authorities leased to the
city this
lot at a nominal
rent, for a term of 999 years
with all the
buildings thereon. As a consideration, the city was to provide suitable accom
modatious for the county courts and ofliceis
during the construction of the building, and
durmg the terms of the lease, free of charge,
selwas executed and a plan was drawn
off11Sl
a
building of brick to cost about 880,000 dur-
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Careful Precautions Against Fire.
Last evening by invitation of the Overseers
of the Poor the representatives of the morning
papers visited tue Alms House to see the improvements in this institututiou.
Since the
burning of the Stafford County Alms House,
in New Hampshire, it was deemed advisable
to take all proper precautions here.
A hydrant has been set within twenty feet of the

house, 1200 feet of fire-hose, and ladders are
placed in a building close at hand, ou the inside of which is
man

Thomas Paine.
The parlois of Mrs. Dennett were filled with
a large and
appreciative audience last evening
to listen to Mr.
Pillsbury’s lecture on Thomas
Paine. Mr. Pillsbury’s paper, like all that

gentleman’s productions, was carefully prepared aud most able.
Certainly it was an
origiual view of the career of Thomas Paine.
If Mr. Pillsbury’s view is correct Paiue has
been the least appreciated and the worst aud
most unjustly abused man in all American
history. The following are some of the points
of Mr. Pillsbury’s lecture:
Thomas Paine was born in Setford, England,
on the 29th of
January, 1737. His father was a

Quaker, his mother
ucat ion at

schools

tent. His
His father

religion

an

was

of

a

most

towards
stay-maker, and
was

Quakerism.
at

Coldest of the Season.
Yesterday was the coldest day of the season.
At sunrise the thermometer indicated, from 2

degrees

below zero, according to locality.
At noon the mercury had risen to 5 above. It
soon began to fall again, however, and at sunset had reached zero, with a decided tendency
downwards.
A brisk wind was blowing from
the north, which made noses and ears wish
At 7 o’clock the mercury
they wore clothes.
had fallen below zero, and through the night
it continued to go down rapidly. At midnight
the thermometer at Senter’s jewelry store indicated 13 below, and a thermometer hung out
of one of the upper windows in the Printers’

Exchange, indicated 14 below.
This, we
think, is a lower point than the mercury has
touched in this

city

A

night.

going through

that was very acceptable after the cold ride
in this stinging weather.
The following are the officers of this institution :
HOUSE.

Keeper and

Matron—Mr. and Mrs. R. Gree-

ley.

Assistant Matron—Miss Emma Dimmock.
Engineer—Mr. Charles Anderson.
HOSPITAL.

Male Nurse and Cook—Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Pennell.
a.u.oo-i.ira

ivaiw oiewan.

Chairman of the Board—Mr. Isaac Jackson.

Strange Phenomenon.
During the bitter 'cold nights of the past
A

month or more, says the Hallowed
Register,
the people of London Hill have been treated
to

strange sights, a locomotive headlight showing itself at different times near Page’s ice
houses, and in the immediate vicinity of the
spot where an accident occurred in 1871. The

light

has been seen by the flagman at the
Steam-mill crossing and by a considerable
population of the Hill.
It has the quiver and
of
a
locomotive
glare
headlight—and stands
about four feet above the track; but
strangely
enough, this light disappears if any one approaches with a view to investigate. The superstitious regard it as the light of a spectre
train foreboding accidents; others look upon it
as caused by the reflection of
lights, or some
optical illusion made by the peculiar conditiou
of the atmosphere. The more matter of fact
advance the simplo explanation that the lights
come from the lanterns of workmen
engaged
about the ice.Our readers may select their own
theory. The strangest part of the story is that
Conductor Drew’s eight o’clock evening train
met with this unearthly apparition odo
night
recently. As the train rouuded the curve below the scene of the old accident, the
rays
from this spectre light swept the track, the engineer immediately applied the brakes, and
stopped. On an attempt to investigate, the

light disappeared.

He will bo
former

re-

presi”

dent of the Kreutzer Club. He was for a long
time in the employ of the Grand Trunk railway, as clerk for John Porteous. His funeral
took place yesterday afternoon from the residence of Capt. Albert Marwick, who was a relative of the deceased, all his immediate family being iu Euglaud. Rev. A. Dalton of St.
Stephen's church officiated.
The exercises
consisted simply of reading of the scriptures
and a prayer, and music by a selected quartette.
“Now and Then.”
The fifth lecture in the M. C. M. A. free
course was delivered by M. A. Blanchard,
Esq., last evening, on the above subject. The
lecturer contrasted the different opinions and
theories held by the people at the present day
on
leading subjects, with those of the earlier
days, and although the audience was small, he
was listened to with marked attention.
The
next lecture in the course will be delivered by
E. If. Elvvell, Esq., on Wednesday evening,

I'eb. 10.

Subject—“Hambies in Florence,
on one day in Florence.”

or

riman, Philadelphia.
Steamer Franconia, from New York for Portland,
put into Newport 1st, PM, being unable to proceed

Letters..

Breakwater 31st and started a leak. She will be
repaired at th-i Breakwater.
Sehs VV G R Mowrey. and E & U W Hinds, were
caught in a Held of ice at Vineyard-Haven 3utb and
dragged out of the harbor. The Hinds lost an anchor and went ashore iu the Sound, but was afterward hauled oil' and towed iuto Wood’s Holo.

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Mnlr.room 18 Exehnnt > Ml.

Personal.
Miss Jane \V. Frye is about to resign the
post office at Fryehurg, to be succeeded by Tobias L. Eastman, late mail agent on the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad.
Richmond.
By the breaking of some of the gearing on
the incline of the Hayes & Dewitt Ice Co.’s
houses Monday, Mr. George X. Lawrence of
Augusta, a member of the above firm, was
thrown from the top of the incline to the
a distance of about
forty feet. He
struck by portions of the iucline which
fell with him, injuring him severely, as at first
supposed fatally, but at latest accounts he was
in a more favorable condition.
was

STATE NEWS.
HANCOCK

COUNTY.

A wild cat appeared oil the streets of Castine, frightening the children and perhaps the
older people. The animal was finally driven
into the river and captured, the same
being
courageous

undertaking considering

tlie formidable teeth and olaws of the beast.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Vassalboro woolen mills
nine uu account oi low

are

running

on

water.

ALL*.

10 o'clock a.
oeSdt

in

Information has been received at this office that
Fox Island Thoroughfare was closed to navigation
the 27th ult, by reason of ice, and the Lght at
Brown’s Head was not exhibited.
*$Wlien the Thoroughfare is navigable, the Light
will be again exhibited.

SALE OF

DOMESTIC PORT*.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar Jan 23d, ship YoSemite,
Saunders. Seatle.
Ar 24th, ship Oregon, Pennell, Departure Bay.
Outside 24th, ship Majestic.
Cld 24tb, ship Spartan, Reed. Nanaimo.
Ar 1st. ships Frank N Thayer, Mack, New York,
(Aug ID); Sintram, Woodside,*do (Sept 3.)
MOBILE—Cld 31st, brig Helen M Rowley, Row-

ley.

Fall River.
FERNANDINA—Cld 28th, sch Carrie E WoodDemarara.
Cld 2‘Jth. sch Chas F Hever, Poland. Demarara.
JACKSUNY li.LE—Ar 29th, sch Northern Light,

bury. Woodbury,

Ross. Guadaloupe.
'-DARIEN—Ar 20th, sch Cassia Jameson, Pressey,
Charleston.
Ar 27th. sch Levi Hart, Giles, Savannah.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 26th, sch Ella M Watts, Providence. to load for Boston.
TYBEE, G.\—In port 1st, brig Mary Fink, Darrab, Matauzas for Lewes, (in distress.)
-kjtu

^OI>U,

BtU /V

fT

1^1117,

southward.
SMITH V1LLE, NC
In port 30th, brig Cora
Green, Philbr ok, from Wilmington for Granada;
sch L F Warren, Johnson, do for Jacmel.
RICHMOND—Ar 29th. sch W H Mitchell, Mitchell. Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 31st, sch Ruth Darling, Chipman, Charleston.
PHIIjADELPHIA—Ar 31st, barques Hawthorn,
Wyman. Cork. 20 days; Mary G Reed, Carney, from
Taltal, with nitrate of soda.
NEWCASTLE—In port 31st, schs Mary E Van
Cleaf, Clio Chillcot, Nettie Walker, and Decora.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st, barque Lizzie H, Spring,
Boston, (in tow); sch Emma Heather, Fisher, Pensacola.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 31st, sch Jennie F Willey,
Chadwick, New London, to load for Savannah.
PROVIDENCE—A r 1st, sch Res less, Reed, Perth
—

Amboy.

w»FALL RIVER—Below
Clay, Port Johnson.

COTTON

UNDERWEAR.
We quote prices of

Baltimore for Boston.

WOOD’S HOLE—Sid 30th, barque Ralph M Hayward, Doane, Pensacola.
Sid 31st, sch W B Herrick, Penney, Savannah.
Ar 1st, sch E & G W Hinds, Hill, New York for
East port.
V1NEYABD-HAVEN—Ar 30th, sch Teaser, LitHoboken for Boston.

In port, brig R M Heelen; schs R C Thomas. Diadem. Franklin, Clara Rankin, Parker M Hooker,
J It bod well, Elva E Pettengill, Sarah A Reed; (the
latter was dragged out by the ice, but returned.)
EDGARTOWN—In port 31st, schs Ned Sumpter,
from Arabov for Salem; Vineyard, from New York

HYANNIS—Ar 1st, sch Alice Norwood, Sullivan,
Nantucket Shoal?.
BOSTON—Ar 2d. sch Dioue, Paterson, Mobile;
Jennie B Thomas, Thomas, Eastport.
CALAIS—Sl(l 30tli, barque Syra, Pettengill, for

for

Shanghai).

At 11 logo Dec 31st, ship St Lucie, Gates, from
Philadelphia, ar 27th.
Sid fm Iloilo Doc 3, ship Brown Brothers, Goodell, Boston.
At Manila Dec 18, barque Chas B Kenney, Picket,
for New York.
At Samarang Dec 15, barque Santag,
At Sourabaya Dec 15. Bhip Hattie E

ton,

Special

some

Bargains:

NIGHT ROBES!
NO. 3.
One broad nnd four narrow melt* curb
side ot bosom, three tncks on slerre, cambric ruffle in centre, and aronad neck aad
sleeve. Price 63 cents.

NO. 4.
Four cluster* of seven tacks, centre piece
ot inserting with Hamburg edge areand,
tacked sleeve with edge.
A Ureal Bargain. 93 cents.
NO. 10.
Melid inched yoke with Hamburg around,

Hamburg in neck nnd centre piece,
flowing sleeve, with Inched cambric and
Hamburg edge, three wide in back. Price
ruffled

81-38.
Wo carry in slock over thirty style* of
Night Babes. Prices from 48 cents Is an
Elegnat Babe at 91.

31st, sch John Wentworth,

W1CKFORD—Sid 1st, brig Dauntless, lilake, fm
Providence for Orient; sch Stephen G Hart, Torrey, do for do; Carrie S Hart, do for Baltimore;
Hiram, Boyd. New York.
NEWPORT—In port 31st, sch Abbie S Emery,
Arey. New York for Rockland; Addie M Chadwick,

tlejohn,

LADIES’

CHEMISES!
NO. 33.
Yoke of fine and wide tncka a ilk alilched
center piece of
edge around;
inverting with Hamburg edge around
center neck and aleereo, 91.
No. 39.
Four cluatera of 39 fine tucka, lire iaImnd and

aertiaga, Hamburg
aleere, $9.

rulHr

in

neck

and

Twenty-fire atyleaof Chemiae are now in
low priced gooda, line
mualm, elegantly trimmed Cambric and
hand embroidered French percale.

Mock; including

DRAWERS!
No. 33.

Heavy cotton, 4 tucka, wide hem,33cla.
No. 34.
Broad tuck between aix narrow tucka,
Cambric tucked, ruffle, 43 eta.
No. 38.
Hamburg iuaerting, eight tncka, three
tucked cambric rufile with Hamburg
edge, 73 eta.
No. SI.
Two cluatera of aeren fine tncka, wide
Hamburg rufile with Torchon edge, 93.

Atkins, unc
Tapley, Ea-

une.

At Maceio Jan 10, brig Mary E Thayer, Whitman
from Bahia, to load for Boston or New York.
At Pernambuco Jan 10, brig Wauban, Spencer,
for Delaware Breakwater.
At Barbadoes 8th inst, sch A S Willey, SimmonB,
unc; and others.
Ar at Cardenas Jan 22d, barque Elba, Powers,

Havana.

Ar at Matanzas Jan 29th, barque R W Griffith,
Drummond, South Amboy.

[Latest by European steamers.]
Ar at Bremerhaven Jan 18, China, Jordan, New
Orleans.
Sid fm Calcutta Dec 25, Farragut, Small, for New
York.
Sid fm Hong Kong Dec 14, J R Stanhope, Pillabury. New York.
Cld at London 17th, Flora P Stafford, Smith, for
Delaware Breakwater.
Kut out 18th, H L Richardson, Palmer, for New
York.
Sid fm Pillan Jan 13, H*be, Kuhn, Portland.
Cld at Singapore Dec 18, Nettie Merriman, Knox,
for Cette.
Sid fm Troon Jan 17, Susan P Thurlow. Andersou, L-araenas.

MPOKKft.
Dec 11, off Anjier, barque Chas Stewart, Powers,

from Hong Kong for New York.
Dec 25, lat 21 50 S, Ion 2 25 E, ship Raphael,
Sherman, from Hong Kong for New York, 86 days

SKIRTS!
No. S3.

Deep hem, nine tncka,

tea, 48 eta.

extra

heary

co

No. 68.
Two large tncka between two claatera of
fire fine luclu, aix inch cambric ruffle
with nine fine tucka, 73 cla.
No auch
value ever offered in Portland.
No. 69.
Wide Hamburg ruffle, with aix tucka

above, 91.

No. 74.
Two cluatera of aix fine tucka, wide Hamburg ruffle, 91.63.
No. 81.
Seven tuaka above broad tucked cambric ruffle, with antique iuaerting between
antique edge, with cambric ruffle under,
9«la45t
If#. 84.
Hamburg iuaerting between tea fine
tucka above 11 inch fine Hamburg ruffle,
93*
In walking and uaderakirta we ahall
diaplay over 40 atylra.

out.

The dwelling house and out-buildings of
Win. F. York in Porter were burned Sunday
night with nearly all their contents.
Loss
Mr. York was badly
31000; insurance 3550.
burned in trying to extinguish the ilames.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

John Black, a 14 year old Brewer boy, met
with a very daugorous accident Monday.
He
held in his hand a pair of shears, when he
tripped aud fell, at the same time stabbing
himself with the implement in his grasp. The
shears eutered the abdomen and punctured
the bladder, letting out the contents of the
latter. At last accounts the youth was in a
very critical condition.
Diphtheria has made terrible ravages i
Brewer. There have been a dozen or more
deaths among children from this cause within
a few weeks, and many cases that did
have a
fatal result, have broken down constitutions.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Ross of North Lebanon died at his
residence last Thursday.
He was the oldest
inhabitant in town, having passed his 87th
He
claimed
to
have voted for every
birthday.
Democratic candidate
for
the Presidency
since Andrew Jackson, and to have missed
his
vote at any election but twice
throwing
since he was 21 years of age.
The cheapest method to cheat the undertaker (who is generally around when
Coughs aud
Colds prevail), is to buy and use Dr. Bull’s

always cures.

NO TIC? K.—For the

past thirty three years
“CONGRESS” Yeast Powder has been extensively

sold.

It has always
been
made
pure aud
and is to-day without a rival.
5g^*Slade’8 English Mustard and Congress Yeast
Powder are standard and always reliable.

healthy,

1HARRKAGE8.
In North Pari9, Jan. 1, Benj. S. Doe and Miss
Kate H. Benson, both of Paris.
In Bath, dan. 29, Chas. W. Powers and Miss Ade-

laide M. Lightbody.
In Greene. Dec. 25, Frank M. Greene of Keene
and Miss Abbie M. Reynolds of Winslow.
In Waterville, Jan. 16, Chas. S. Perkins and Miss
Laura Richardson, both of Vassal boro.
In Gardiner, Feb. 1, Wm. C. Flituer of Alma and
Miss Jennie W. Shaw of Gardiner.
In Cornish, dan. 2G, Howard Brackett and Miss
Ella M. Ayer.

In this city, Feb. 2, John Wormwood, aged 75
years.
f Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2
o’clock, at
house in rear of No. 114 Brackett street.
In Falmouth, Feb. 1, Miles S. Locke, aged 62
years 8 months.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 2 o’clock.]
In Pownal, Jan. 26, Mrs. Betsey, widow of the
late Zebulou Berry, aged 85 years.
In Somerville, Mass., Jan. 31, Fannie E., wife of
Martin B. Andrews, aged 25 years 2 months.
[Funeral this Thursday forenoon, at lOVa o’clock,
at No. 161 Danforth street.
In Dixtield, Dec. 16, John Eustice, Esq.,
aged 80
years 8 months.
In Paris, Jan. 22, suddenly, Mrs. Lucy G., wife of
Geo. G. Phelus. aved 65 Years.
In Chelsea, Mass., of Bright’s disease, Vesta L.
Boyd, formerly of Boothbay, aged 29 years and 4
months.
In York, Jan. 19, Col. Jeremiah Brooks, aged 88
years 5 months.
In Limerick, Jan. 25, Harry I., son of Elvin and
Mrs. Sarah Roberts, aged 10 years 3 months.
In Limerick, Jan. 29, Emily F. Eastman,
aged 15
years 11 months.
In Saco, Jan. 30, Everett Ridlon, aged 8 months;
31st, Evelyn Ridlon, aged 8 months,—twin children
of Melville and Jennie liialon.
In Norway, Jan. 27, Mr. William P. Witt, aged
70 years.
In Sidney, Jan. 21, John F. Bailey, aged 80 years
1 month.
In Sidney, Jan. 20, Thomas Reynolds, aged 87
years 8 months.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.FEBRUARY 3.
Sun rises.7.16 I High water, (p. m.) 2.40
Sun sets.5.13 Moon sets.
11.15

|

MEWS.

Bridal Trosseau!
Seta

from 94.73

MARK DOWA SALE.
Fancy Silk, Winter and Summer
Dress Goods, Ladies’, Misses’ and
and Children’s Hoisery, Cloakings,
Cloaks, White Cotton Skirts and
Skirtings, White Goods, Table Linen, Black Dress Goods, Printed
Cambric, Dress Buttons, Trimmings, Dress and Cloak Ornaments.
In order to reduce stock before

YORK COUNTY.

Hugh

MARINE

W.

on

OXFORD COUNTY.

It

C

Itse nrery Saturday,
commencing at
Consignments eolieited.

TO MARINER*.
Lighthouse Inspect- r’s Office, I
February 2, 1881. J

ground,

Cough Syrup.

O. BAILIT.

Kegular sale ot Furniture and General Merohsn-

NOTICE

son

Papers. 20,934

uaii

a.

Sete, Parlor Suite, Marble
Top Tables, Easy Chairs, Lounges, Mirrors, 2 very
line Book Cases cost $300. Must be sold.
China
Crockery and Class Ware, Stores. Kitchen Furniture, &c. Bookcases will be sold at 11 o’clock.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
feb3
d3t

r.

Barque Casco, Leavitt, from Philadelphia for Cardenas, was damaged bv running ice at Delaware

at Auction.

Chamber

Sound.

Ar at Port Chalmers Dec —, brig Ned White,
Thombs, New York.
At Hong Kong Dec 30. barque Annie S Hall, Nel-

74.898
29,763

Lards

a

Furniture, dee.,

Feb. 6tli, at 10 o'clock
m.,
ON atSATURDAY,
salesroom 18 Exchange St., Black Walnut
anil Painted

MEMORANDA.

FOREIGN PORTS.

COLLECTED.

quite

Vineyard

accouut of the ice in

on

Pernambuco,

DELIVEBED.

Letts™. 67,496
Papers...... 71,527

what I stumbled

Ocean Park Company.
Free Baptists of Maine met at the
Maine Central offices yesterday and perfected
the organization of the Ocean Park Company.

AUCTION SALES.

for Boston.

Letter Carriers’ Report.
The following is the letter carriers’ report for
January, 1880:

DEATHS.

brought to this city for burial.
membered by musicians as the

FEOM ME EC HA NTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at San Francisco 2d inst, ships
Vigilant, and
Frank N Thayer, from New York.
Ar at Liverpool 1st inst, ship
Peterson,
Bombay,
New Orleans.
Sid 1st, ship Richard 111. Wood, United States.
Sid fm Antwerp 1st inst, barque N’oiwegiau, Lincoln, Loudon.
Ar at Bordeaux Jan 31, barque Jas E Brett, Mer-

v>»*

for several years.

Death of a Portland Man.
Mr. James R. Ellison, formerly of this city’,
died iu Boston Monday, aud his body has been

Sch Lookout, Dinsmore. from New York with a
corn for Calais, which went ashore on the
oast end of Little River Island, has been condemned
and sold to P Gil line and others of Lubec. The
Lookout registered 74 tons, was rebuilt in 1880,
and insured in the Portland Lloyds.
Cargo insured
iu New York.

watch-

His edlimited ex-

The

to 8

at

box.

Eoiscopalian.

thirteen
years of age his sou was working with him.
When a little older Paine went to London to
better his fortune. Not much came of the adventure and soon alter he tried a sailors's life
on board a man-of-war.
In 1763 he was appointed to a place in the government excise,
aud was 26 years old when he entered
upon
the duties of the position.
In 1774 Hr. Franklin met Paine aud invited him to go to America. Paine lauded in Philadelphia, aud was
soon after installed editor of the
Pennsylvania
Magazine. But lie became at once champion
of American iudeneudence.
Iu (September,
three mouths after the battle of Bunker Hill,
he was editing the Common Sense.
That
work, his enemies admit, shivered the last
chains that held the colonies to the tyranny of
the British throne.
The infidelity, or atheism, of Thomas Paine
on which
the pulpit has harped aud the
churches screamed themselves hoarse clear
down the century, amounts to this.
Turning
to his Age of Reason we read:
“I believe iu
one God, and no more; and I
hope for happiness beyond this life.
I believe in the equ .1ity of man, aud I believe that religious duties
consist iu doing justice, loving mercy and endeavoring to make our fellow creatures
happy.” Two Presbyterian ministers visited
Paine when he was on his death bed and
plainly told him that those who did not believe iu the Lord Jesus Christ would assuredly
he damned. He told them that he did not desire to hear any of their popish stuff, and with
quiet indignation wished them a good morning. Paine was a man of three countries—
France, England and America. Neither have
recognized him as a son, but the time is coming
when they will do him honor.
Neither Paine
nor Voltaire was ever an atheist.
Both believed and wrote iu defence of the divine existence and had hopes of happiness beyond
the grave.
was a

fire alarm

the Greely Hospital a
four inch pipe was shown running through the
building up to the attic, with 150 feet of twoinch hose for each lloor, and ffre buckets conveniently disposed. Small hose is also at
band to be applied to the faucets iu the sinks.
In the Alms House proper the old
hospital
is now fitted up carefully and devoted to what
is known as the worthy
poor.
Every part of
ihe building however looks neat and it
appeared evident that the unfortunates who depend upon the city for support are not neglected. In the main house, wherever chance
offers, the same precautions against fire have
been taken.
After the party had viewed all
the improvements a nice supper was served

!?ntT?H

lent paper on the “Past Historians of Maine,”
and Gen. S. J. Anderson welcomed the
society
in behalf of the Board of Trade.

a

patrols constantly

In

iu.*al

spoke in behalf the Natural History Society,
Joseph Williamson of Belfast read an excel-

HOUSE.

cargo of

■

city council altered the design, enlarged the
plan, provided for a dome, and changed the
material for the principal front, from brick to
Albert sand stone from Nova Scotia.
As a
part of the arrangement for the enlarged structure, the county purchased an additional piece
t^ie southwest side, of the heirs of
t
Judge Emery, ou which for many years he
had a one-story law office.
For the Emery lot
the county paid $7,000. The new aud
enlarged
plan was perfected uudor the mayoralty of
Je<led«ah Jewett, and the building was completed under his administration.
The architect was James H. Rand of Boston.
The
building was completed in 1802, at the cost to
of
about $205,000.
t{ht> city
I now come to the sad story of tho destruction of the spacious aud beautiful
city building, only four years after its completion. It
13 an uupleasant theme to dwell
upou. During
that dreadful night of the 4th and 5th of
July,
I860, the ruin was accomplished.
It was
hoped that-the force of the fire had passed by,
and that the structure was safe.
It was this
hope aud belief that was its destruction. There
was a
misunderstanding between those who
desired to guard and protect it.
There was no
one on the roof to
report tho danger—if any
one had been there
had
left
too soon.
they
The burning cinders from the Natural
History
building above and on the opposite side of the
street were blown by the
strong wind against
the dome, and slid down on the
copper sheath
ing, uutil a sufficient mass had collected at
the base to melt the copper and fire tho woodwork beneath.
The devouring element had
contrive 4 to seek a vulnerable spot and found
it here. Tiie dome was first
destroyed and
then the roof, and finally the whole interior.
Tho only public records were those of the
Probate office, which was a great misfortune
of itself.
The re-erection or restoration of
the building was so recent that it has not
ripened into history. It is perhaps sufficient
to say that the restoration was
completed in
1869. at a cost of $357,000 and in the words of
the prophet, “the glory of this latter home
shall bo greater than of the former.”
At the close of Mr. Goola’s paper Hon. Geo.
F. Talbot delivered an admirable address on
the corporate members of the society,Dr. Wood

ALMS

to our
this sale
in each
department so that the assortment is very large to
select. tr >m and we shall offer the greatest bargains
ever known.
we remove

store on Congress St., we have made
doubly attractive, by marking down goods

new

BLACK

SEWING
Dress

4 cts

Corset Covers!
Pillow Shams!
No. 130.
Extra Bargain made of good cotwith
Ore
lucks
and cambric ruffle,
ton,
NO cts.
No. 133.
Two clusters of tncka and tacked cambric raffle, 91.30.
No. 134.
Eine cloth, seven tucks and wide Hamburg ruffle, 93.30.
Other styles in stock.
Is

an

SILK,
Braid,

piece.

Infants’ Dresses!
Thirty-two styles, pricea from 30

to

Unparalleled Bargains in
Gainet Black Silks.

SUMMER

930.00.

Ten style* from 30 eta. la 91.73.

10 cts. per doz. Skeins.

Best Black

to

SILKS.

It will be for the intercut of ALIj who intend to purchase a Black Silk during the
or Mummer to avail tnemnelve* of the unprecedented low pricea at
which we are offering them through the
dull seHNou as they cannot he Hold at tho*e
price* after the Spring Trade begin**.

coming Spring

J. M. DYER & Co.,

eta.

90.

(ET'Thr above goods will be for aula ia
Onit and Cloak Boom.
We
spacious
an inspection of prices,
styles and

our

solicit

workmanship, feeling

confident that

the

ladies of Portland and vicinity will gad it
to their interest to purchase of ns, as we
positively guarantee onr price* as low a*
in any market.

Mm Win

i i

492 and 494 Congress St.

jan29

ladtf

233 Middle Street.
eod2w
feb3
FINE

JOBLOTBUTTONS
We hare 2000 doz. Buttons,
which we are selling at 10 cts. per
doz., many of which cost 50 cts.

ASSORTMENT
of

Objects of Art in

POTTERY, PORCELAINS &C.
Just Opened.

CYRUS F. DAVIS,

5&?9

CONGRESS

Stre&.

per dozen.

f. A. ROSS & CO..
499

Congress

St.
dlw

feb3
IC&^ADvertiser Codv.

H. D.

1,

at

Law,

Centennial Block,

03 Exoliango
PORTLAND,
feb3

BLACK SILKS.

HADLOCK,

Counsellor
Room No.

“GUINET”

St.,

MAINE.

Resi lence at Falmouth

Hotel.

dim*

MEETING.
meeting of the PORTLAND
CO., at the office of the comp-ton
February 7, 1881.
Portland,
MONDAY,
ny
at 12 o’clock at, to see if the company will
will be a
PUBLISHING

THERE
in

authorize the Treasurer to purchase real estate or
ether property for the use or the company, and to
m ake all negotiations neccessary or pertinent to
such transact ions: also to give or receive notes or
other evidences of indebtedness in the name of
the company.
STANLEY T. PULLEN. Clerk.
feb3d4t
Portland, Feb. 2, 1881.

We have secured through a New York
a fall line of the justly
celebrated “Guinet” Black Silks, at
from 15 to 37 cts. per yard less than the
same qualities have ever been sold before.
We shall give our customers, for the
present, the benefit of this purchase,
and offer these goods at the following

importing house

prices:
Class 1
Class 4
$1.00
$1.75
“
“
2
1.25
2.00
5
“
“
3
1.50
6
2.50
An inspection will convince any one
that these Silks are cheaper than the
same qualities have ever been offered.
We shall show a drive in Summer
Silks at 50 cts. per yd. Friday morning.

The

The institution contemplates the building of
cottages at Old Orchard for the use of the
society. The following officers were elected:
President—Rev. O. B. Cheney of Lewiston.
Secretary—L. W. Stone of Biddeford.
Treasurer—B. F. Halev of Newmarket.
Directors—Rev.
E. W.
Porter, Lowell,
Mass.; Rev. H. F. Foote, Concord, N. H.; Rufus
H. Iv. Clark,
Deering, Esq.,R. Portlond;
Esq.. Providence,
1.; Charles Bridge, Esq.,
Gardiner; L. F. Wells, Portland; Rev. I. D.
Stewart, Dover, N. H.; George E. Smith,
Esq., Boston.

Charles Veazie has been arrested in Bangor
on the charge of
forging the name his brother
to

a

small check.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

WEDNESDAY,

Beautiful

Arrived.
Sch Gleam, Meservey, Kenuebunkport—iron to

A E Stevens & Co.
Sch Sea Crest, Sawyer, Portsmouth for
Sch Capitol, Gamage, South Bristol.

Eastport.

SAILED—Barques Hancock, and Payeon Tucker;
schs Georgie, W F Green, Abbie Bursley, Helen, and
CORRESPONDENT.
LUBEC, Jan 30—Sid, schs Clara Dinsmore, Chase
for Boston; C A Ropes, Whalen, New York; AE
Herrick, Smith, Boston.
Ar, sch Porpoise. Rand, St Andrews, with sails
and rigging from schr Sarah, to H C Mahlman.
Feb 1—Ar, schs Sammy Ford,
Allen, St Andrews.
Sid, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, Hurlbert, (from St
John) for Cardenas.
In port, w'aiting, schs Idle wild, James Warren,
B A Baker, L B McNichols, and Clara Jane,

selected for intrin

exquisite designs,
tint and gold ground;
sic merit; ri"h colors
RARE
tit for the tinest collection.
of
card
and

oil

a gem
art,
Every mail brings letters of praise from those who
Send 25 cents for sample
hare tried our Cards.
collection by mail. E. VICKERS, 602 North Forty
leb3eod2w
fourth strtet, Philadelphia, Pa.

492 and 494

every

Kate M Hilton.

FROM OUR

Fancy Cards.

Feb. 2.

jan 27

a

plain, rapid

hand.

Addri-ss in
LADY
handwriting, giving full
feb3d3t*
BOX
Portland, Maine
ow

&c.,

name

1203,

G. ROLLINS is admitted M a
in onr firm from January 1st. 1^81.
feb‘2 dlw
OWEN, MOORE

ALBERT

M. C. Iff. A.
STATED Meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association will be held in the IJbrarv Room, Mechanics Building, on THURSDAY
I
I EVENING, February 3rd, at 7.30 o’clock.
R. B. SWIFT,Secretary.
I feb4 dtd

A

lit!

Notice.

Wanted.
Copyists who write

Congress St.

partner
& CO.

Found.
the floor of my office, a bill dropped by »
The
teamster while receiving pay for a hide.
owner can have the Barae by proving property.
*
A- J. BUCKNAM, Morrill’s Corner.
feb2

ON

Portland

MEDICAL.

Wholesale

Prices Current.

Dumas the Elder.

Corrected for the Purge to Feb. 3,1881.
Bread.
iron.
MlotSup.... 7 0039 00: Common. 2Vi®
do ex 100 &.Q 0038 00 Refined. 2ya@

2Vi
3%
Ship.4 00@8 00 Norway. 4l/2@ 6Vi
Crackers ib
Cast Steel... 14 §16
100. 25@ 30 German Steel 8
@10
Candles.
Shoe Steel... 4
@
Mould, *>lb.12312Va Sheet Iron,
Sperm.26 g30
| Common.... 6 @ 6Vi
H.C. 7 @ 7 Vi
Coal—(Retail!)
Cumberland .8 6037 00, Russia.13ya@14
Acadia.8 0t)j6 25 Galr. 9Vi@liya
Chestnut.8 003,8 50
Lead.
Franklin.7 50fa8 00 Sheet
@7
Ash.6 60®7 00 Pipe. 6y2 (p) 7
Lehigh .6 60@7 00 Pig.4S/i @ 6
Coffee.
Leather.
New York,
Java, $Hb
23327
Kio.12Vi@16yi Light.23 @25
Mid Weight 23
Cooperage.
@25
Hhd. Shooks
Heavy.25 @28
Mol.City.. 1 90@ 2 00 Slaughter.. .33 @36
@150 Gd. Dain’g’d21 @23
Sug. City..
Sag Sawed
70@ 90 Am. Calf.... 90@1 10
Fine Sugar
Lumber.
Boxshooks
45@ 48 South. Pine,30 00@40 00
Clear
Pine,
Heading.
Nos. 1 & 2.50 00@60 00
Spruce
23®
25 No. 3.35 00®40 00
35in.
Pine.
25 Shipping .20 00@25 00
23®
H ard Pine.
26 Spruce.14 00@1G 00
24@
Hoops, 14ft. 20 00@25 00 Hemlock. ..10 00@12 00

%ntle
Women

—

luxuriant

Who want glossy,
and wavy tresses of abundant,
beautiful Hair must nso

—

LYON’S KATHAIRON. This
article always
makes the Hair grow freely
and fast, keeps it from falling
out, arrests and cures grayness, removes dandruff and
itching, makes the Hair
strong, giving it a curling
tendency and keeping it in
Beauany desired position.
tiful, healthy Hair is the sure
result of using Kathairon.

elegant, cheap

Short do 8ftl0
7ft 8
Pop’rStavesI 6

Spruce r’gh

R. O. Hhd.
Staves —25

Cop.

00@12
00@

00

00@17 00
@14 00

00@28

Copper.

Bolts...

Y.M. Bolts...
bottoms

Clapboards,
Spruce, ex.28 00@30 00
do No. 1.12 00@15 00
Clear.. .24
2d Clear 23
Pine.26

00

Shingles,

Cedar ex.. 3
Clear. 2
I Cedar No.l 1
1 Spruce. 1

@28

@18

Cop

Manilla Bolt

PROF. EDISON’S
■
persuasion, Prof. Edison has been
prevailed upon to give to the world his truly wonderul discovery for alleviating pain. For years he suffered trom neuralgic pains, unable to find any remedy
among the hundreds which he tried that would give
Jiiui permanent ease. Finally he became con zinced
that he must become his

own

physician and seek,

He had
oy experiments, for the desired relief.
taken all the well known sedatives, which gave only
tcuipory relief, and produced nervousness, loss of

appetite, Sic.

He

such remedies

as

cure

sought for

now

a

combination of

would, by outward application,

nim of his distress and at the

time not be

same

15@16
@12

injurious to his system.
Trials and experiments followed this determination until he at last produced a compound which
by application, entirely subdued all pain and allowed his system to recuperate, aud throw off the
disease.
To his discovery Prof. Edison gave the name

11@

the result upon himself, he tested
discovery upon others who suffered from nervous pain, and in every case the relief was perfect.
The cures performed by his gifts of Polyfotm be-

celebrated and the demand up >u his time
;md attention so great, Prof Edison finally yielded
to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
uis preparation and allowed a company to be formed
ame so

the manufacture and sale of

tor

Polyform

under his

supervision.
1 he number of remarkable cures, and the suffer
mg Polyform has saved, attest the wisdom and
phi lantrophy of this course.

No higher testimony could be adduced than the
certificate of Prof. Edison, who authorizes the pub
If cation of the following:
MENLO PARK, N. J.
CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION
KNOWN AS EDISON’S POLYFORM IS MADE
ACCORDING TO
FORMULA DEVISED AND
USED BY MYSELF.
THOMAS A. EDISON.
For many other
complaints beside Neuralgia,
such as BheumatiMm, Hradachra, Bciatica,
Gout, Pain in Back or Bide, or wherever pain
exist*, whithout abrasion of
will give prompt relief.

the

skin,

Polyform

PREPARED BY

The Menlo Park Manufacturing Co.
YORK

48@
40@

crop..

Basbadoee..
14

ISagua.

60
42

..

@3

5C

|Am. Zinc

00@7

6

....

00
3
3

I Rochelle Yel.. 2Viffi
4C
2Vi@
26 I Red Lead.
8@10
Iodide.2 60@2 76
Bice.
lb— 6Vi@8
Quicksilver
@ 5C
2 76
Quinine.
Saleratns.
Rt. Rhubarb.. 75(5)1 5C I Saleratus, t> ib8
@7
Rt. Snake.
Salt.
80@ 36 I
Saltpetre. 10@ 16 Turk’s Island.
Senna. 15(a) 25 I
Hhd. (bd.) 2 26@2 62
Seed.Canary.. 1 75@2 25 Bonaire. 22 6@2 75
Cardamons ..2 50@3 OC I Cadis, du. pd.. 2 00@2 25
Soda, bi-carb.. 3V2@ 7
ICadiz.inb'nd. 1 26@1 75
Sal.2%@3 I Liverpool.
4Ya I Duty paid 1 76@2 12Vi
1 26ffll 62
Sugai Lead
20@ 25 I In bond
White Wax... 66@ 6C Gr’nd butter..
box
Vitrol, blue... 11@ 15 Liv. tine sack. 1 26@1 75
bro-

@
20@

lEng.Ven.Red

|Rice,

..

Srlplur.3V2@
...

....

18lj>

Needs.

Vanilla,

9
00@16 OC Clover, lb
8Vi®
Red Top, bag. 2 87@3 00
H. Grass bu.. 2 87@3 00
Duck.
@36
Spices.
Cassia, pure .30 @32
@32

bean.12

No.

....

..

No. 3..

Nx 10.

m3
c2)19

oo 8.

Cloves.40

@42

Ginger,.10

@12

Mace .1 OOffi 110
@22
Fish.
I Nutmegs.
90@ 1 00
Cod, per qtl.,
Pepper. 20@ 22
Starch.
L’ge Shore .4 75@5 OC
L’ge Bank....4 00@4 6C Laundry
6Vi@ 9
Smai.2 75@3 2c
Shot.
PoilocK.2 26;a.3 26 Drop.
10

oz.

..

...

Haddock.1 76@2 OC Buck.
Hake
1 00 @1 26
Teas.
|
I Souchong
2E
Herring.
25
Shore, |>bbl..3 00@4 0( | Oolong.
Seal
do choice.
36
**box. 20@ 2f
No. 1
16@li IJapan. 30
...

....

Price $1.00 per Bottle.

NhW

new

@ 55 Boiling.

Chlorate.

Gratified with

2 00@ 2 10
jflolaaueu.
Porto Rico..
36.®
63
40
(Muscovado.
34®

Alcohol $> gal. 2 18@2 25
Nails.
5 Cask. 3 00@ 3 10
Alum., 3@
Naval Stores.
Ammonia,
carb. 23@ 25 ITar, pbbl..
6 25® 5 60
Ashes, pot— 68/4@ -8 (Pitoh(C.Tar)
Bals copabia.. 71'@ 75 Wil. Pitch.. I
Beeswax. 32@ 38 Rosin.
Bleaching
Turpt’ne.g’l
powders....
3@ 5 Oakum
Borax. 15@ 16
Brimstone...
Oil.
@ 3Y* |
Cochineal. 65(a) 70 Kerosene.
@17 Vi
l Port. Ref.P’tr
iy2@
@12 Vi
Copperas...
Cream Tartar
S6@ 3J Water White
19%
Ex. Logwood.
12@ ll Devoe Brill’t..
@20
Gum Arabic
20@ 5C Pratt’ Astral.
@21Vi
Aloes cape... 15@ 26 Ligonia.
21V4
Camphor.
@ 3C Sperm.1 20@1 25
Myrrh. 45@ 6t Whale. 66@ 70
Opium.
@7 OC Bank. 40@ 45
Shellac. 45@ 5C Shore.
85@ 40
Indigo.1 OU@l 26 Porgie. 60®
Iodine.
'Ha
@4 OC Linseed.
ipecac.1 36@1 5C Boiled do....
61(t§
rt....
2C
nard.
Licorice,
15@
78®
Cal ex. 34@ 4C i Castor.1 10
86
Morphine.4 35va4 4C iNeatsfoot
Oil bergamot 3 00@3 25 I Ela<ne.
62
Cod liver.1 25@1 6C
Paints.
Lemon.3 25@
IP. Pure Lead. 7 75@8 00
Olive.1 25@1 76 Pure Gr’d do. 7 76@8 00
Peppt. 3 25@3 71 iPureDrydo..
@7 50
Potass
mide

Ills

2 60

Star.^grosB

I

Dyes*

Wintergreen.

POLYFORM.

@

INewOrleans

11

tart.

■liter much

3 25
2 76

76® 2 50
25@ 1 50

Matcheu.

Manilla.13y2@14y8

Hope
Sisal.
Drug* and
acid Oxalic...

00@
25&)

Pine.

Amer’n $>lb.l3y2@14y2
Russia.12 Va @13 V2

eodly

00@50 00

Latns,
Spruce— 1 60® 1 76

@32

Cordage.
feb7

00@28 00
00®25 00

...

—

CITY.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
«ct9

Mackt el,$>bbi.
do choice.
35(2
Tin*
Bay N o. 1.
Strait
23
Bay No. 2..
@
@24
English .23 @24
Large 3
@
Shore No.l
13@16 OC Char. I. 0.. 7 OOffi 760
No. 2. 5
fi F.C 'Char. I.X... 9 OOffi 9 60
No. 3. 4 00@ 5 OC xernee .o 70® e Yo
Small. 3 00@ 4 OC Coke. 6 76® 6 26
Clam bait...
@
Antimony
18® 20
Zinc.8 00® 9 00
Gunpowder.
3 76® 4 5C
Tobacco.
Blasting
Sporting.... 6 00@ 7 OC Best brands. 60@ 70
Medium....
Hay.
60® 68
Pros’d atonic 00@19 OC
Common....
36@ 46
Loose.16 00®18 OC Half lb.
@
Straw. 9 00@12 0C Nat’l Leaf...
80® 90
Tarnish.

CmSTu&Tli

RAILROADS.

[London News.]
The most famous and widely read of Dumas’s books is, wo presume, The Three Musketeers, with their prolonged sequels. This was
Mr. Thackeray's favorite romance; it is a book
which pleases ail boys and rejoices the eternal
boy in all of us. Porthos, Atlios, Aramis, and
the friends of millions of reae*
ers. Out of a little duodecimo of the real
d’Artagnan's memoirs and a general acquain-

d’Artagnau

Portland and Worcester Line.

fJ«’ir£^!w3Pwtlaad

How to Make Them

so.

Damar.1 76® 2 60
Coach. 2 26® 6 00
Furniture
1 60® 2 60

Keep Them in

weight

even for him, and desolated Paris as
the death of Sir Roger de Coverley desolated
London. The three musketeers should have
been eternally young and victorious in love
and war and the glitter of the rapiers which
they used so cunningly should have gleamed
through later pages of fantastic history. Next
to the “Muskateers,” if not before it, stanos
“Monte Cristo,” an epic of escapes, revenges
aDd mysterious treasures. Lord Beaconstield's
Sidonia, even in the glorified and immortal
form which he wears in Thackeray’s “Codlinsby,” was a pauper and a fellow of petty
resource compared to Monte Cristo.
Dumas
had the faculty of a hero of Balzac, and could
out
treasures
and and display them
spy
golden
with a profusion worthy of Beckford or Poe
before the dazzled eyes of his readers.
is
stories, too, were actually wholesome and of
good example, compared at least with the
tales of his successors. The adventures of his
soldiers are the adventures of soldiers, and the
tale now and then smacks of the barracks. But
Dumas’s men, like Fred Bayham, are “manly,
sir, manly,” and very unlike the little fops of
his son’s novels and dramas. Dumas was in
too great a hurry to invent to linger over refinements of passion. All his novels move at
full speed, and the wonder is that, even with
young men to help him and do the “business”
when the master was lazy, he produces such
piles of diverting literature.

heavy

■

of the Rest.
The joy of every well-regulated household comes
Thousands of affection
chiefly from the children.
ate parents do not take care of their children.

Flour.

Crain

Superfine. 4 00@4 60 NewH.M. Corn,
Extra Spring..6 25@5 60
car lots
60
XX Spring-0 25&6 60 Oats
48%
Patent Spring
Sacked Bran
23 00
Wheats.8 00@8 76
Mids...
@24 00
Michigan Win65
I Corn, bag lots..
ter best.0 00@6 25 Meal,
61
Low Grade
60
| Oats,
11
26
Michigan.... 6 25@5 50 Bran,
St. Loon* Win26 00
Mid’ngs,
0 00@6 25 Bye,
ter fair
! 20
Winter good..0 25ig0 60
Winter best.. .0 76@7 00
Provisions.
..

bery have

mounted up into a very Gibraltar of
defence and shelter to those who care for nothing but safety and gain. That such precedents
should be held and openly avowed as standards
is only one more infamy added to the list.
Were such logic employed in the case of an
individual man, how quick would all men see
its enormity! Suppose that a man had had
the misfortune to be bom into a family whose
name had been blackened by generations of
criminals; that his father, his grandfather and
his great-grandfather before them had lived in
prisons and died on scaffolds, should that man
say in his soul, “Go to! what is the use? I
also will commit robbery and murder, and get
the same gain by it which my family must
have done”? Or shall he say in his soul "God
help me! I will do what may be within the
power of one man, and the compass of one generation, to atone for the wickedness, and to
make clean the name of my dishonored
house”? What an opportunity for the Congress of 1880 to cover itself with a lustre of
glory as the first to cut short our nation’s record of cruelties and perjuries; the first to attempt to redeem the name of the United
States from the stain of a century of dishonor.

Wit and Wisdom.
but skin

your house for your children’s sake,
your own. Try it and you will be
this article.

Make

no

mistakes.

as

well

as

for

glad

you saw
The medicine is

“Favorite Remedy'9 and the p»oprietor’s name and
address: Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y. One
dollar a bottle.
Parties living at a distance, (except in surical cases,) by sending a statement of their case can be
treated at home.
jan8

S.Tu&T&wlm

Wei Be

Meyer’s

Catarrh

C'tTBK.
real

cure

One

package

of Catarrh for

oot!2_
Til

is

generally sufficient. A
*1.00. Six packages SB.
TuTn&Sdly

H Ii

«—

Produce.

but in the case of
some particularly large oranges, that is
deep
enough to satisfy the most fastidious.—Boston

Transcript.

DANDRUFF.
Is Removed by the Use of Cocoaine.
And it stimulates and promotes the growth of
the hair.
BURNETT’S FLAVORING EXTRACTS
are the best.

Ai a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

Udolpho M’s Son & Co,,
18 BEATER STREET,

60® 10

75@U
Plate.12 00@12
Ex Plate..13 00® 13 60

Fresh

chair

so

,.

Lars.
CapeCod,7 60^900
Hogs....7@ 7Ya I'ub, V lb....ioy8aio%
Oheeae.
Tierces, ib i>.10% o 10%
Maine.
13315
Pail.
11%®12
Vermont.
13 316
Kegs
N. V.Faotory
13315
Skim Cheese.... 8@10
Beans.
Fruit
Pea.2 00@2 10
Round

Muscatel Raisins215® $3
Turkish Prunes. 6 y»@7c

Mediums.1 9 6 a 2 00
Yellow Eyes. .2 00@2 16
Oranyes.
Palermos tf'bx 2 75@3 60
Batter.
Yalenciapoase $5®$5 50 Creamery.....
@33
box
Gilt Edge Vermont 32
Lemons.
Choice
22@25
Messina.3 76@4 00 Good. 18® 20
Palormos
3 00@4 00 Store. 17@18
Nuts,
Apples.

Peanuts—

Wilmington. 1 60@1
Virginia.1 60@1

Baldwin.1 50@l
Greenings_1 50/1
Choice eating applet

70
02
Tennessee... 1 20@1 35 Dried Western
do Eastern..
10@llc
Cautana, ■$> ib.

Walnuts,
Filbert,

Pecan

"

4%@6

4®

14@16c

6

Sugar.
12@14o Granulated....
@ 9%

•*
1

76
76
00

13® 14^ Extra C.
Potatoes.
bush:—

Liebig

the

60@66

Central.66(260
Grand Trunk..66(260
Prolilics, Eastern .66(2,60
Grand Trunk.66(260
Jacksons...60(2) 6 6
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
lots about 5c higher.

y

The proper way of answering a request for
autograph is to write the name carefully on
a slip of paper and insert it in the middle of a
dry goods box filled with stones. Then send it
by express, C. O. D.—Philadelphia News.
Slaves to Opium’
We have on our books records of the most
wonderful cures of opium eating ever heard of,
the daily dose of morphine being reduced from
thirty grains to one-quarter grain in throe
day’s time by the use of “Wyomoke Tea.” It
imparts an increased vigor to the muscles, as
well as to the intellect, with an indescribable
feeling of satisfaction, without being followed
by any feeling of languor or depression. Price
50 cents. See advertisement.

Washington, D. C., January 2G, 1880.)

Messrs. LAW RENCE & MARI IN, 111 Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: This compound, in the opimou of this office, would have a sufficient
quantity of the
BALSAM of TOLU to give it all the
ascribed to this article in pectoral complaints, while the
whi-ky and the syrup constitute an emulsion rendering it an agreeable remedy to the patient. Compounded according to tbe formula, i* may properly be classed its a medicinal
preparation under the provisions of U. S. Revised Statutes, and when so stamped, may be sold
by Druggists, Apothec *ries aud other
persons without rendering them liable to pay special tax as liqu- r dealers.
respectfully,
GREEN R. RAUM, Commissioner,
(Signed)
BE DECEIVED bv unprincipled dealers who try to palm off upon
f’
I T'l>
in
R\e
common
and
of our TOLU ROCK and RYE, as
you
Rock
place
V
ours m the only MED GA1EL
'reparation, the GENUINE has the name of LAWRENCE & MAR IN on
the Government Revenue Stan, on ea<b bottle. Put up in Quart size Bottles tor General aud Fa-' ilv use.
Sold by Druggists, Grocers and •meral Dealers
every wnere. If not fou» d at your Druggist’s or Grocer’s
a bottle prepaid to toe nearest
express office to you. Price $1.00 or six bottles for $5.00.

advantages

\
V'/f*

——.^ours

8®pd

Proprietors, Chicago Ill’s.
BRANCH, NO. G BARCLAY ST.,
Druggist*.

LAWRENCE &. MARTIN
.Viin Portland77by nil i? 1 IWf
(Soli!
«

■

»

Sneetings,
width,
Standard, 36 inch.
36 inoh.
Heavy,
Medium, 36 inoh.
Fine

Shirting
Good,
Medium,
Light,
Sheetings,

nch.
inch.
Bleached Cotton.
36 inoh.
36 inch.
36 inch.
9-8.
6-4.
10-4.
miscellaneous.
36
28

Denims, good.
medium.
Corset Jean,.
Sateens...
Cambric.
Ginghams, good.
Ticking good.
Medium.
IJght.
Bags, good.
Prints, best.
Medium.
Pink and

buff.
Blankets.

7%®

“
Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel
grateful. —See3fedicalPress, lancet, Brit. 3£cd. Jour.,&c.

nov2eod&weowly

7

@
6%®
4% @ 6%

HI 1 nr nioiiro

@
6%@

11
12

®

30

1
1

13
11

®
®

6%

Wicking.
r roc kings.

12Va
10

INSURANCE.

® 9%
6 ®6
10 @12%
16 @ 17%
® 16

@

8
19
6
6

®
®
®

6%(§)

and

Mr*. L. of Deering, whose arm was
paralyzed, and
who had been treated twenty-one
months, and given
up as incurable. Dr. Rodgers has treated the Lady’s
arm sixty days and she has now lull
control over
been suffering from Dropsy for
fifteen quarts
every twenty-four days,

nine months, and ha-* had from ten to
ol water draw n at one time

»>r. ledgers,
by to
ninety days, has
health, without the aid of

lady of Deering, cured of Tumors.
Mrs. B. of Saco, after being treated
twenty-nine
months by her physician was giv^n up as incurable.
Her trouble was Nervous 1’roetration, and General
Debility. Although this old lady w'hs seventy years
of age. to-day she is feeling as strong and well as she
Another

felt twenty years ago.
Names and residences of the above persons can be
had at th oiLce, and hundreds of others.
1 will
examine the human frame,
giving evt ry ache and paio, lor one dollar.
lh« Dr. oan be t»eu at any time during the day or
evening at

clairvoyauliy

Mo. 3 DEERING PEACE.
janl
dtf

d3t*

EQUITABLE

Gray Street, brick, with all modimprovements, hot and cold water.

First-class in every respect.
Will be
sold low.
W. H. WALDRON,
Real Estate Agent, 180 Middle St.
j«n28
eod2w*

..

House For Sale.
One of the best located, best finished and most convenient houses
in Porland.
Every modern improvement and nearly new.
W. H. WALDRON,
Real Estate Agent, 180 Middle St.

$44,716,697.05
DISBURSEMENT*.
Paid Policy-Holders for Claims by
Death, Dividends, Surrender
Values, Discounted and Matured
Endowment and Tontine Policies, and Annuities.
Other Disbursements as per detailed Statement.

$4,792,937.97
1,513,915.06

jan2t>

Net Cash Assets, Dec 31,1880. $38,409,844.02

eod2w*

FOR SALE.

Bonds and Mortgages.
United States Stocks.
State, City, and other Stocks authorized by the Laws of the
State.
Loans secured by United States
and other Stocks.
Real Estate.
Cash and other Ledger Assets as

Market Value of Stocks over cost..
Accrued Interest, Rents, and Premiums, as per extendedstatement

$9,053,475.50
2,513,691.00

11
22

7
6
7

@1 00
@2 75
§9 00 jg

an experienced man to preserve lobin a Prince Edward’s Island
factory.
Liberal wages given. Iteferen ee, Messrs. T. & E.
Kenney, Halifax, Merchant’s Bank of P. E. Island.
Address
A. J. McINNIS A OO.,
Murray River House, P. E. Island.

vast

8,987,422.47
7.064,562.88
8,368,363.62
2,422,428.55
$38,409,844.02
1.521,061.28

REAL ESI

1,177,707.02

E NOTICE.

Plans and description of the premises can be seen
at our office.
Al-o, building lots on MunJoj Hill. Congress,

Risks assumed in

1880, $35,170,805.00
Risks Outstanding,
$177,59/,/ 03.00
JAMES XV. ALEXANDER, Vrce-Pres’t.
8AMUEU BORRO WE, 2d Vice-Pres’t.
E. W. Scott, Superintendent of Agencies.

Deering, High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, Wesi and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest in real estate, a rare opportunity is now offered.

d2w

Store No. 61 Exchange St.,
change St. and on Middle St.

J. D. & F.

OF

MARINE INSURANCE.
Hulls,

A Small Farm Wanted,
ten to fifteen acres, with good buildings,

within two or three miles of Portland.
A
cash customer. Address WM. H. JEKRIS, Port-

60

® 13
® 19
ffi 22%

(§

26

@ 66

January 25,

Freights

and

Cargoes,

A
at

WANTED.
capable cook and a good second girl. Both
must bring satisfactory references.
Inquire

Amount

Premiums

Received, SI,008.944

!

63

Premiums earned and terminated...
Interest and other items.

$970,089
101,338

76
69

81.071.428

45

12%®

BUSINESS CARDS.

16

6%@ 10
8

@ 9

CHARLES

GRIMMER,

Teacher of Violin and other
NO.
Portland Bally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Woodbury Sc Moulton, Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value Offered. Asked
Descriptions.
Government 0’s, 1881.lJl%..101a,i
Gold 4s, 1907.112%..112%
Gold 4%, 1891.112%. .112%
.State of Maine Bonds.
..116
..117
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.100
..118
Portland City Bonds, aid R. R.110
..117
Bath City Bonds.100
..106
109
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.107
Calais City Bonds.105
..107
Cumberland National Bank.. 40_ 64
66
Canal National Bank.100....168
..160
First National Bank .100_149
..161
Casco National Bank.100_161
..163
Merchant’s National Bank... 76....110 ..112
National Traders’ Bank.100_149
..161

180

MIDDLE

CONTRA.

172

Premiums, re insurance, taxes, rebates, and all other expenditures,

$822,169

Net gain for the year.

79

45

ASSETS.81,483,873

38

LIABILITIES
All known, reported and supposed
losses.
Gross'Premiums, at 100 pr ct. on all
risks not terminated.
Capital.
Net Surplus.

58

dtf

(60

I

Portland Company.
Portland Gas Coinpanv. 50_ 72
Ocean Insurance Company ...100_106
A. & K. R. R. Bonds. 108
Maine Central It. R. Bonils 7’s.114
Leeils & Farmington R.K.b’ds 100.... 107
Potland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,100.108
Romford Falls & B K. R. Receiver
..
106
Portland &
Ogdensliurg R. R. l,t, 69 104

..108
-106

.3s.-...100

..109
..108

7;

Portland Water Co., Is.106
.m
;;
;;
;;

50
76
..109
..
..

..110
..116
109

NO.

3

PLUM

Printer,

INSURE

RISKS
Ibis

MARINE

ONLY.

at their offices,
Company will take risks
on
and

New
and issue

York,
Vessels, Cargoes
Freights,
open policies to merchants, making risks binding

as

water-borne.

40 PER CENT.
Paid in

FRESCO

Thirty Days

After Proof.

PAINTERS,

Price- reasonable and satisfaction

guaranteed.

..110

108

J. H. BATES,
Late of S. M. Pettengill A Go.

Newspaper Advertising Agent,

34 PARK ROW,

NEW YORK

OLIVER DITSOX & CO., Boston.

ThS&T&wtf

ONE

WM. M.

MARKS,
Exohange,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Fine Job Printing
or

in person

a

Specialty.

promptly attended

$1000 REWARD!
Sores of

►uncles, Felons, Boils
long standing. Erysipelas
Ulcers, Abscesses,
Piles, Salt Kheum, Soft and Ulcerated Corns, Chil
blains, Inflamed Joints, Frost Bites, etc. Mrs
Julye Myer’s Drawing & Healing Salve fails to cure
Mrs. Julye

Boston, Dec. 13, ’80.

Myers,

was told that I had not 24 hours to live.
wife catching at the last straw, applied your
salve: it kept the Gangrene from spreaoingany further audsavtd my lile. I am 78 years of age, and I owe
the few remaiuing years of my life, entirely to you.
Yours etc.
Wm. Wood,
45 Buckingham Street.

Boston. Jan. 26, 1880.
Mrs. Myers: Dear Madam—Having been afflicted
for several years with piles, and having tried nuraer*
ous remedies without avail, I was persuaded to try
your drawing and healing sal ve.and am happy to say
has met with complete succ -s.
EDWARD F. KENNEY,
No. 9 Km. p St., Boston, Mass.
W. F. Phillip* & Co., Wholesale Agents.

dly

BOSTON LEAD MAMF’G CO.
Samuel Little, Pros.
Wm. J. Bride, Treas.
Office, 94 & 96 Oliver Ni„ Boston. 171 ass.

paid to Boob and

RED LEAD &
pure.

alls’zesand weights per foot
in coils or on reels.
fcy
I
CUPCT
P A R ma<Je in strips from Vz inch
OntU I LLnftjy to 24 inches wide, on reels,
and any width up to 8 feet in rolls.

PATENT TIN LINED PIPE,
but
actual Tin
inside Lead

Tl N
sep4

NEW

Pipe.

a

PUMPS. SOLDER, Ac.
ST&Th&w6m37

FOR SALE.
SCH. ALASKA, 128 59-100 tons burbuilt in 1867 in the most thorough
manner, is tight and strong, and all
ready lor business without ad-liar’s out-

den,

YORK

Advertisements written appropriately displayed
and proofs given, free of o *
The leading Daily and
ekly Newspapers of tn
United States and Canada, kept on file for the accommodation of Advertisers.

Pipe

lay.

Carries 148 M lumber

or

200 tons

For further partlcu ars inquire of
C. A. B. MORSE & CO.,
5 Com’l Wharf, Portland, Maine.
jan7 dtf

coal.

OLD COI ONY
ROAD.

To

—FOR

ROCKLAND,

BRIDGE

Apply

ONE

OFFICES

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Kates !

to

593

Congress

St.

eod2w

To Let.
GOOD rent containing six rooms, in centre of
city. Also two on Munjoy hill. Apply to W.
W. CARR, 197 Newbury street.
jan2G dtf

A

To JLet.

TO

be let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the Boarding house corner Fore an d India streets. This
of t.hfl hMflt. lneatlnna in tho nitv fnr

mill

a

1/vlini.n

and

victualing house. Has been occupied by the
present tenant for the past 15 years.
Full
tained

the above can
particulars regarding
by applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS,
oc21 dtf
Corner

be ob-

Fore and Deer Sts.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

CHERT,

MIL-

J1ACUIAH.

PER

Accountant and

INNO.

Notary

Public.

CEO. C. UODRAN, Otter No. 1*4 Riddle
Hired, Portland.

WEEK

On and after Friday, Dec.?17th,
p the Steamer LEWISTON, C'apt.
Charles DeeriDg, will leave Raili mm life road Wharf, Portland, every
Friday evening, at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of Pullman express train from Boston, for
Rockland. Cantine, Deer Idle, Nedgwick,
Ho. Went Harbor, Bar Harbor, Jlillbridge,
JoneNport, and Jlachiaitport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every J1 onday Horning, at 4.30 o’clock, arriving in Portland same evening, connecting with Pullman night
train and early morning trains for Boston and the
West. Will also connect at Rockland with Sanforu
Line of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Also each trip to and from Bangor and River Landings. No Freight taken for Bangor.
For further particulars Inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Geu. Ticket ^geut. Railroad Wharf.
K GUSHING. General Manager
declGdtf
Portland, Dec. 10.1880.

JJ®

upper tenc
No. 106 Clark SI.
CYRUS F. DAVIS,

•

D

Arrangement,

TRIP

family,

jan21

—

JIT.
and

small

a

UEJVT,

ment of house

KAMI.

Real Estate Agent*.

k

JOHN C. PROCTER. No. Hit Exchange

i.,

ARRIVALS.
From GorhAm, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.30 a. m.
13.30 p. m.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. an.,
3.15 p. an., 6*00 p. an.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 13.30 p. m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30 a. an.

Hired.

*^*t

Book Blndora.

WIH. A. QUINCY, Room II, Priolrrm'
Exchange No. Ill Exchnuge Mtrret.
IV. H. OHLEB. Hewing Rnchine Repair*
er, 4 Rarie’a Terrace.ln tlir Rear •r*ti|
Caaim. Hirert.
mv24dly

To Canada, Detroit. Chicago, IVIiiv. aaakee,

Cincinnati, 8t, I.ouis. Oanitha, Haginavr, 8t. Panl, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Han Pranciiieo,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
oclSdtf

ttM&PMelpliaMii
Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

New

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia 6c Reading K. R.
NINTH AND OBEEN STREETS,

Maine

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at o
P. M.., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,

buy ticket, (at any
boat office in New England) Tin

BOUND

BROOK

New York and Philadelphia

®4ioo

{

NEW ENGLAND

219

AGENCY,
Street Boston.
H. P. BALDWIN,

Washington

Agent 0. R. R. of N. J.

Gen. Pass

FALL A WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing December 6th, 1NNO.

a
7.45

Claim

JOHN HOPKi S,
WM. LAWRENCE,

Until further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:

LEAVING PORTLAND

FOB SALK BT ALL DBUGQIBTS.

WE DN EM D.% Y
3 P. 71.

TRY THE BOSTON BATTERY.

at

It
stimulates
the
blood into action, and
should be worn by everyone subject to Rheum a t i 8 m
Neuralgia.
Nervous Diseases'

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Dys-

pepsia, Fever and Ague.
Heart, Liver, Luna and
Kidney Diseases, cursing Mothers and Children wear the
Boston
Battery; its action up-

A.

Pearce Agent, No. 229 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. w. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington
street, Boston, Mass.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

stations.

1.00. 3.30

n. m..

arricin.

at.

Rnatn.

1

ft

K

Qn

The favorite Steamers Forest
City and John
Brooks will alternately le*ve FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. daily, (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that tbev secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the
expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at
night
Tickets and Staterooms for eale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Tickets
to
New York, via the various
Through
auu

Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m.,
m., arriving at Portland at 12.06.
m.
Portland for /Scarborough
5.00,
Bench, Pine Point, Ol«l Orchard Bench,
Saco, Biddeford and Kounebnnk, at 8.45
a, m., 1.00, 8.30, 6.30 p. m. For Wells, North
Berwick, Salmon Falla, Great Falla, Dover, New Harket,
Exeter, Haverhill,
Lawrence, Andover and Lowell, at 8.46 a.
m., 1.00, 3.80 p. m. For Rochester and Farmington, N. H., at 8.45 a. m.. 1.00, 3.30 p. in.
m.

6.00 p.

m.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers Tuning between Portland and
Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macliias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrenoe and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. RUBBER. Gen. Snpi.
8. H. STEVENS. Gen- Agent, Portland.
0016
at*

££S£33g3l0.08
For

Canton and Buckfield, leave
Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixfleld.

Byron, Rangley Lakes, &c.
I» WASHBURN, Jb., President,
Portland Oct. 18.1880.

oc20tf

$5.00

NEW

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston,
From
m.
From

AND

—

Norwich Line Steamers.
Express

Train leaves Portland at 1.26 p. m.,
same evening with the
fast steamers of the Norwioh
Line, arriving at
New York next
morning at 6 o’clock.
rickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
Rollins & Adams’, 22
Exchange Street, and at the

connecting at Nerw London

Depots.

J. w. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WESCOTT, Supt.
ocl6dtf
_

a

I

Drink.)

2

2
K

or

D I. C. Is

absolute and Irresistible cure for
Drunkenuess, use of opium, tobacco and
narcotics.
■■■■■■ Send for Circular.
an

Bitten

All above told by droniit*.
Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., A Toronto, OnL

Oil

Peaks only.

AND

W
m

■

pr

■

<

NITRIC

tllnnbrr’a Nall and olhrr

ACIDN,
Chemical.,

MANUFACTURED BY

Eaatport, Me., Calaia, Me., Yarmouth,
IV. S. St.John, N.
Halifax,
No
Charlottetown, P. E. JT.

MERRIMAC CHEMICAL CO.,
Office 73
Acids, etc.

Kilby Hi., Ronton.
sale, Aqua Ammonia, Blue Vitriol, Acetic
novl7WF*A13m

F. H. KEIVISON

DR

From 145 Tremont Street
Boston, will be at U. S.
Hotel, Room 19 FKR.
13. for Four Da ys only
Corn., Bunion, and

On and after Monday. Nov 8th.,
wthe steamers Falmouth, Capt. I).
s. Hall,, and New Brunswick,
Capt. J. Thompson, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street .every Monday
and Thursday, at 6
and
p. m., for Eaetport
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston,
■■

•NJLSkC

Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Aloncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairtield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and (Miuda, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Kail Koads,
and Stage Routes.
Freight received until 4 o’clock p. m.
Fop Circulais. with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Slate Kooms and further
information opplv at
T. C. HEKCompany’s Office, 40 Kxchauge St.,
SEY, President, and Manager, or to A. K,
STUBBS, Agent B. R. Wharf.
nov6dtf

■

Vitriol,

MURIATIC

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

ARRANGEMENT

B

I

eod&wlmo

A. M.

dtf

■

■■■MBHbK

Hop

trip.

,

paid for a case they will not enre
for anything Impure orlnjurioua
foundin them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bltteraand try
them before you sleep. Take no other.
help,

r. m.

each

■
P

■Will be

Chebengue lalandn:

Immediately after

■

All Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels, Blood,
Liver, Kidneys, and Urinary Organs. Nor-

On and after OCT. 21.1,
will leave tlie East side of Custom House Wharf, for
Peak.,
and Long,Little and Great

for

m

$1000 IN GOLD.

Str. Minnehaha

1.15

Or ali*

vousness,SlreplessncHsanil especially
Female Complalnta.

TOURISTS’8TQMB0AT LINE
6.45

3

|

THEY CURE

3 p.

linegjforwarded

p:rr

Portland & Worcester Line

L/uuiCU

BITTERsfl

Purest asd Best Medical
TIES or ALL OTHER tl ITT KBS.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

1

i, iui emu

And the

Also tor

YORK,

vuui

(A Medicine, not

Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
►
Insurance one-half the rate of
'sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by conrecting
free of commission.
PaNftage Eight Dollar*. Bouuil Trip 915,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
f£. B. stAJIPNON, Agent,
deSKJIQ
oh to v

T0

Vi\

HOP

Saturday.

FALL

#NLT

I'i'w in

HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE,
DANDELION,

eturn

leave Canton 4.20
Buckfleld. 6.15 and

vi

jan27, feb3&10&wlt4

Leaver each Port Every Wednesday and

Rocl8

in.;

v*1-*.

rates.

l Accrue.
dtf

CONTAINS

Portland,

a.
a. m.

tow

Direct Steamship Line.

12.30

30

very

•*-:

tt^^

PHDADELPBIA

HAIliROA T>_
For

lor saie ai

»Prb_

Rumford Falls & Buckfield
___

ouuiiu L.uies

Freight taken as usual.
B. COYLR, Jr<(

3.30 p.
8.00, p.

Alton Ray at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. m. For
Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence,) at
8.46 a. in.; (via Now Market Junction) at 3.30 p.rn.
Morning Train leaves Kcnnebunk for Portland at 7.25.
Sa^“The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Sound Line Steamers.
The 3.30 p. m,
train connects with All Rail Lines for New
York and Noutb and Wrsl.
SUNDAY TRAINS/ Leave Portland for
Boston at 1.00 p. m. Boston for Portland at

now

IN

6.50 p. m.—From Swanton, Vt., and all stations
on through line.
J. HAMILTON. Sup*t.
Portland. Dec. 4, 188
dec4dtf

ARRANGE BENT.

Mothers

BANKRUPTCY. District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter of Ephraim G. Webster,
Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been
presented to the Court, this twenty-sixth
day of January, by Ephraim G. Webster, of Cape Elizabeth, a
Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a
full discharge from all his debts, provable under
the Bankrupt act; and upon
reading said petition
It is ordered by the Court that a
hearing be had
upon the same on the Fourth day of April, A. D.
1881, before the Court in Portland, in said District
at 10 o’clock A. M. and that notice thereof be
published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the Last publication
be thirty days at least before the
day of hearing
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and sh"*w cause, if
any they have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not be
WM. P. PREBLE,
granted.

stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.m.—-From Fabyan’s and intermediate

FALL

"quieting.

discard all soothing syrups and use tne Boston Battery, thus relieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent
by mail everywhere on
Sold by all Druggists. Men
receipt of price. 50c.
and Women Agents wanted in every city and town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Co.. 12 4 Treraont
declO d&wly
St.,Boston, Mass.

to Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
99. 2d Class, 97.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON. Vgent,
noSdtf
Central WV *■t..*ron.

m.—For all stations running through to
S wanton, Vt., connecting with B. C. &
M. R. R. points, and at St. Johnsbury with Day
Express on Passumpsio R. R. for Newport
anil Montreal.
£.45 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate

_On and after Nlondar. Oct.
as, 1880, Pawentfr Train,
LEAVE
iw
PORTLAND
-“-““FOR BOSTON at 8.45 a. in.,

the
mother
and
child will be found very
on

..

vvv

agents.
Pannage

a.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Proprietor!,

Habttobd, Cora., U. sJr'
(IThtM&wlw

noli

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Teun. Air
Line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington
street,
Boston, Mass.
To all points of North and South Carolina and bevia
Atlantic
Coast
and
via
Line,
Seaboard Air
yond
Line to Raleigh. Charlotte, Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina* and Georgia Points.
Waldo

*

SHANNON 4 MARWICK,

Htranuhipa,

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.

Proa* BomIou direct every
and NATUKDAV

FAMES,

Liquid Wyamaie la Bottlat, at 11.00,11.50 tad 13.00.
Yjoaole Platini for Liver, Luag, Eidaey aal Bhenaatls Oosplalati. Prise,
23 Ceati.

une,

N'rtAJiNuip
First

ateani-

ROUTE.

COCA LEAF COMPOUND.
Tl»e best Nerve Tonic known, prodaces a certain
and in many cases marvelous effect on the exhausted
and over-worked 1Servous System.
It Imparts
Increased vigor to the tired and weary. An invaluable remedy for Neuralgia and Nervous Headache,
Dyspepsia, Congestive Chills and Cholera Morboa.
Its action is rapid in Vomiting, Griping and Oolic
Pains.
Contributes to mental cheerfulness and
activity. Its equal is not known in dissipating
the habits of Opium Eating, Strong Drink, or
Tobacco Chewing.
Send for Pamphlet.

Norfolk, Baltimore & Waahinaton
^

or

OB

every MONI»A Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M
These steamers are fitted up with tine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer mouths these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, $3; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once.
For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Excnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasrtecftdtt
sengers will be taken by this line.

BERKS STS.

sure to

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast
railroad

—

CO.,
Advertising Agents,
■

an

PIPE, made from Pure Block Tin.

PINES

STEAMBOAT CO.

CAR PIPF
111

W. W. SHARPE &

ROW,

LITHARGE,^,1

TO

Portland, Bangor & Machias

I
labiMI/

Pamphlet Printing.
jVUiTnThStf

•t I’AHK

a. na.,

and

BSWJSJIRSIand 9

U/IJITC I IT An Boston Star Brand.
t&MUj Warranted strictly pure
and unsurpassed by any in the market.

Pipe,
to.

na.

$.45

TWO

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
Time. I.«w
Hemi-Weeklf
l.iue, tfuick
Kate*. Frequent Slepnrtu* e*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FA LI.
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Htenm.
en». Hailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clvde Steam Lines to Claarle*ton, 8. C., Washington, D. C., f*eor«rtown, D. C.' Alexandria, Ya., and all Rai
and Water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Philadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply tc
D. D. C. MINK. Agent.
j.yt> Washington street, Boston, Mass
Wm. P. Clyde A: Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave.. Philadelphia.
feb6

13.35

a.m..

tenements on High St. Sebago water and
Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable for one tenement. Apply to W. H. SIMON TON, 304 Commercial St.
oct27dtf

BOSTON

In conueclion with

For

MANUFACTURERS of

dly

..

issued.

ap5

J. D, JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOOKE, 2d Vice President.
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
febl7
dlmtTT&Sllm&wCw

Particular attention

t!l Maiket Square, Portland.

ever

Gangrene. I

Dividends io Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1879

Losses

Songs

Sunday School Song Book.
Any book mailed, post-free,for retail price
new

My

$12,437,739.51

FROftfl

12.30,

Madam,—About the 3rd of Dec. 1879,1 was taken wi' h a welling in my foot which settled into
dry

ASSETS.

STEAMSHIP

Winter

7.10

To Montreal and Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00
p.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham,
1.30 and 5.15 p. m.

8.00 p.

jau20

YORK,

AGAINST

Orders by mail

JOST & HORTON,

very
In Press.—A

mutual Insurance Co.

111

HTREET.

ALBUM
OFbestSONGS.
of the
of German

I,et.

To
two

or

Philadelphia A Mew
England

follows:

Street

Exchange

EMERSON’S QUARTETS AND CHORUSES

I

ATLANTIC

Printers’

Book,

as

To Auburn and Lewiston.
and 5.15 p. m.

mh26dly

BEETHOVEN. Biographical Romance by Rau.
$1.60.

Book, Card, and Job Printer,
BERRY,

**»-land,

■

cars.

8hb«cribe for t<>e Musical Record.
Try $1. for 6 mos.

Now

dim

..

..

horse

EF fl
W? Cl ($1.60). By Margaret
-*-*'-•*
-M. lfm-Kit?
main Osgood, Translations
by Louisa T. Cragin. Emphatically a bouxebold
collection, containing lullabies, nursery songs, kindergarten songs, and everythir g of the kind that
musical mothers, sisters and all'the A MT
|k children so dearly love, compiled from xmlol HF the
best American and foreign sources, and, in many
cases having both foreign and English words.
The
P hymes and
songs have simple accompaniments.
Tunes has already received most flattering notices,
and bids fair to be a universal rw* »y
-i. U .LV JCj®*
avorite.

R. B. FULLER, Pres't. THOS. II. LORD, Sec’y.
J. S. WINSLOW & CO., Agents.

jan26

near

Pear-

441,114 76
500,000 00
400,306 35
$1,483,873

or the best streets at

New Music Books.

$142,452 47

8TBEET.

Card and Job

Middle Street.

FIRST CLASS 2Vfc story house, with stable
25x25 feet, henery, etc. All nearly new and
in perfect order, lot 100x150 feet, nicely fenced,
large number or trees aud shrubs, house is heated
by furnace, up-stai'8 and down, excellent well of
water, and large cistern. One of the finest residences
in Jeering. Cost about $6,000 two years ago when
all material was cheap. Will be sold at a bargain,
Appy to

249,258 66

51.071.428

one

on

&&

Instrnmenta,

eep2S

STEPHEN

Ex-

CHARLES RICH,

Losses paid and unpaid, including all
known and supposed losses, return

Crash.
Medium...
BriUs.
Brown, heavy 30.

Tffc^rmi'ocrnonH

A

insured, SGI,310.601 00

NO. 156 HIGH STREET.
dtf

dec27

on

FESSENDEN,

Woodford’s Corner,

Account Current for the Year Ending, Dec. 31,1880

jan25 d3w"

1881._

and after Monday» 0ct- 18th,

°n

JipfQigfHslal1880, passenger trains will leave Por-

Be

Located

i,. BOSTON MARINE INSURANCE CO.

or

land.
8
18
20
22

chambers

FOR SALE.

Wanted.
by a 8t eady man, in a grocery
janitor, or a place he can he generally useful. 24 years strictly temperate. Good refer"*
ences.
Address G. T., at this office. jau31dlw*

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.

AND THIRD AND

SITUATION

store,

and arrive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season fo
all morning trains South and West.
N.45 a. ns. Daily except Sundays. For Boston au ,
way stations, v itli parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.n
1.00 p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston an i
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 5.3
p.m. in season for Sound and Rail connection 9
South and West.
For Portland, leave JBoaton,
7.80 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. zn., arrivin S
in Portland at 12.05, 6 and 11 p. m.
The 7 p. m. train runs daily.
Throngh ticket* to all point* Nouth am *
We*t at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Con
inercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, an 1
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Gar Ticket* for Neat* am ■
Berth* Mold at Depot Ticket Office.

STATION IN NEW YORK AttX&iu

To Let*

JOTHAMR CLARK,
Ag’t for ISaine & New Hampshire,

dti

pleasant rooms suitable for ladies or
gentlemen. Enquire at 4 PROSPECT SI.
dtf
myl»

TUCKER. Sup’t

CLYDE’S

a. na. Dally (Night Express from
Bangor) fo r
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newburyport, Sa
lem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman. Sleep ;
ing Car will be ready for occupancy In Portlam
at
9
m.
p.
and
a
(Week
days),
11
and will be
p. m. Sundays,
attache
to this train. Passengers havo a night’s
res

our

same being a part
of the farm of the late Jam as Deering.
Tty8 is the most valuable suburban property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sola very low.

31,880,308.11

Total Undivided Surplus,. ..$9,228,204.21

soon as

A

lots, all

or

Liabilities, including
gal reserve for reinsurance of all
existing policies.

2

—AXE—

tract is

4x5 miles square, covered with
quantities of original Yellow Pine. Cypress,
Juniper, etc; situated near the Atlantic Coast 20
miles from Norfolk. Va., on the D. S. Canal leading
to that city.
Title perfect.
Price $2 per acre.
For map and full particulars, address
J. M. LAYNE.
Lock Box 5, Huntington, W. Va.
jan20
a3w*

THIS

in large
small
$41,108,602^32 WE offer for sale
property in Deering, the
le-

sters

jan31

PAYSON
1880.

1IENBY OEEItlNG,
No. 37 Exchange SI.

mv27

dtf

Portland

74 EXCHANGE STREET

12,800 Acres Timber Land.

Total Assets, Dec. 31,18*0
Total

SVain* Leave

PASSENGER-

ASSET*.

OF NEW

want

Apply

day

a. m.

trains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
branch stations aiid connecting roads at 12.45
and 1^.50 p. m.
Hie afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath, and 1-ewiston at 5.46 p. ni. The
Nfigbt Pullman k x press train at 1.50 a.m. F oin
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. m. and 1.60

Portland. Dec 13

Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SANBOBN, Master Transportation
oclU
dtf

On
ern

1880.
occupied by

premises
Bailey

17th, 1880

General

Honse For Sale.

Life Assurance Society of the IT. S.
HENRY B. HYDE, President.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1880.
Amount of Ledger assets, Jan.
1,1880
$35,980,997.62
INCOME.
8,735,699.43

Preserver Wanted.
WE

To be JLct.

a. m.

ESTATE.

REAL

21st Annual Statement of the

Barber Wanted.

86
ie
13
ffi8%

OAIIPCC

dlawTh58t

barber wanted at R. D. Berry’s,
349 Commercial street, opposite Eastern DeJOURNEYMAN

8%
14
16

8

Camp, 7ft.
Colored, ^ pair. 2 00
White, 10-4...1 60
Cotton Batting.
601b bales, lib rolls.
Warp Yarn.
Twine.

®

11
9

o

FOR MALE VOICES.
cts. or $6. per
A capital collection of pieces, just made,
and well fitted by their moderate compass and easy
arrangement, as well as by their solid merit ana
great variety, for clubs and quartets that are now
so rapidly increasing.
The book is compact and
may easily be carried in the pocket.

febl

OCT

LET.

TO LET.

Consumption in England increased tenfold in ten years.” IVlAUt Ulorito Of OAUutO.
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers and Chemists.
CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with
Sole Agents for tbe United Status (wholesale only), fan-simile of Baron Liebig’s Signafcjfaviu & Co.. 43. Unrk I,-ire. London.^England.
tare in Bine Ink across Label.

ONE

pot.

Railroad

TO

WINTER Schedule.

COMMENCING

CALIFORNIA,

Tiie Provincial & New England All .Tail Line

45

FINEST AND CHEAPEST
MEAT-FLAVOURING
STOCK FOR SOUPS,

“

who lias had some experience in a drug and
paint store preferred. Apply to BOX 1«97.
ffibl

8
8
7V*

!

decl3

EXTRACT
OF MEAT

Drug Clerk Wanted.

price.
8
7%®

;

New York.

COMPANY’S

LIEBIG

WANTS.

Brown Cottons.

HU aa.t

;

SThA Vi IKS.

in the glowimaginary picture
ing coals is an evidence that the fire draws
well.—Yonkers Statesman.

Corrected weekly by Stoker Bros. Sc Co.

Eastern

——DON’T

one sees

A Sioux brave is named Castile Soap. The
appellation is a misnomer. He “won’t wash.”
—Norristown Herald.

rr—wnrrr

of the CommiNMiouer of lufernnl Bercnur:
oe Internal Revenue, 1

INCOME.
an

CURE

Treasury Department, Ofeice

Co.’s Coca Beef Tonic.

The

Maine

SURE
a*.

nov29 dBm

ftS 9

Early Rose,
Houlton.

Report

Extracl from

65 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
jan29
deod3w*

Herald.

Beef,

-7-8..

PHYSICLAN, OF
SO. 8 DEERI.su PLACE, PORTLAND.

Upping.

a

Rectify Torpidity of the Liver,
Removes biliouuess, dyspepsia and irregularity, and imparts new tone and vigor to the system by Liebig Co.’s Coca Beef Tonic.
Sold'by
all druggists.
Yellow, Dyspeptic, Nervous Invalids
grow strong, ruddy and healthy by the use of

16<317

—

dly

RODGERS,

has been treated
been fully restored

on

Hind Qu
Eggs. 30^32
7@10%c
Fore Qu.6@6%c
Geeso,
ll@12Vfe
Sweet Jersey3 76@4 00 PorkNorfolk 2 76®3 00
Backs..
20 00
bbl.4 50@5 00 t Clear.
19 00
Onions,
crate. ...@100
■less.16 60S17 00
Crnberxies. ^ bbl
Hans.
9%@10
Mum, 4 00@4 50

Turkeys.

Chickens. 13@15
Fowl. 10@12
Ducks..14

THE NATURAL

Mrs. C. who has

bent pin

If she offers you the mitten to-day, take it
just to keep your hand in.—Boston Globe.

Heayy.

Hu n>de Some Wonrinful Cured,
the Proof ie here:

a

plastering.—Syracuse

Bit Goods Wholesale market.

SCHNAPPS.

DR.

Mess Beef.. 9
Ex Mess.. 10

and

^■naaMgsoKas

COUGUN, COLDS, BROIVCK1ITI«, A-T1IOT i, COIVSCTIPTIOiV, aod all Dix
euN*M Mf the TllKO.iT AIV D LCNON.
In thin new combination we have b ended together by distillation (which cauuot be effectually done
in any other way,) the Balsam Tolu, Rock Sandy, pure Old Rye Whiskey, an l a valuable tonic, which
preserves all the virtues of the ingredients, yieidiug valu ible expectorant qualities aud giving the’article
a line flavor and an agreeable taste.
Balsam Tolu has long been used by the medical profession for its
soothing, healing aud nourishing properties, in allaying any irritation of the throat, chest ami lungs. Tolu
Rock and Kye is a diffusive stimulant,creating a healthy appetite aud
toning up the system generally. The
eminent chemist Prof. G. A. Muriner of Chicago has analyzed and cheerfully recommends its use. The purity of the ingredients used makes it a pleas <nt, healthful touic and appetizing beverage for all.

dozen.)

Schiedam Aromatic

NEW YORK.

artist painted

An

00
00
60

WOLFE’S

„
I»f

deep,

..
..

APPETIZER

Great

per extended Statement.

..

...

The

The only thing that can stay this is a mighty
outspoken sentiment and purpose of the great
body of the people. Right sentiment and right
purpose in a senator here and there, and a

..

Through ignorance more than through culpable
neglect they suffer them to fall sick and die, when
knowledge might have saved them to love and home
Dr. D«vid Kennedy offers his “Favorite Remedy”
as emphatically a medicine for the
children—gentle in its action, containing no harmful ingredients
whatever, going straight to the Blood, which, when
impure, is the seat and source of disease. “Favorite Remedy” is the friend of childhood and should be
found in every nursery in the land.
Keep it in

at

For

Portland

leave

For Auburu untl l.c*vi*tou. at 12.30 and
5.05 p. in. and for l.rvvi«tou via Brunswick.
;
T. P.
at 7.00 a. m. and 11.15 p. in.
*
U
dt
.VfiKCMM STREET.
; Forllnugor, Dexter, Wnterville. Be Ifa* t
A *ko\* began hi 12.30,12.40, and 11.15 p.m.
For Augusta, llailotvell, t*arriiner, and
Bruu*w ick at 7.00 a. m.
12.40, 5.1o, and
j 11.15 p.m.
For Koeklautl and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. K., and for Farmington, via Brunswick
at 7.00 a in. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. ro., and 12.40 and 6.15 p. m.
JAPAN, CHINA,
For Farmiaginu,
Phillip*. Monmouth,
•Sandwich Inlanda, New Zealand
and
Wintbrop, Beadfieltl, U e*t Wnterville.
North Ausouautl Wnterville via Lewiston
Australia.
at 12.30 p. ni.
The dow an
splendid steamers sail from New
For Wnterville via Augusta. 7.00 a. m.
I York ob the ICth, 20th and 30th of each month
The 11.15 p. m. train is -he Night Express, with
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
Pullman sleeping car attached anil runs every I as below.
night, Sundays included.
S.S. Acapulco.Jan. 31 I S. S. Colon... .Feb. 20
Close connections are made at Bangor, for all
S. S. Cresoont City for Isthmus of Panama only,
stations on the Bucksport & Bangor, Bangor & PisFeb. 10.
cataquis ami E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine CenFor freight or passage rates and the fullest infor
tral R. K. forming with the E. & N. A. & St. John,
oiation, apply to the General Eastern Agonle,
nd Maine Railways,
C. fb. HAHTLETT A CO.,
115 Mtate Mtreet, cor. Ilroad Ml., Kowtoa.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
now
offers
the
81 Exchange St,. Portland.
of
re-establishment
by
je38dtf
the Night train between Bangor and St. Johu,
two trains each way every week day, and one
every Sund ly (night) between Ho*ton, Portland
and Hi. John, Halifax, and all pans of the
Maritime Province*; trains leaving Portland at
12.40 and 11 15 p. w.
The latter making connections with trains for Kloultou, Woodwork,
Hi* Audrevvt*,
Ht. Hteplien, Fredeaieton,
Fori Fairfielil and Caribou.
the
On niul after Oct. 1,
■limited Ticket* for Ht. Johu and Halifax ou *ale at reduced rale*.
F. O.
now
Train*
arrive
in
Portland
a*
Pti*ne»ager
A Co.. No.'s 35 A 37 Exfollows:—1The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
to
change St.
and Lewiston at 8.36 and 3.40
The

FOR

Naccarappa, Guiuberluu*

Weatbrook
and
Woodford’*
7.20 a. na., 1.25, 0.20 and (mixed) 6.4£
p. an.
The 1.25 p. na. train from Portland connects a
Ayer June, with llooaac Tunnel Route fo
tbe West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, fo
New York via Norwich
l.ine, and all rail
via Npringflrld. also with N. Y. A N. E. K
R. (“Steamer Maryland Route*’) for Philadet
phia, Rnltiuaore, Wa^biugtou,
and
tb<
Nonth and with ISo»to*a A* Albany R. R. fo
the We»t.
Close connections made at We*tbrook June
tion with through trains of Mo. Central U.
R., am
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with train
of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to aSi (joints South and West, a
Depot ofitces and at
Mins & Adams’, No. 22 Ex
change Street.
J. W. PETERS, Don. Ticket Agent.
GbO. P. WE
T, Su[it
ocltirtt

Trains

Cabin ami Steerage l iekets by the
i'uuard, Allan, Inunui, White Mtar anil
Auchor liinei* of European Mteauner*
sailing weekly from boo Lou ami New York. Fwl^
further particulars call on or address

I9lb, ISSO,

Dee.

after

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO

3.55 p. m.; arriving at Portlam
a. m., 1.10 p. m. and 6.10
p. m.

(norhaiH,

Mill*,

So long as there remains on our frontier one
square mile of land occupied by a weak and
helpless owner, there will be a strong and unscrupulous frontiersman ready to seize it, and
a weak and unscrupulous politician who can
be hired for a vote or for money to back him.

representive here and there, are little more
than straws which make momentary eddies,
but do not obstruct the tide. The precedents
of a century’s unhindered and profitable rob-

and

m.,

(mixed) 9.S5

H. H. On the Indian Question.
[From “A Century of Dishonor.”]

...

Health and They will Take Care

a.

European Ticket Office.

MCGOWAN, Bookseller,

fa.

For

nud

Passenger

am

Clinton,
Ayer June.,
FilchbHrg
Nuwliua, Loviell, Wiudhaiu, and Ep
ping at 7.20 a. na. and 1.25 p. na.
For MancliCNter, Concord and points North, a
1.25 p. na.
For Kocbemter, Nprlngvnle, Alfred, Wat
erboronnd «neo Rim-.7.20 a. in.. 1.2*
an., and (mixed) at ti.45 p. na. Returnim
eave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.. ll.Oi

golden sands.

iled Stuarts and even through the revolution.
Readers might have preferred the cruelty
which crushed old Porthos under a
too

m.,

For

Odyssey

adventures, by aid of a
magical fountain, through the troubles of the ex-

n.

id.

adventures to that valley of Central America
where the fountain of youth still flows over its

prolonged
draught from the

7.20

"■

with French and English literature,
Dumas created his epic romance, as immortal
and almost as long as any of the fictious that
dissipated the immense tedium of the Middle
Ages. There seems to be no reason why such
heroes as his should ever die or grow old.
Why did ho not send them on an
of

He did take his musketeers
through many a
year of history, and into many an adventure
with “Milady” and under the scaffold of
Charles I. He might have
their

at

1.25 p. tu arriving at Woroestei
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leav<
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p.m. aud 6.10 p

_

tance

Beauty is

On

WINTER
IRBANRERENT
_On mid after Monday, Oci. IN
880, Passenger Trains wiU leav.

...

HAPPY CHILDREN.

STEAMERS._

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

PORTLAND & ROC HESTER R. R,

are

....

!

it A SLIM Ka
_

Had Nail, treated wlth-

St.

iont Pain. Operations
Onrua, 26 cents each.

fBh24

Grand

|A3 |

1

S

1JU U L U
fl II
rfH lir
■
■

on

eo.tt

111-' !■ I

Dealers make Money wnn
W T SOULE & (.XX, 130
La Salle Street. Chicago,
111. W rite for particulars.

oc*®

eodl?

E. K. HiESlIflAX A Bit ON.
I

Advertising Agents,

ISO W. FOURTH NT.,
CINCINNATI^
Estimates
Send for Circular.

w

